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Abstract
We consider the problem ofminimising an inhomogeneous anisotropic elliptic func-
tional in a class of closed m dimensional subsets of Rn which is stable under tak-
ing smooth deformations homotopic to the identity and under local Hausdorff limits.
We prove that the minimiser exists inside the class and is an pH m,mq rectifiable
set in the sense of Federer. The class of competitors encodes a notion of spanning
a boundary. We admit unrectifiable and non-compact competitors and boundaries,
and we make no restrictions on the dimension m and the co-dimension n ´m other
than 1 ď m ă n. An important tool for the proof is a novel smooth deformation the-
orem. The skeleton of the proof and the main ideas follow Almgren’s 1968 paper.
In the end we show that classes of sets spanning some closed set B in homological
and cohomological sense satisfy our axioms.
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1 Introduction
The Plateau problem is about finding aminimiser of the area amongst the surfaces which
span a given boundary. The notions of “area”, “surface”, and “spanning a boundary”
of course need to be precisely defined so this problem actually has many different incar-
nations. Its history spans over two centuries and we have no intention of enumerating
numerous prominent developments in this field. For the presentation of the classical for-
mulations and solutions, their drawbacks, and the modern reformulations of the prob-
lem we refer the reader to the excellent expository articles by David [Dav14] as well as
by Harrison and Pugh [HP16c, HP16d]. These sources contain also an extensive list of
references. We shall focus mainly on the comparison of our methods and results with the
ones used in the papers published in the last years.
In this article we deal with an abstract Plateau’s problemwhich encompasses, e.g., the
formulation of Adams and Reifenberg; cf. [Rei60]. The notion of “area” of a competitor S
is replaced by the value of a functional ΦF on S which is defined by integrating an el-
liptic integrand F : Rn ˆGpn,mq Ñ r0,8s with respect to the Hausdorff measure H m
over S – if S is pH m,mq rectifiable, then we feed F with pairs px, T q, where x P S and
T is the approximate tangent plane to S at x. The integrand F provides an inhomoge-
neous (depending on the location) and anisotropic (depending on the tangent direction)
weight for the Hausdorff measure. If F px, T q “ 1 for all px, T q P Rn ˆGpn,mq, then we
call F the area integrand. Ellipticity means roughly that a flat m-dimensional disc D
minimises ΦF amongst surfaces that cannot be retracted onto the boundary of D, i.e.,
pm´ 1q-dimensional sphere; see 3.16. It can be seen as a geometric counterpart of quasi-
convexity; see [Mor66]. The “surfaces” and “boundaries” are, in our case, quite arbitrary
closed subsets of Rn – not necessarily rectifiable nor compact. The notion of “spanning
a boundary” does not appear at all. Our main theorem (see 3.20) provides existence of
an pH m,mq rectifiable set which minimises ΦF (with F elliptic) inside an axiomatically
defined class of competitors (see 3.4).
Section 3 contains all the definitions and the precise statement of the main theorem.
In section 12 we show that naturally defined (using Čech homology and cohomology)
classes of sets spanning a given boundary (which may be an arbitrary closed set in Rn)
satisfy our axioms.
Similar results were obtained recently by other authors. Harrison [Har14] suggested
a new formulation of the problem, defined spanning employing the linking number, and
used differential chains, developed earlier in [Har15], to findminimisers of the Hausdorff
measure in co-dimension one. Harrison and Pugh [HP16b, HP16a] proved existence of
minimisers for the area integrand in arbitrary dimension and co-dimension using Čech
cohomology to define spanning.
The same authors proved independently, in [HP17], a very similar result to ours. They
showed existence of minimisers of an elliptic anisotropic and inhomogeneous functional
in an abstractly defined class of competitors of any dimension and co-dimension. Their
result admits non-Euclidean ambient metric spaces but, on the other hand, is restricted
to the case when all competitors are compact and pH m,mq rectifiable (however, Jenny
Harrison informed the authors that the methods of [HP17] extend also to the case of
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non-compact competitors).
Even though, themain result of the current paper is so similar to [HP17], we emphasis
that the method of the proof is different. In particular, we make extensive use of varifolds
(especially, Almgren’s theory of slicing) and we provide a smooth deformation theorem.
De Lellis, Ghiraldin, and Maggi [DLGM17] formulated the problem abstractly and
showed existence of minimisers of the m-dimensional Hausdorff measure in any family
of subsets of Rm`1 containing enough competitors; see [DLGM17, Definition 1]. Later
De Philippis, De Rosa, and Ghiraldin [DPDRG16] generalised this result to any co-
dimension assuming, roughly, that the set of competitors is closed under taking defor-
mations which are uniform limits of maps C 1 isotopic to identity; see [DPDRG16, Def-
inition 1.2]. After that, De Lellis, De Rosa, and Ghiraldin [DLDRG17] obtained also
minimisers for an inhomogeneous and anisotropic problem in co-dimension one. Finally,
De Philippis, De Rosa, and Ghiraldin [DPDRG17a] also solved the problem in full gener-
ality.
These works all consider axiomatically defined families of competitors, which include,
e.g., sets that span a boundary in the sense of Harrison [Har14] and sliding competi-
tors of David [Dav14]. However, in the latter case the results of [DLGM17, DPDRG16,
DPDRG16, DPDRG17a] do not ensure that the minimiser is a sliding deformation of the
initial competitor.
The origin of our project was a mini-course that we conducted in 2014. We under-
took the effort to understand Almgren’s existence result presented on the first 30 pages
of [Alm68]. Enlightened by his brilliant ideas we decided to present his approach to the
Plateau problem in a sequence of lectures. The present manuscript was, at first, meant
to serve as lecture notes for the mini-course but, with time, it grew into a full-fledged
research paper containing new results.
The skeleton of the proof is the same as in [Alm68] and our proofs of the intermediate
steps are quite similar to Almgren’s but we also divert from [Alm68] in many places.
First of all we separated the abstract existence result from the application to a specific
class of sets which homologically span a given boundary. Actually, in the definition of the
good class of competitors, we do not use any notion of “spanning a boundary” – we only
assume the class is closed under local Hausdorff convergence, and under taking images
of sets with respect to certain admissible deformations; see 3.4. Moreover, we make no
use of currents, flat chains, or G-varifolds in this paper. Second, we filled up most of the
details that Almgren left to the reader. In particular, we had to develop a new smooth
deformation theorem, which might be of separate interest (see 7.13) and we proved a
perturbation lemma (see 4.3) which allows to show rectifiability of minimisers. Third, we
improved the main theorem by allowing for non-compact and unrectifiable competitors
and boundaries.
Our deformation theorem 7.13 takes some m dimensional sets Σ1, . . . , Σl and a finite
subfamilyA of dyadicWhitney cubes and provides aC8 smooth homotopy f : r0, 1sˆRn Ñ
Rn between the identity and amapwhich deforms some neighbourhoodG of
Ťl
i“1 ΣiX
ŤA
onto an m dimensional skeleton of A. Furthermore, for each t P r0, 1s the map fpt, ¨q
equals the identity outside some neighbourhood of
ŤA. The main novelty with respect
to well known constructions of this sort is that f is C8 smooth. This is important for
two reasons. First, the push-forward by f defines a continuous map f# : VmpRnq Ñ
VmpRnq on the space of m dimensional varifolds in Rn. This allows to transfer certain
estimates valid for the limit varifold (which, a priori, is not a competitor) onto elements
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of the minimising sequence; see, e.g., 9.1. Second, since the image of G under fp1, ¨q is
m dimensional, we may use a perturbation argument (see 4.3) to find another smooth
map which is arbitrarily close to fp1, ¨q in C 1 topology and almost kills the measure of
the unrectifiable part of Σi XŤA. This allows to show that the minimiser coming from
the main theorem 3.20 is pH m,mq rectifiable.
In contrast to the classical Federer–Fleming deformation theorem [Fed69, 4.2.9] and
Almgren’s deformation theorem [Alm86, Chapter 1] ours works for quite arbitrary sets Σ
inRnwhichmay not carry the structure of a rectifiable current. It differs also from a simi-
lar result of David and Semmes [DS00, Theorem 3.1] because we perform the deformation
inside Whitney cubes of varying sizes and, in case Σ is pH m,mq rectifiable, we provide
estimates on the H m`1 measure of the whole deformation, i.e., on H m`1pf rp0, 1q ˆ Σsq.
Moreover, our theorem is tailored especially for the use with varifolds which might not be
rectifiable, so we actually prove estimates not on theH m measure of fp1, ¨qrΣs but rather
on the integral
´
Σ }Dfp1, ¨q}m dH m.
In the course of the proof of the main theorem we try to mimic, as much as pos-
sible, Almgren’s original ideas. In particular, rectifiability of the minimiser is proven
employing the deformation theorem together with a perturbation argument based on the
Besicovitch–Federer projection theorem; see section 10. This point of the proof seems
to make a lot of trouble in other works. De Lellis, Ghiraldin, and Maggi in [DLGM17]
and De Philippis, De Rosa, and Ghiraldin in [DPDRG16] used the famous Preiss’ rec-
tifiability theorem [Pre87]. De Lellis, De Rosa, and Ghiraldin in [DPDRG16] employed
the theory of Caccioppoli sets, which is possible in co-dimension one. The first author
in [Fan16] used a very complex construction of Feuvrier [Feu12] to modify a minimising
sequence into a sequence consisting of quasi-minimal sets; cf. [Alm76]. Harrison and
Pugh [HP16a, HP17] choose a very special subsequence, which they call Reifenberg regu-
lar sequence, of the minimising sequence, whose elements enjoy good bounds on density
ratios down to certain scale. We simply follow Almgren’s ideas.
In their final paper [DPDRG17a] De Philippis, De Rosa, and Ghiraldinmake use their
very interesting result [DPDRG17b] yielding rectifiability for minima of certain elliptic
functionals. Actually, in [DPDRG17b] they acquired a sufficient and necessary condi-
tion (called the atomic condition) on the integrand so that varifolds whose first variation
with respect to such F induces a Radon measure are rectifiable. Later, De Rosa [DR18]
showed that if F satisfies the atomic condition, then an F -minimising sequence of inte-
gral varifolds contains a sub-sequence converging to an integral varifold.
2 Notation
In principle we shall follow the notation of Federer; see [Fed69, pp. 669–671]. However,
we will use the standard abbreviations for intervals in R, i.e., pa, bq “ tt P R : a ă t ă bu,
ra, bq “ tt P R : a ď t ă bu etc. We reserve the symbol I “ r0, 1s for the closed unit
interval. We will also write tx P X : P pxqu rather than X X tx : P pxqu to denote the set
of those x P X which satisfy predicate P . For the identity map on some set X we use the
symbol idX : X Ñ X and the characteristic function of X is denoted 1X and is defined
by 1Xpxq “ 1 if x P X and 1Xpxq “ 0 if x R X. If U Ď Rm and V Ď Rn, the set of maps
f : U Ñ V with continuous kth order derivatives is denoted by C kpU, V q. If f P C kpU, V q,
we say that f is of class C k. In contrast to [Fed69, 2.9.1] given two Radon measures µ
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and ν over Rn we write
(1) Dpµ, ν, xq “ lim
rÓ0
µBpx, rq
νBpx, rq for x P R
n .
Concerning varifolds we shall follow Allard’s notation; see [All72]. In particular,
if U Ă Rn is open, we write VkpUq, IVkpUq, and RVkpUq for the space of k dimensional
varifolds, integral varifolds, and rectifiable varifolds in U following the definitions [All72,
3.1, 3.5]. Also VarTanpV, xq shall denote the set of varifold tangents as defined in [All72,
3.4]. In contrast to [All72, 3.5], we shall write vkpSq instead of vpSq to highlight the
dimension of of the resulting varifold; cf. 3.10.
We recall some notation of Federer. As in [Fed69, 2.2.6] we use the symbolP to denote
the set of positive integers. The symbols Upa, rq and Bpa, rq denote respectively the open
and closed ball with centre a and radius r; see [Fed69, 2.8.1]. We use the notation τ a
and µs for the translation by a P Rn and the homothety with ratio s P R respectively;
see [Fed69, 2.7.16, 4.2.8]. For the Hausdorff metric on compact subsets of Rn we write dH
and for the k dimensional Hausdorff measure H k; cf. [Fed69, 2.10.21 and 2.10.2]. The
scalar product of u, v P Rn is denoted u‚v. The space of maps p P HompRn,Rmq such that
p˚u ‚ p˚v “ u ‚ v for all u, v P Rm (i.e. p is an orthogonal projection) is denoted O˚pn,mq;
see [Fed69, 1.7.4].
Following [Alm68] and [Alm00] if S P Gpn,mq is an m dimensional linear subspace
of Rn, then S6 P HompRn,Rnq shall denote the orthogonal projection onto S. In particular
if p P O˚pn,mq is such that im p˚ “ S, then S6 “ p˚ ˝ p.
Whenever µ is a (Radon) measure over some set U Ď Rn we sometimes use the same
symbol µ to denote the (not necessarily Radon) measure j7µ over Rn, where j : U Ñ Rn is
the inclusion map. Nonetheless, the support of µ is always a subset of U , i.e., sptµ Ď U .
If A and B are subsets of some vectorspace, then we write A`B for the algebraic sum
of A and B, i.e., the set ta` b : a P A, b P Bu. If X and Y are vectorspaces, we write X ‘Y
for the the direct sum of X and Y ; see [ES52, Chapter I, §2].
3 Statement of the main result
3.1 Definition. Let U Ď Rn be open. We say that f : Rn Ñ Rn is a basic deformation
in U if f is of class C 1 and there exists a bounded convex open set V Ď U such that
fpxq “ x for x P Rn„V and f rV s Ď V .
If f P C 1pRn,Rnq is a composition of a finite number of basic deformations, then we
say that f is an admissible deformation in U . The set of all such deformations shall be
denoted DpUq.
3.2 Remark. In most cases the bounded convex set V shall be a cube or a ball.
3.3 Definition. Whenever K Ď Rn is compact and A,B Ď Rn, we define dH ,KpA,Bq by
dH ,KpA,Bq “ max
 
suptdistpx,Aq : x P K XBu , suptdistpx,Bq : x P K XAu( .
3.4 Definition. Let U Ď Rn be an open set. We say that C is a good class in U if
(a) C ‰ ∅;
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(b) each S P C is a closed subset of Rn;
(c) if S P C and f P DpUq, then f rSs P C;
(d) if Si P C for i PP, and S Ď Rn, and limiÑ8 dH ,KpSi X U, S X Uq “ 0 for all compact
sets K Ď U , then S P C.
3.5 Remark. One example of a good class is given in 12.4. We expect that the methods
presented in this article could work also if we assumed that admissible deformations are
uniform limits of diffeomorphisms (so called monotone maps) as in [DPDRG16, Defini-
tion 1.1]. In such case, the class denoted FpH, Cq defined in [DPDRG16, Definition 1.4]
would also be good. However, we had trouble checking that all the deformations we use
aremonotone. In particular, the deformations constructed in 9.1 are clearly notmonotone
and there is no easy way to fix that. We anticipate that one could modify the deforma-
tion theorem 7.13 to handle the situation from 9.1 and provide an appropriate monotone
map but, given the overall complexity of the already presented material, we chose not to
do that. A related result, allowing to approximate the cone construction by a sequence
of diffeomorphisms and to get an isoperimetric inequality similar to (78), was obtained
recently by Pugh [Pug17].
3.6 Definition (cf. [Alm68, 1.2]). A function F : Rn ˆGpn,mq Ñ r0,8q of class C k for
some non-negative integer k PP is called a C k integrand.
If additionally inf imF { sup imF P p0,8q, then we say that F is bounded.
3.7 Definition (cf. [Alm68, 3.1]). If ϕ P C 1pRn,Rnq and F is an integrand, then the
pull-back integrand ϕ#F is given by by
ϕ#F px, T q “
#
F
`
ϕpxq,DϕpxqrT s˘}ŹmDϕpxq ˝ T6} if dim DϕpxqrT s “ m
0 if dim DϕpxqrT s ă m.
If ϕ is a diffeomorphism, then the push-forward integrand is given by ϕ#F “ pϕ´1q#F .
3.8 Definition (cf. [Alm68, 1.2]). If F is a C k integrand and x P Rn, then we define
another C k integrand F x by the formula
F xpy, Sq “ F px, Sq for y P Rn and S P Gpn,mq .
3.9 Remark. Recall that γn,m denotes the canonical probability measure on Gpn,mq in-
variant under the action of the orthogonal group Opnq; see [Fed69, 2.7.16(6)].
3.10 Definition (cf. [All72, 3.5]). Assume S Ď Rn is H m measurable and such that
H mpSXKq ă 8 for any compact setK Ď Rn. We define vmpSq P VmpRnq in the following
way: first decompose S into a sum SuYSr, where Su is purely pH m,mq unrectifiable and
Sr is countably pH m,mq rectifiable and Borel (cf. [Fed69, 3.2.14]); then set
vmpSqpαq “
ˆ
Sr
αpx,TanmpH m Sr, xqqdH mpxq
`
ˆ
Su
ˆ
αpx, T q dγn,mpT qdH mpxq for α P K pRn ˆGpn,mqq .
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3.11 Definition. If F is a C k integrand, we define the functional ΦF : VmpRnq Ñ r0,8s
by the formula
ΦF pV q “
ˆ
F px, SqdV px, Sq .
3.12 Remark. If spt }V } is compact we have ΦF pV q “ V pγF q, whenever γ P DpRn,Rq is
such that spt }V } Ď Int γ´1t1u.
3.13 Definition. If S Ď Rn isH m measurable, satisfiesH mpSXKq ă 8 for all compact
sets K Ď Rn, and Su Ď S is a purely pH m,mq unrectifiable part of S, then we set
ΦF pSq “ ΦF pvmpSqq ,
ΨF pSq “ ΦF pSq `
ˆ
Su
`
sup imF x ´ ´ F px, T qdγn,mpT q˘ dH mpxq .
For any other subset S of Rn we set ΨF pSq “ ΦF pSq “ 8.
3.14 Remark. Assume V P VmpRnq, ϕ : Rn Ñ Rn is of class C 1, and F is a C 0 integrand.
Then
Φϕ#F pV q “ ΦF pϕ#V q .
If S Ď Rn isH m measurable and satisfiesH mpSXKq ă 8 for all compact setsK Ď Rn,
then
ϕ#vmpSq “ vmpϕrSsq
given S is countably pH m,mq rectifiable or ϕ “ µr for some r P p0,8q or ϕ “ τ a for some
a P Rn.
3.15 Remark. If S is H m measurable, H mpS X Kq ă 8 for any compact K Ď Rn, S “
SuYSr, where Su is purely pH m,mq unrectifiable and Sr is countably pH m,mq rectifiable,
F is an integrand, x P Rn, then
ΨFxpSq “ ΦFxpSrq `H mpSuq sup imF x .
We shall use the following notion of ellipticity based on the definition given by Alm-
gren; see [Alm76, IV.1(7)] and [Alm68, 1.6(2)]. It can be understood as a geometric version
of quasi-convexity; cf. [Mor66]. Similar notion for currents can be found in [Fed69, 5.1.2].
3.16 Definition. An C 0 integrand F is called elliptic if there exists a continuous function
c : Rn Ñ p0,8q such that for all T P Gpn,mq we have
ΨFxpSq ´ΨFxpDq ě cpxq
`
H mpSq ´H mpDq˘
whenever
(a) D “ Bp0, 1q X T is a unit m dimensional disc in T ;
(b) S is a compact subset of Rn, H mpSq ă 8, and S cannot be deformed onto R “
Bdry Bp0, 1q X T by any Lipschitz map f : Rn Ñ Rn satisfying fpxq “ x for x P R.
3.17 Remark. Note the following observations.
• The area integrand F ” 1 is elliptic.
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• If F is an integrand and ϕ P C 1pRn,Rnq is a diffeomorphism, then F is elliptic if
and only if ϕ#F is elliptic; cf. [Alm68, 4.3].
• Any convex combination of elliptic integrands is elliptic.
3.18Remark. In the original definition of Almgren one assumes also that S is pH m,mq rec-
tifiable. Since we want to work with possibly unrectifiable competitors we need to drop
this assumption. For the same reason we used ΨFx instead of ΦFx in 3.16.
Assume x P Rn is fixed and T P Gpn,mq is such that F px, T q “ M “ suptF px, P q :
P P Gpn,mqu. Set E “ ´ F px, P q dγn,mpP q, D “ Bp0, 1q X T , and R “ Bdry Bp0, 1q X T .
Assume E ă M and S “ D„F YW satisfies 3.16(b), where F Ď D is closed and W is
purely pH m,mq unrectifiable and closed, andW X pD„F q “ ∅. Then
ΦFxpSq ´ ΦFxpDq “ ΦFxpW q ´ ΦFxpF q “ EH mpW q ´MH mpF q .
If one could perform this construction ensuringH mpW q ăM{EH mpF q, then the above
quantity would become negative. Hence, assuming such construction is possible, if we
used ΦFx in place of ΨFx in 3.16, then there would be no elliptic integrands depending
non-trivially on the second variable. In some directions, filling a hole with purely unrec-
tifiable set would always be better then filling it with a flat disc. Nonetheless, we believe
this is not possible.
In a forthcoming article, the second author and Antonio De Rosa show that one ob-
tains an equivalent definition of ellipticity if one assumes in 3.16(b) that S is pH m,mq rec-
tifiable. More precisely: if F is a C 0 integrand, there exists a continuous function c :
Rn Ñ p0, 1q, and for all S and D satisfying 3.16(a)(b) such that S is pH m,mq rectifiable
there holds
ΦFxpSq ´ ΦFxpDq ě cpxq
`
H mpSq ´H mpDq˘ ,
then F is elliptic in the sense of 3.16.
3.19 Remark. It is not clear whether strict convexity of F in the second variable is enough
to ensure ellipticity of F as is the case in the context of currents; see [Fed69, 5.1.2].
De Lellis, De Rosa, and Ghiraldin where able to prove their existence result assuming F
is uniformly convex in the second variable and of class C 2; see [DPDRG16, Definition 2.4].
De Philippis, De Rosa, and Ghiraldin defined the so called atomic condition for the inte-
grand; see [DPDRG17b, Definition 1]. In co-dimension one this condition is equivalent
to strict convexity of F in the second variable; see [DPDRG17b, Theorem 1.3]. Moreover,
varifolds whose first variation with respect to F , satisfying the atomic condition, induces
a Radon measure are rectifiable; see [DPDRG17b, Theorem 1.2].
Our main theorem reads.
3.20 Theorem. Let U Ă Rn be an open set, C be a good class in U , and F be a bounded
elliptic C 0 integrand. Set µ “ inf ΦF pT X Uq : T P C(.
If µ P p0,8q, then there exist S P C and a sequence tSi P C : i PPu such that
(a) S X U is pH m,mq rectifiable. In particularH mpS X Uq ă 8.
(b) limiÑ8ΦF pSi X Uq “ ΦF pS X Uq “ µ.
(c) limiÑ8 vmpSi X Uq “ vmpS X Uq in VmpUq.
(d) limiÑ8 dH ,KpSi X U, S X Uq “ 0 for any compact set K Ď U .
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Furthermore, if Rn„U is compact and there exists a ΦF -minimising sequence in C
consisting only of compact sets (but not necessarily uniformly bounded), then
diampspt }V }q ă 8 and sup diampSi X Uq : i PP( ă 8 .
4 Unrectifiable sets under submersions
Assume K Ď Rn is purely pH m,mq unrectifiable with H mpKq ă 8 and f P C 1pRn,Rnq
is such that Dfpxq is of rank at most m for x P Rn. We construct an arbitrarily small
C 1 perturbation f˜ of f such thatH mpf˜ rKsq becomes very small. Additionally, we ensure
that f˜ is of the form f˜ “ f ˝ ρ, where ρ is a diffeomorphism of Rn such that Lippρ´ idRnq
is very small. This provides a useful feature of f˜ , namely that im f˜ Ď im f .
A similar result was proven recently by Pugh [Pug16]. It could be possible to obtain
H mpf˜ rKsq “ 0 as was shown by Gałęski [Gał17] but for our purposes it suffices only to
make the measure small. Also the map constructed in [Gał17] kills only the measure of
the part ofK on which dim im Dfpxq “ m and we need to take care also of the part where
the rank of Df is strictly less than m. Finally, we should mention that Almgren alluded
that such result should hold already in [Alm68, 2.9(b1)].
In the next preparatory lemma we construct a smooth map M : R Ñ Opnq which
continuously rotates a given m-plane S onto another given m-plane T . We also derive
estimates onM 1 as well as on }Mp¨q ´ idRn} in terms of }S6 ´ T6}.
4.1 Lemma. Let n andm be positive integers such that 0 ă m ď n. There exists Γ P p0,8q
such that for all S, T P Gpn,mq there existsM : R Ñ HompRn,Rnq of class C8 satisfying
Mp0q “ idRn , Mp1qrSs “ T , @τ P R Mpτq P Opnq ,
@τ P R }Mpτq ´ idRn} ď Γ|τ |}S6 ´ T6} and }M 1pτq} ď Γ}S6 ´ T6} .(2)
Proof. We shall construct the mapM similarly as in [All72, 8.9(3)]. First set
A “ S X T , B “ SK X TK “ pS ` T qK ,
C “ pSK X T q ‘ pTK X Sq , D “ pS ` T q XAK X CK .
Observe that A, B, C, D are pairwise orthogonal and sum up to the whole of Rn, i.e.,
@X,Y P tA,B,C,Du X “ Y or X K Y , Rn “ A‘B ‘ C ‘D .
Note also that there exist natural numbers k and l such that
k “ dimpS XDq “ dimpT XDq , dimpDq “ dimpS XDq ` dimpT XDq “ 2k ,
l “ dimpSK X T q “ dimpTK X Sq , dimpCq “ 2l .
For our convenience we set S0 “ S and T0 “ T . If k ą 0, then we shall construct induc-
tively
• subspaces S Ě S1 Ě S2 Ě ¨ ¨ ¨ Ě Sk and T Ě T1 Ě T2 Ě ¨ ¨ ¨ Ě Tk and V1, . . . , Vk Ď S`T ,
• and vectors s1 P S1, . . . , sk P Sk and t1 P T1, . . . , tk P Tk.
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To start the construction we set S1 “ SXD and T1 “ T XD. Then we use [All72, 8,9(3)] to
find s1 P S1 so that |s1| “ 1 and |pTK1 q6s1| “ }S16 ´ T16}. Note that }S16 ´ T16} ă 1 because
the spaces S1 and T1 are orthogonal to C. Hence, we may define t1 “ T16s1|T16s1|´1 and
V1 “ spants1, t1u. Assuming we have constructed S1, . . . , Si and T1, . . . , Ti and s1, . . . , si
and t1, . . . , ti for some i P t1, . . . , k ´ 1u we proceed by requiring
Si`1 “ Si X V Ki , Ti`1 “ Ti X V Ki , si`1 P Si`1 , |si`1| “ 1 ,
|TKi`16si`1| “ }Si`16 ´ Ti`16} , ti`1 “
Ti`16si`1
|Ti`16si`1|
, Vi`1 “ spantsi`1, ti`1u .
Observe that
@i P t0, 1, . . . , k ´ 1u @s P Si`1 Ď Si pTKi q6s “ TKi`16s ;
thus,
}Si`16 ´ Ti`16} “ supt|Ti`16s| : s P Si`1, |s| “ 1u
“ supt|Ti6s| : s P Si`1, |s| “ 1u ď supt|Ti6s| : s P Si, |s| “ 1u .
Therefore,
@i P t0, 1, . . . , ku }Si6 ´ Ti6} ď }S6 ´ T6} .
Clearly ps1, . . . , skq and pt1, . . . , tkq are orthonormal bases of SXD and T XD respectively.
Next, we choose arbitrary orthonormal bases psk`1, . . . , sk`lq of SXTK and ptk`1, . . . , tk`lq
of T X SK and pe1, . . . , en´2pk`lqq of A‘B. We also define
αi “ arccospsi ‚ tiq for i P t1, . . . , k ` lu
and note that 0 ă αi ď pi{2 by construction. Now we are in position to defineM . It shall
be the identity on A‘B and on each Vi “ spantsi, tiu it will be the rotation sending si to
ti for i “ 1, 2, . . . , k ` l. More precisely we set
sˆi “ ti ´ pti ‚ siqsi|ti ´ pti ‚ siqsi| for i P t1, . . . , ku , sˆi “ ti for i P tk ` 1, . . . , k ` lu ,
and define for τ P R
Mpτqsi “ cospταiqsi ` sinpταiqsˆi for i “ 1, . . . , k ` l ,
Mpτqsˆi “ ´ sinpταiqsi ` cospταiqsˆi for i “ 1, . . . , k ` l ,
Mpτqei “ ei for i “ 1, . . . , n´ 2pk ` lq
Since ts1, . . . , sk`l, sˆ1, . . . , sˆk`l, e1, . . . , en´2pk`lqu is an orthonormal basis of Rn we see that
Mpτq P Opnq for each τ P R. It is also immediate thatMp0q “ idRn andMp1qrSs “ T .
To prove (2) we first estimate αi. Recall that 1 ´ cosx “ 2 sin2px{2q for x P R and
|x| ď 2| sinx| whenever |x| ď pi{2; hence, for i “ 1, . . . , k ` l
αi ď 4 sinpαi{2q “ 2
?
2
`
1´ cospαiq
˘1{2 “ 2?2`1´ si ‚ ti˘1{2
“ 2?2`1´ `1´ |TKi 6si|2˘1{2˘1{2 ď 2?2`1´ `1´ }T6 ´ S6}2˘1{2˘1{2 .
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If }T6´S6} ă 1{2, then we use standard estimates exppxq ě 1`x and logp1`xq ě x{p1`xq
valid for x ą ´1 to derive
(3) αi ď 2
?
2
}T6 ´ S6}`
1´ }T6 ´ S6}2
˘1{2 ď 8}T6 ´ S6} .
If }T6 ´ S6} ě 1{2, we have
`
1´ `1´ }T6 ´ S6}2˘1{2˘1{2 ď 1 ď 2}T6 ´ S6} so (3) holds also in
this case.
Using | sinx| ď |x| for x P R and (3) we obtain for i “ 1, 2, . . . , k ` l and τ P R
|si ´Mpτqsi| “ 2| sinpταi{2q| ď |τ |αi ď 8|τ |}T6 ´ S6} .
Thus, whenever v P Rn and |v| “ 1,
|v ´Mpτqv|2 “
k`lÿ
i“1
|Vi6v ´MpτqpVi6vq|2 “
k`lÿ
i“1
|Vi6v|2|si ´Mpτqsi|2 ď
`
8|τ |}T6 ´ S6}
˘2
,
which proves the first part of (2). By direct computation we obtain |M 1pτqsi| “ |M 1pτqsˆi| “
αi for τ P R and i “ 1, 2, . . . , k ` l. Therefore, employing (3),
}M 1pτq} “ maxtαi : i “ 1, 2, . . . , k ` lu ď 8}T6 ´ S6} .
The following technical lemma is a localised and reparameterised version of 4.1. Rough-
ly speaking, we construct a diffeomorphism ρ of Rn which acts as a rotation inside a given
ball and is the identity outside some neighbourhood of that ball. To be able to utilise 4.2
in 4.3 we need to perform the rotation in different coordinates, which is accomplished by
passing through a diffeomorphism ϕ. We use estimates from 4.1 to bound Lippρ´ idRnq.
4.2 Lemma. Assume
k PP , U Ď Rn is open , q P O˚pn,mq , T “ im q˚ , S P Gpn,mq ,
a P U , r˜, r P R , 0 ă r ă distpa,Rn„Uq , 0 ă r˜ ă r ,
ϕ P C kpU,Rnq is a diffeomorphism onto its image ,
L “ sup maxt}Dϕpxq}, }Dϕpxq´1}u : x P Bpa, rq( ,
ωpsq “ sup }Dϕpxq ´Dϕpyq} : x, y P Bpa, rq, |x´ y| ď s( for s P R, s ě 0 ,
Γ “ ΓpL, r, r˜q “ `2L2r{pr ´ r˜q ` 1˘Γ4.1 , Γ}S6 ´ T6} ă 1 .(4)
Then there exist a diffeomorphism ρ P C kpRn,Rnq and p P O˚pn,mq such that
ρpxq “ x for x P Rn„Upa, rq , im p˚ “ S ,(5)
q ˝ ϕ ˝ ρpxq “ ppϕpxq ´ ϕpaqq ` qpϕpaqq for x P Bpa, r˜q ,(6)
sup
 }Dρpxq ´ idRn} : x P Rn( ď 2LωpLrΓ}S6 ´ T6}q ` L2Γ}S6 ´ T6} .(7)
Proof. Employ 4.1 to obtain a smooth mapM : R Ñ HompRn,Rnq such thatMp1qrSs “ T
and Mpτq P Opnq for each τ P R. Let ζ : R Ñ R be of class C8 and satisfy ζptq “ 0
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for t ď 0, and ζptq “ 1 for t ě 1, and 0 ď ζ 1ptq ď 2 for t P R, and 0 P Int ζ´1t0u, and
1 P Int ζ´1t1u. Define pi : Rn Ñ Rn, and η : Rn Ñ R, and p P HompRn,Rmq by requiring
ηpxq “ pr ´ |ϕ´1pxq ´ a|q{pr ´ r˜q if x P ϕrBpa, rqs ,
ηpxq “ 0 if x P Rn„ϕrBpa, rqs , p “ q ˝Mp1q ,
pipxq “M ˝ ζ ˝ ηpxqpx´ ϕpaqq ` ϕpaq for x P Rn .
Note that η is Lipschitz continuous and pi is of class C k because 0 P Int ζ´1t0u and 1 P
Int ζ´1t1u. Moreover, p P O˚pn,mq and
im p˚ “Mp1q˚ ˝ q˚rRms “Mp1q´1rT s “ S ,(8)
pipxq “ x whenever x P Rn„ϕrUpa, rqs ,(9)
q ˝ pipxq “ ppx´ ϕpaqq ` ϕpaq for x P ϕrBpa, r˜qs .(10)
Hence, we can set
ρ “ ϕ´1 ˝ pi ˝ ϕ .
Clearly (8), (9), (10) imply (5) and (6) and we only need to check (7). Recalling (2) and (4)
and Lippϕ|Bpa,rqq ď L we estimate for x P Bpa, rq
Lippηq ď Lip`pϕ|Bpa,rqq´1˘{pr ´ r˜q ď L{pr ´ r˜q ,
}Dppi ´ idRnqpϕpxqq} ď LippζqLippηq}M 1pζ ˝ ηpϕpxqqq}Lr ` }Mpζ ˝ ηpϕpxqqq ´ idRn}
ď `2L2r{pr ´ r˜q ` 1˘Γ4.1}S6 ´ T6} “ Γ}S6 ´ T6} ă 1 .(11)
In particular, using (9) we conclude that Lipppi´idRnq ă 1, so pi and ρ are diffeomorphisms.
Employing (11) we see also that if x P Bpa, rq, then
(12) |pipϕpxqq ´ ϕpxq| “ |ppi ´ idRnqpϕpxqq ´ ppi ´ idRnqpϕpyqq| ď LrΓ}S6 ´ T6} ,
where y P U „Upa, rq is any point such that |x ´ y| “ distpx,Rn„Bpa, rqq ď r. Utilis-
ing (11) and (12) we see that Lipppiq ď 2 and for x P Bpa, rq
}Dρpxq ´ idRn} ď
››`Dϕ´1ppi ˝ ϕpxqq ´Dϕ´1pϕpxqq˘ ˝Dpipϕpxqq››}Dϕpxq}
` ››Dϕ´1pϕpxqq ˝ `Dpipϕpxqq ´ idRn˘››}Dϕpxq}
ď 2Lωp|pipϕpxqq ´ ϕpxq|q ` L2}Dppi ´ idRnqpϕpxqq}
ď 2LωpLrΓ}S6 ´ T6}q ` L2Γ}S6 ´ T6} .
In the next lemma given a purely pH m,mq unrectifiable setK withH mpKq ă 8 and
a map f P C kpRn,Rnq such that Dfpxq is of rank at most m for x P Rn we employ the
constant rank theorem together with a Vitali covering theorem to get a family of balls in
each of which we apply 4.2 and the Besicovitch–Federer projection theorem to construct
a diffeomorphism ρ of Rn such that f ˝ ρrKs has significantly less H m measure than K
itself. Since, in general, f maymap the set where Dfpxq has rank strictly less thanm into
a set of positiveH m measure we need to additionally assume that this does not happen
or assume k ě n´m` 1 and employ the Morse–Sard theorem; see 4.4.
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4.3 Lemma. Let K Ď Rn be purely pH m,mq unrectifiable with H mpKq ă 8. Let f :
Rn Ñ Rn be of class C k with k ě 1. Suppose there exists an open set U Ď Rn such that
K Ď U and dim im Dfpxq ď m for all x P U
and H mpf rtx P K : dim im Dfpxq ă musq “ 0 .(13)
Then for any ε P p0,8q there exists a diffeomorphism ρε : Rn Ñ Rn of class C k such
that
H mpf ˝ ρεrKsq ď εH mpKq , ρεpxq “ x for x P Rn„U ,
|x´ ρεpxq| ď ε and }idRn ´Dρεpxq} ď ε for x P Rn .
Proof. Let ε P p0,8q and let q : Rm ˆRn´m Ñ Rm be given by qpx, yq “ x. Set
A “ tx P U : dim im Dfpxq “ mu .
Since dim im Dfpxq ď m for all x P U we see that A “ tx P U : Źm Dfpxq ‰ 0u is open.
Hence, for every a P A the constant rank theorem [Fed69, 3.1.18] ensures the existence of
open sets Ua Ď U , Va Ď Rn, maps ϕa : Ua Ñ Rn, ψa : Va Ñ Rn which are diffeomorphisms
onto their respective images, and orthogonal projections pa P O˚pn,mq such that
a P Ua , fpaq P Va , f |Ua “ ψ´1a ˝ pa˚ ˝ q ˝ ϕa .
Applying the Vitali covering theorem (see [Fed69, 2.8.16, 2.8.18] or alternatively [Mat95,
2.8]) to the measureH m K and the family of all the closed balls Bpa, rq satisfying
a P K XA , 0 ă r ă mint1, εu , Bpa, rq Ď Ua ,(14)
lim
sÒr H
m
`
K XBpa, rq„Bpa, sq˘ “ 0(15)
we obtain a countable disjointed collection B of closed balls having the properties (14),
(15), and additionally
(16) H m
`pK XAq„ŤB˘ “ 0 .
Whenever Bpa, rq P B we set
La “ max
 
Lippϕa|Bpa,rqq, Lip
`pϕa|Bpa,rqq´1˘, Lippf |Bpa,rqq( .
Set I “ ta P Rn : Bpa, rq P B for some r P Ru and T “ impq˚q “ Rm ˆ t0u P Gpn,mq.
Whenever a P I define ra P R to be the unique number such that Bpa, raq P B. Suppose
a P I. Since ϕa is a diffeomorphism onto its image, we see that ϕarK XBpa, raqs is purely
pH m,mq unrectifiable. Hence, the Besicovitch–Federer projection theorem (see [Fed69,
3.3.15] or alternatively [Mat95, 18.1]) allows us to find a sequence of m-planes Sa,i P
Gpn,mq such that }Sa,i6 ´ T6} Ñ 0 as iÑ8 and
(17) H mpSa,i6rϕarK XBpa, raqssq “ 0 for all i PP .
Using (15) we find r˜a P R such that 0 ă r˜a ă ra and
H m
`
K XBpa, raq„Bpa, r˜aq
˘ ă p2Laq´mεH m`K XBpa, raq˘ .(18)
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Set ∆ “ Γ4.2pLa, ra, r˜aq and
ωapsq “ sup
 }Dϕapxq ´Dϕapyq} : x, y P Bpa, raq, |x´ y| ď s( for s P R, s ě 0 .
Choose ia PP so big that
∆}Sa,ia 6 ´ T6} ă 1 ,
2LaωapLara∆}Sa,ia 6 ´ T6}q ` L2a∆}Sa,ia 6 ´ T6} ă mint1, εu .(19)
Employ 4.2 with Sa,ia , ϕa, ra, r˜a in place of S, ϕ, r, r˜ to obtain a diffeomorphism ρ “ ρa P
C kpRn,Rnq and a projection p “ pa P O˚pn,mq satisfying (5), (6), (7).
To finish the construction, we set
ρεpxq “
#
ρapxq if x P Bpa, raq P B ,
x if x P Rn„ŤB .
Since B is disjointed and each ρa is the identity outside the corresponding ball Bpa, raq P
B, we see that ρε is a well defined diffeomorphism of class C k. Moreover, using (13)
and (16), then (6) and (5) together with (17) and finally (7) combined with (18) we obtain
H m
`
f ˝ ρεrKs
˘ ďH m`f rK „As˘`H m`f rpK XAq„ŤBs˘` ÿ
BPB
H m
`
f ˝ ρεrK XBs
˘
“
ÿ
aPI
H m
`
f ˝ ρarK XBpa, raqs
˘ “ ÿ
aPI
H m
`
f ˝ ρarK XBpa, raq„Bpa, r˜aqs
˘
ď
ÿ
aPI
p2LaqmH m
`
K XBpa, raq„Bpa, r˜aq
˘ ď εÿ
aPI
H m
`
K XBpa, raq
˘ ď εH mpKq .
Recalling (7) and (19) we see also
supt}Dρεpxq ´ idRn}u “ supt}Dρapxq ´ idRn} : a P I, x P Bpa, raqu ď ε
and
supt}ρεpxq ´ x}u “ supt}ρapxq ´ x} : a P I, x P Bpa, raqu
ď suptLippρa ´ idRnqra : a P Iu ă ε suptra : a P Iu ď ε .
4.4 Remark. If k ě n ´m ` 1, then the Morse–Sard theorem [Fed69, 3.4.3] implies that
H mpf rtx P K : dim im Dfpxq ă musq “ 0 and assumption (13) becomes redundant.
4.5 Corollary. Set g “ f ˝ ρε and
(20) ωprq “ supt}Dfpxq ´Dfpyq} : x, y P U , |x´ y| ă ru for r ą 0 .
Then for x P Rn we obtain
}Dgpxq ´Dfpxq} “ }pDfpρεpxqq ´Dfpxqq ˝Dρεpxq `Dfpxq ˝ pDρεpxq ´ idRnq}
ď 2ωpεq ` }Dfpxq}ε .
In particular, for x P Rn
}Dgpxq}m ď `}Dfpxq} ` }Dgpxq ´Dfpxq}˘m ď `p1` εq}Dfpxq} ` 2ωpεq˘m
ď 22m´1}Dfpxq}m ` 22m´1ωpεqm .
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5 Smooth almost retraction of Rn onto a cube
In this section we construct, in 5.3, a C8 function which maps all of Rn onto the cubeQ “
r´1, 1sn. This mapping is not a retraction because it moves points inside the cube Q. Its
main features are that it is smooth and it preserves all the lower dimensional skeletons
of Q and even the skeletons of the neighbouring dyadic cubes of side length 1. As a
corollary of 5.3 we produce, in 5.4, a function which maps a small neighbourhood of Q
ontoQ and is the identity outside a bit larger neighbourhood ofQ. We also carefully track
the Lipschitz constants of the mappings.
First we need to introduce some notation to be able to conveniently handle various
faces of the cube r´1, 1sn and its dyadic neighbours.
5.1. Let e1, . . . , en be the standard basis of Rn. Set Q “ tx P Rn : x ‚ ej ď 1 for j “
1, 2, . . . , nu “ r´1, 1sn. For κ “ pκ1, . . . , κnq P t´1, 0, 1un define
Cκ “
$&%x P Rn :
for j “ 1, . . . , n
either κj ‰ 0 and px ‚ ejqκj ě 1
or κj “ 0 and |x ‚ ej | ă 1
,.- ,
Fκ “ Cκ XQ , Tκ “ span
 
ej : κj “ 0
(
, cκ “
nÿ
j“1
κjej .
Observe that the sets Cκ for κ P t´1, 0, 1un are convex, have nonempty interiors, are
pairwise disjoint, and form a partition of Rn, i.e.,ď 
Cκ : κ P t´1, 0, 1un
( “ Rn and Cκ X Cλ “ ∅ for λ ‰ κ .
For κ P t´1, 0, 1un we have dimpTκq “ H 0ptj : κj “ 0uq, and Fκ is a dimpTκq dimensional
face of Q lying in the affine space cκ ` Tκ, and Fκ is relatively open in cκ ` Tκ, and cκ is
the centre of Fκ. In particular, Cp0,0,...,0q “ Fp0,0,...,0q “ IntpQq.
For λ P t´2,´1, 1, 2un define
Rλ “
$&%x P Rn :
for j “ 1, . . . , n
either |λj | “ 1 and 1 ď px ‚ ejqλj ď 2
or |λj | “ 2 and 0 ď px ‚ ejqλj ď 2
,.- .
Note that Rλ is isometric to r0, 1sn and if λ R t´2, 2un, then Rλ is one of the neighbouring
cubes of Q with side length equal to half the side length of Q.
Set
fκpxq “ pTκq6x` cκ and fpxq “
ÿ
κPt´1,0,1un
1Cκpxqfκpxq for x P Rn ,
where 1Cκ is the characteristic function of Cκ.
5.2 Remark. Observe that f is simply the nearest point projection from Rn onto Q. Since
Q is convex it has infinite reach and [Fed59, 4.8(4)(8)] shows that f is Lipschitz con-
tinuous. However, we shall need the above decomposition of f to be able to effectively
smoothen the singularities, see 5.3.
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In the next lemma we construct a smooth mapping from Rn onto r´1, 1sn. This is
achieved by post-composing the nearest point projection f with a smooth function which
has zero derivative exactly in the directions in which the derivative of f is undefined.
5.3 Lemma. Let e1, . . . , en, f , Cκ, Fκ, Q be as in 5.1. Assume s : R Ñ R is a function of
class C8 such that Disp´1q “ 0 and Disp1q “ 0 for i P P. Define hpxq “ řnj“1 spx ‚ ejqej
for x P Rn. Then
(a) g “ h ˝ f is of class C8 with Dig “ Dih ˝ f for i PP.
(b) If s is monotone increasing and sptq “ t for t P t´2,´1, 0, 1, 2u, then for each κ P
t´1, 0, 1un and λ P t´2,´1, 1, 2un if Cκ, Fκ, Tκ, cκ, Rλ are as in 5.1, then
grCκs “ Fκ , g|Fκ : Fκ Ñ Fκ is a homeomorphism ,
grTκs Ď Tκ , grRλs Ď Rλ , grcκ ` Tκs Ď cκ ` Tκ .
(c) Let ε P p0, 1q. Assume s satisfies 0 ď s1ptq ď 1 ` ε and |sptq ´ t| ď ε for t P R and
s1ptq ą 0 for t P R„t´1, 1u. Then
|gpxq ´ x| ď p1`?nqε for x P Q`Bp0, εq ,
Lippgq “ Lipph|Qq ď 1` ε , Lippg ´ idRnq ď 1 ,
Lippg|K ´ idKq ă 1 for each compact set K Ď IntQ .
Proof. Since s1p1q “ 0 “ s1p´1q we have
Dhpyqu “
ÿ
j:λj“0
s1py ‚ ejqpu ‚ ejqej “ Dhpyq
`pTλq6u˘ P Tλ for y P Cλ .(21)
First, assume x P Cλ and dimpTλq ą 0. Define p “ pTλq6 and q “ pTKλ q6. Observe that
for j “ 1, 2, . . . , n
λj “ sgnpx ‚ ejq if and only if |x ‚ ej | ě 1 ,
and λj “ 0 if and only if |x ‚ ej | ă 1 .(22)
Since dimpTλq ą 0 there exists j P t1, 2, . . . , nu such that λj “ 0. Let u P Rn be such that
0 ă |u| ă min 1´ |x ‚ ej | : λj “ 0( ă 1 .(23)
Let κ P t´1, 0, 1un be defined by
κj “ sgnppx` quq ‚ ejq if and only if |px` quq ‚ ej | ě 1 ,
and κj “ 0 if and only if |px` quq ‚ ej | ă 1 .(24)
Then x ` tqu P Cκ for all t P p0, 1q because Cκ is convex; hence, x P ClospCκq. Moreover,
using (22), (23), (24), we see that for j “ 1, 2, . . . , n
λj “ 0 implies |px` quq ‚ ej | “ |x ‚ ej | ă 1 implies κj “ 0 ,
λj ‰ 0 implies ppx` quq ‚ ejqλj “ px ‚ ejqλj ` pu ‚ ejqλj ą 0 ;
hence, either κj “ λj ‰ 0 or κj “ 0 and λj ‰ 0 .
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Therefore, Tλ Ď Tκ. Recalling x P ClospCκqXCλ, we see that if j P t1, 2, . . . , nu and λj ‰ κj ,
then px ‚ ejq “ λj . Thus,
pTκq6x´ pTλq6x “
ÿ
j:κj“0
px ‚ ejqej ´
ÿ
j:λj“0
px ‚ ejqej “
ÿ
j:κj“0,λj‰0
λjej “ cλ ´ cκ .(25)
Using (25) we derive
fpx` quq ´ fpxq “ fκpx` quq ´ fλpxq “ pTκq6pquq P Tκ X TKλ .
Moreover, since pu P Tκ and x` qu P Cκ and, by (23), x` qu` pu P Cκ we obtain
fpx` qu` puq ´ fpx` quq “ pTκq6px` qu` puq ´ pTκq6px` quq “ pu P Tλ .
Thus,
ξ “ fpx` uq ´ fpxq “ fpx` qu` puq ´ fpx` quq ` fpx` quq ´ fpxq “ pu` pTκq6pquq
and, recalling (21),
|gpx` uq ´ gpxq ´Dhpfpxqqu| “ |hpfpxq ` ξq ´ hpfpxqq ´Dhpfpxqqppuq|
“ |hpfpxq ` ξq ´ hpfpxqq ´Dhpfpxqqpξq|
Since |ξ| ď Lippfq|u| and h is of class C 1 we obtain
lim
uÑ0 |u|
´1|gpx` uq ´ gpxq ´Dhpfpxqqu| “ 0 .
This shows that Dgpxq “ Dhpfpxqq in case dimpTλq ą 0.
Now we shall deal with the case when x P Cλ and dimpTλq “ 0. This means that
fpxq P Fλ is one of the vertexes of Q. Since h is of class C 1 and Lippfq ă 8 (see 5.2) and
Dhpfpxqq “ 0 by (21), we get
|gpx` uq ´ gpxq| “ |hpfpx` uqq ´ hpfpxqq ´Dhpfpxqqpfpx` uq ´ fpxqq| .
Hence, in this case we also get Dgpxq “ Dhpfpxqq
Now we know that Dgpxq “ Dhpfpxqq for all x P Rn and since f is continuous we see
that g is of class C 1. Repeating the whole argument with g “ h˝f replaced by Dg “ Dh˝f
and proceeding by induction we see that g is of class C8 so (a) is proven.
Item (b) readily follows from the definition of g.
Consider now ε and s as in (c). For x P Q`Bp0, εq we have
|gpxq ´ x| ď |fpxq ´ x| ` |hpfpxqq ´ fpxq|
ď ε`
´ nÿ
i“1
`
spfpxq ‚ eiq ´ fpxq ‚ ei
˘2¯1{2 ď p1`?nqε .
For y P Rn and u P Rn with |u| “ 1
|Dhpyqu|2 “
nÿ
i“1
s1py ‚ eiq2pu ‚ eiq2 ď 1` ε ; hence, Lippgq “ Lipph|Qq ď 1` ε .
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For any y P Q and u P Rn, recalling ´1 ď s1ptq ´ 1 ď ε ă 1 for t P R, we have
|Dhpyqu´ u|2 “
nÿ
i“1
`
s1py ‚ eiq ´ 1
˘2pu ‚ eiq2 ď 1 ; hence, Lippg ´ idRnq ď 1 .
For K Ď IntQ compact and y P K we have ´1 ă s1py ‚ eiq ´ 1 ă ε ă 1 so |Dhpyqu´ u|2 ă 1
whenever u P Rn satisfies |u| “ 1. Consequently, Lippg|K ´ idKq ă 1.
Next, using 5.3, we construct another functionwhichmaps some neighbourhood ofQ “
r´1, 1sn onto Q and is the identity a bit further away from Q. To this end we put Q inside
a convex open set V with smooth boundary and use the distance from V , which is smooth
away from the boundary of V , to interpolate between the mapping constructed in 5.3 and
the identity.
5.4 Corollary. Let n PP. For each ε P p0, 1q there exists a map l : Rn Ñ Rn of class C8
such that if Γ “ 16?n, then
(a) lpxq “ x for x P Rn satisfying distpx,Qq ą ε.
(b) For each κ P t´1, 0, 1un and λ P t´2,´1, 1, 2un if Cκ, Fκ, Tκ, cκ, Rλ are as in 5.1, then
lrTκs Ď Tκ , lrFκs Ď Fκ , lrCκs Ď Cκ , lrcκ ` Tκs Ď cκ ` Tκ ,
lrRλs Ď Rλ , lrtx P Cκ : distpx,Qq ď ε{Γus Ď Fκ .
(c) l|IntQ : IntQ Ñ IntQ is a diffeomorphism such that for each compact set K Ď IntQ
we have Lippl|K ´ idKq ă 1.
(d) Lippl|Q ´ idQq ď 1 and Lippl|Qq ď 1` ε.
(e) Lipplq ă Γ.
(f) |lpxq ´ x| ď ε for x P Rn.
(g) distplpxq, Qq ď distpx,Qq for x P Rn.
Proof. Let n PP and ε P p0, 1q. Set ι “ ε{p2p1`?nqq. Let α : R Ñ R be map of class C8
such that
αptq “ 0 for t ď 0 , αptq “ 1 for t ě 1 , 0 ă α1ptq ď 1` ι for t P p0, 1q .
Let s : R Ñ R be a homeomorphism of class C8 such that
0 ď s1ptq ď 1` ι and |sptq ´ t| ď ι for t P R , sptq “ t for t P t´2,´1, 0, 1, 2u ,
s1ptq ą 0 for t P R„t´1, 1u , Djsp´1q “ 0 “ Djsp1q for each j PP .
Choose an open convex set V Ď Rn such thatQ`Bp0, ι{4q Ď V Ď Q`Bp0, ι{2q and Bdry V
is a submanifold of Rn of class C8. Define g as in 5.3 using s and set
δpxq “ distpx, V q , lpxq “ gpxq ` px´ gpxqqαp2δpxq{ιq .
Since V is convex and Bdry V is of class C8, we see that l is of class C8. Clearly lpxq “ x
whenever distpx,Qq ě ε ě ι which establishes (a).
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Proof of (b). Since Tκ, Fκ, Cκ, cκ ` Tκ, Rλ are convex the inclusions lrTκs Ď Tκ, lrFκs Ď
Fκ, lrCκs Ď Cκ, lrcκ ` Tκs Ď cκ ` Tκ, lrRλs Ď Rλ readily follow from 5.3(b). For x P V we
have lpxq “ gpxq so, noting ι{4 ě ε{p16?nq, we see that lpxq “ gpxq P Fκ whenever x P Cκ
and distpx,Qq ď ε{Γ.
Employing [Fed59, 4.8(3)], we see that Lippδq “ 1; hence, we obtain for x P Q`Bp0, εq
}Dlpxq} “ }Dgpxq} ` }Dgpxq ´ idRn} ` |x´ gpxq|p1` ιq2{ι
Items (c) and (d) follow immediately from 5.3(c) noting that lpxq “ gpxq for x P Q. Recall-
ing 5.3(c) we have
Lipplq ď 1` ι` 1` 2p1`?nqιp1` ιq{ι ď 11?n
so (e) holds. For x P Rn with distpx,Qq ď ε we have
|lpxq ´ x| ď |gpxq ´ x| ` |x´ gpxq| ď 2p1`?nqι “ ε ,
which proves (f). To verify (g) note that lpxq P convtx, gpxqu and gpxq P Q for x P Rn.
6 Central projections
Herewe study analytic properties of the central projection from the origin onto the bound-
ary of a bounded convex set V containing 0. In 6.4 we derive formulas and estimates for
the derivative of such projection in terms of the position of the origin with respect to the
boundary Bdry V and the shape of Bdry V . Then in 6.5 we interpolate between a central
projection and the identity to get a map which acts as the central projection inside V and
is the identity outside given neighbourhood of V .
We start by deriving a formula for the derivative of the central projection onto the
boundary of a half-space.
6.1 Remark. Let ν, y P Rn be such that |ν| “ 1 and ν ‚ y ą 0. Define
U “ tz P Rn : ν ‚ z ą 0u , s : U Ñ R , spzq “ ν ‚ y
ν ‚ z for z P U ,
pi : U Ñ Rn , pipzq “ spzqz for z P U .
Then s and pi are maps of class C8 and pi is the central projection from the origin onto
the plane y ` T . A straightforward computation shows also that for z P U , u P Rn
Dspzqu “ ´pν ‚ yqpν ‚ uqpν ‚ zq2 , }Dpipzq} ď
1
|z|
ˆ
ν ‚ y
ν ‚ z|z|
` ν ‚ y`
ν ‚ z|z|
˘2˙ .
6.2 Definition. Let V Ď Rn be an open bounded convex set such that 0 P V . We say that
a pair of maps p : Rn„t0u Ñ Rn and t : Rn„t0u Ñ p0,8q defines the central projection
onto Bdry V if
ppxq “ tpxqx and tpxq “ sup t P p0,8q : tx P V ( for x P Rn„t0u .
In the next lemmawe prove that the derivative at some point x of the central projection
onto the boundary of a convex set V depends only on the affine tangent plane ofBdry V at x
(assuming it exists) and, actually, coincides with the derivative of the central projection
onto that tangent plane.
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6.3 Lemma. Let V Ď Rn be an open bounded convex set with 0 P V . Assume y P Bdry V ,
and TanpBdry V, yq P Gpn, n ´ 1q, and ν P TanpBdry V, yqK is the outward pointing unit
normal to Bdry V at y; in particular |ν| “ 1 and ν ‚ y ą 0. Suppose U , s, pi are defined as
in 6.1 and p, t define the central projection onto Bdry V .
If x P Rn„t0u satisfies ppxq “ y, then p is differentiable at x and
x P U , pipxq “ ppxq “ y , Dpipxq “ Dppxq .
Proof. Fix x P Rn„t0u such that ppxq “ y. Set
η “ x|x| , S “ spantηu
K , T “ spantνuK , θ “ }S6 ´ T6} “
`
1´ pη ‚ νq2˘1{2 ă 1 .
Let δ P R satisfy 0 ă δ ď 2´10pη ‚ νq1{2. For h P Rn with |h| ď δ|x| define
γh “ x` h|x` h| , Zh “ spantγhu ,
and note that
γh ‚ η “
ˆ
1` |S6h|
2
|SK6px` hq|2
˙´1{2
ě
ˆ
1` δ
2
p1´ δq2
˙´1{2
ą 0 ,
γh ‚ ν ě η ‚ ν ´ |γh ´ η| “ η ‚ ν ´ 2
`
1´ γh ‚ η
˘ ě η ‚ ν ´ δ2p1´ δq2 ě `1´ 2´18˘η ‚ ν ą 0 .
For h P Rn with |h| ď δ|x| we have
}S6 ´ pZKh q6} “ |S6γh| “
`
1´ pη ‚ γhq2
˘1{2 ă 1 ,
}T6 ´ pZKh q6} “ |T6γh| “
`
1´ pν ‚ γhq2
˘1{2 ă 1 ;
hence, we can define
λ “ sup }S6 ´ pZKh q6} : h P Rn , |h| ď δ|x|( ă 1 ,
ϕ “ sup }T6 ´ pZKh q6} : h P Rn , |h| ď δ|x|( ă 1 .
Next, set
βprq “ 1
r
sup
 |TK6pz ´ yq| : z P Bdry V XBpy, rq( .
Since T “ TanpBdry V, yq P Gpn, n ´ 1q we know that βprq Ñ 0 as r Ó 0 and there exists
0 ă r0 ă 1 such that βprq ď 12p1´ θq for 0 ă r ă r0.
Observe that p is continuous at x. If it were not, there would exist a sequence hi P Rn
such that |hi| Ñ 0 as i Ñ 8 but yi “ ppx ` hiq would not converge to y “ ppxq. Then yi
would be in the cone ttw : t ą 0, |x ´ w| ď |hi|u so, since V is bounded, one could choose
a subsequence of yi which would converge to some point y0 P SK and y0 ‰ y. Since V is
convex, this would imply that tty ` p1 ´ tqy0 : 0 ď t ď 1u Ď Bdry V . This, in turn, would
mean that η P T “ TanpBdry V, yq which is impossible because |TK6η| “ η ‚ ν ą 0.
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Knowing that p is continuous we can find ρ0 ą 0 such that |ppx ` hq ´ ppxq| ď r0
whenever |h| ď ρ0. Fix h P Rn with |h| ď mintδ|x|, ρ0u and let b “ ppx` hq. Set
Γ “ 2
ˆ
1` θ
1´ ϕ
˙ˆ |y|
|x| `
1
2|x|
˙
.
We shall show that |b´ y| “ |ppx` hq ´ ppxq| ď Γ|h|.
Let a, z P Rn be such that
tzu “ pb` T q X SK , tau “ pz ` Sq X ttb : t ą 0u ; then b P z ` T .
Since pZKh q6pb´ aq “ 0 and SK6pz ´ aq “ 0 and TK6pb´ zq “ 0 we obtain
|b´ a| ď |T6pb´ aq| ` |TK6pb´ aq|
ď |pT6 ´ pZKh q6qpb´ aq| ` |TK6pb´ zq| ` |pTK6 ´ SK6qpz ´ aq| ď ϕ|b´ a| ` θ|a´ z| .
Thus
|b´ a| ď θ
1´ ϕ |a´ z| and |b´ z| ď |b´ a| ` |a´ z| ď
´
1` θ
1´ ϕ
¯
|a´ z| .
Directly from the definition of a it follows that
|a´ z| “ |z||x| |S6h| ď
|z|
|x| |h| ; hence, |b´ z| ď
´
1` θ
1´ ϕ
¯ |z|
|x| |h| .
Recall that |h| ď ρ0 so |b´ y| ď r0 ă 1 so βp|b´ y|q ď 12p1´ θq and we can write
|z ´ y| ď |TK6pz ´ yq| ` |T6SK6pz ´ yq| ď βp|b´ y|q|b´ y| ` θ|z ´ y| ; so |z| ď |y| ` 12 .
In consequence
|b´ y| ď
ˆ
1` θ
1´ ϕ
˙ˆ |y|
|x| `
1
2|x|
˙
|h| ` 12 |b´ y| so |b´ y| ď Γ|h| .
Let h P Rn be such that |h| ď mintδ|x|, ρ0u. Now we are ready to estimate |ppx` hq ´
pipx` hq|. Set u “ ppx` hq ´ pipx` hq and observe that
|TK6pppx` hq ´ yq| ď βpΓ|h|qΓ|h| , u P Zh , |T6u| “ |T6Z6u| ď ϕ|u| ,
|TK6u| ď |TK6pppx` hq ´ yq| ` |TK6py ´ pipx` hqq| “ |TK6pppx` hq ´ yq| ď βpΓ|h|qΓ|h| ,
|u| ď |T6u| ` |TK6u| ď ϕ|u| ` βpΓ|h|qΓ|h| ,
|ppx` hq ´ pipx` hq| “ |u| ď 1
1´ ϕβpΓ|h|qΓ|h| .
It is clear from the definitions that ppxq “ pipxq “ y. In consequence
lim
hÑ0
|ppx` hq ´ ppxq ´Dpipxqh|
|h|
ď lim
hÑ0
|pipx` hq ´ pipxq ´Dpipxqh|
|h| `
|ppx` hq ´ pipx` hq|
|h| “ 0 ,
which shows that p is differentiable at x and Dppxq “ Dpipxq.
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6.4 Corollary. Suppose V Ď Rn is an open bounded convex set, and 0 P V , and Bdry V is
an pn´1q dimensional submanifold of Rn of class C8, and p, t define the central projection
onto Bdry V , and νpyq is the outward pointing unit normal to Bdry V at y for y P Bdry V .
Then p and t are of class C8 and
Dtpxqu “ ´
`
νpppxqq ‚ ppxq˘`νpppxqq ‚ u˘
pνpppxqq ‚ xq2 , }Dppxq} ď
|ppxq|
|x|
ˆ
1` 1
νpppxqq ‚ x|x|
˙
.
for x P Rn„t0u and u P Rn.
Proof. Since Bdry V is of class C 1 we can apply 6.3 and 6.1 at any single point x P Rn„t0u
to see that
Dppxqu “ νpppxqq ‚ ppxq
νpppxqq ‚ x u´
`
νpppxqq ‚ ppxq˘`νpppxqq ‚ u˘
pνpppxqq ‚ xq2 x
for u P Rn. Noting tpxq “ ppxq ‚ x{px ‚ xq one derives the formula for Dtpxq. This shows
that p and t are of class C 1. Since ν is of class C8, proceeding by induction, we see that
p and t are of class C8.
Next, we construct a map which interpolates between the central projection onto
Bdry V and identity outside some neighbourhood of V .
6.5 Corollary. Let ε P p0, 1q and V Ď Rn be open convex with 0 P V and p, t define the
central projection onto Bdry V . Assume Bdry V is an n ´ 1 dimensional submanifold of
Rn of class C8. Then there exists a map q : Rn„t0u Ñ Rn of class C8 such that
(a) qpxq “ x for x P Rn„V .
(b) qpxq “ ppxq for x P V „t0u with distpx,Rn„V q ě ε.
(c) For each x P Rn„t0u there exists t P r1,8q such that qpxq “ tx.
(d) qpxq P convtx, ppxqu for each x P Rn„t0u.
(e) |qpxq ´ x| ď |ppxq ´ x| whenever x P V „t0u.
(f) }Dqpxq} ď 5|ppxq||x|´1∆ for x P V „t0u, where ∆ “ inf νpyq ‚ y|y| : y P Bdry V (´1.
Proof. Set
ι “ min ε , inf distpx,Rn„V q : x P V , tpxq ě 1` ε(( ,
δ “ inf tpxq : x P V , distpx,Rn„V q ě ι( .
Then for x P Rn„t0u
1 ă tpxq ă δ implies distpx,Rn„V q ă ι ď ε ,
distpx,Rn„V q ă ι implies tpxq ´ 1 ă ε ,(26)
distpx,Rn„V q ě ι implies tpxq ě δ .(27)
Choose α : R Ñ R of class C8 such that
αptq “ t for t ě δ , αptq ď t for t ě 1 ,
αptq “ 1 for t ď 1 , 0 ď α1ptq ď 2 for t P R .
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Set qpxq “ αptpxqqx.
Clearly q : Rn„t0u Ñ Rn is of class C8 and qpxq P convtx, ppxqu for x P Rn„t0u and
qpxq “ x for x P Rn„V . Moreover, qpxq “ ppxq for x P V „t0u satisfying distpx,Rn„V q ě
ε, which follows by (27). For x P V „t0u with 0 ă distpx,Rn„V q ď ι we have, using (26),
|qpxq ´ x| “ |x|pαptpxqq ´ 1q ď |x|ptpxq ´ 1q “ |ppxq ´ x|
For x P V „t0u, using the formulas from 6.4 and the identity tpxq “ |ppxq||x|´1, we get
}Dppxq} ď |ppxq||x|´1`1`∆˘ ď 2|ppxq||x|´1∆ ,
|Dqpxqu| ď |α1ptpxqqDppxqu| ` |α1ptpxqqtpxqu| ` |αptpxqqu| for u P Rn, |u| “ 1 ,
}Dqpxq} ď 5|ppxq||x|´1∆ .
7 Smooth deformation theorem
Here we prove a version of Federer–Fleming projection theorem suited for our purposes.
The proof follows the scheme of [Fed69, 4.2.6-9]. A similar result was also proven in [DS00,
Theorem 3.1]. However, we need the deformation to be smooth, we need to work in Whit-
ney cubes rather than in a grid of cubes of the same size, and we also need estimates on
the measure of the whole deformation.
To deal with families of dyadic cubes it will be convenient to introduce some more
notation. We shall follow [Alm86, 1.1–1.9].
7.1 Definition. Let k P t0, 1, . . . , nu and Q “ r0, 1sk Ď Rk. We say that R Ď Rn is a cube
if there exist p P O˚pn, kq and o P Rn and l P p0,8q such that R “ τ o ˝ p˚ ˝ µlrQs. We call
opRq “ o the corner of R and lpRq “ l the side-length of R. We also set
• dimpRq “ k – the dimension of R,
• cpRq “ opRq ` 12 lpRqp1, 1, . . . , 1q – the centre of R,
• BdrycpRq “ τ opRq ˝ p˚ ˝ µlpRqrBdryQs – the boundary of R,
• IntcpRq “ R„BdrycpRq – the interior of R.
7.2 Definition. Let k P t0, 1, . . . , nu, and N P Z, and Q “ r0, 1sk Ď Rk, and e1, . . . , en be
the standard basis of Rn, and f1, . . . , fk be the standard basis of Rk.
We define KkpNq to be the set of all cubes R Ď Rn of the form R “ τ v ˝ p˚ ˝ µ2´N rQs,
where v P µ2´N rZns and p P O˚pn, kq is such that p˚pfiq P te1, . . . , enu for i “ 1, 2, . . . , k.
We also set
Kk “ Ť KkpNq : N P Z( , K “ Kn , K˚ “ Ť Kk : k P t0, 1, . . . , nu( .
7.3 Definition. Let k P t0, 1, . . . , nu, N P Z, and K P KkpNq. We say that L P K˚ is a face
of K if and only if L Ď K and L P KjpNq for some j P t0, 1, . . . , ku.
7.4 Definition (cf. [Alm86, 1.5]). A family of top-dimensional cubes F Ď K is said to be
admissible if
(a) K,L P F and K ‰ L implies IntcpKq X IntcpLq “ ∅,
(b) K,L P F and K X L ‰ ∅ implies 12 ď lpLq{lpKq ď 2,
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(c) K P F implies BdrycpKq Ď
ŤtL P F : L ‰ Ku.
7.5 Definition (cf. [Alm86, 1.6]). LetU Ď Rn be an open set and e1, . . . , en be the standard
basis of Rn. We define the Whitney family WFpUq corresponding to U to consist of those
cubes K P K for which
• dist8pK,Rn„Uq ą 2lpKq,
• if K Ď L P K and lpLq “ 2lpKq, then dist8pL,Rn„Uq ď 4lpKq.
where dist8px, yq “ maxt|px ´ yq ‚ ei| : i “ 1, 2, . . . , nu for x, y P Rn and dist8pA,Bq “
inftdist8px, yq : x P A , y P Bu for A,B Ď Rn.
7.6 Remark. If U Ď Rn is open, then the Whitney family WFpUq is admissible.
7.7 Definition (cf. [Alm86, 1.8]). LetF Ď K be admissible. We define the cubical complex
CXpFq of F to consist of all those cubes K P K˚ for which
• K is a face of some cube from F ,
• if dimpKq ą 0, then lpKq ď lpLq whenever L is a face of some cube in F with
dimpKq “ dimpLq and IntcpKq X IntcpLq ‰ ∅.
7.8 Remark. The second item of 7.7 means that whenever two top dimensional cubes P
and Q from F touch and P is smaller than Q and F is a lower dimensional face of Q such
that Q X P Ď F , then the cubical complex CXpFq does not contain F but rather cubes
coming from subdivision of F . This is a key property allowing to construct deformations
onto skeletons of CXpFq.
Now we are ready to construct a map which is the main building block for the de-
formation theorem 7.13. Given a P p´1, 1qn we need to construct a C8 smooth function
Rn Ñ Rn which maps the pointed cube Q„tau “ r´1, 1sn„tau onto BdryQ, preserves
all the lower dimensional skeletons of Q, preserves the neighbouring dyadic cubes of side
length 1, is very close to the identity on BdryQ, and is the identity outside a small neigh-
bourhood of Q. Moreover, if distpa,BdryQq ě 1{2, then we need to control the derivative
at x P Q„tau of this function by a quantity of magnitude |x´ a|´1. To achieve all this we
proceed as follows. First we apply a diffeomorphism of Rn which preservesQ andmoves a
onto the origin – this step is necessary to preserve the neighbouring cubes. Then, we
use the “central projection” constructed in 6.5 to map Q„tau onto the boundary of some
convex set V with smooth boundary such that Q Ď V . Finally, we employ the “smooth
retraction” produced in 5.4 to map Bdry V onto BdryQ.
7.9 Lemma. Let Q “ r´1, 1sn and ε P `0, 14˘. There exists Γ “ Γpnq P p0,8q such that for
each a P IntpQq there exists ϕa,ε : Rn„tau Ñ Rn of class C8 such that
(a) ϕa,εpxq “ x for x P Rn with distpx,Qq ě ε.
(b) |ϕa,εpxq ´ x| ď ε for x P Rn„Q.
(c) ϕa,εrQ„taus “ BdryQ.
(d) If κ P t´1, 0, 1un„tp0, 0, . . . , 0qu and λ P t´2,´1, 1, 2un„t´2, 2un and Cκ, Fκ, Tκ, cκ,
Rλ are defined as in 5.1, then
ϕa,εrFκs Ď ClosFκ , ϕa,εrCκs Ď ClosCκ , ϕa,εrcκ ` Tκs Ď cκ ` Tκ ,
ϕa,εrRλs Ď Rλ , ϕa,εrTκ„Qs Ď Tκ , a P Tκ implies ϕa,εrTκ„taus Ď Tκ .
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(e) For x P IntQ„tau we have
}Dϕa,εpxq} ď Γ
2|x´ a| distpa,Rn„Qq .
(f) For x P Rn with distpx,BdryQq ď mint12 distpa,Rn„Qq, 14u there holds
}Dϕa,εpxq} ď Γ .
(g) For x P Rn with distpx,BdryQq ď mint12 distpa,Rn„Qq, 14u we obtain
|ϕa,εpxq ´ x| ď Γpdistpx,BdryQq ` εq .
(h) If x P Rn, δ P R, 0 ă δ ă mint12 distpa,Rn„Qq, 14u, and distpx,BdryQq ď δ, then
conv
 
x, ϕa,εpxq
( Ď BdryQ`Bp0, δq .
In particular distpϕa,εpxq,BdryQq ď distpx,BdryQq for each x P Rn„tau.
(i) Let X Ď BdryQ be compact and convex, κ P t´1, 0, 1un, Tκ be defined as in 5.1.
For a P IntQ define Ea “ ϕ´1a,εrXs. Then
(28) lim
bÑa dH
`
Ea, Eb
˘ “ 0 for a P IntQ .
Moreover, if µ is a Radon measure over Rn and dimTκ “ k, then for H k almost all
a P `´12 , 12˘n X Tκ
µ
`Ş
δą0
Ť
bPBpa,δqXTκppEa„Ebq Y pEb„Eaqq X Tκ
˘ “ 0 .
Proof. For each δ P r0,8q let pδ, tδ define the central projection onto BdrypQ`Up0, δqq as
in 6.2. Observe that
• tδ is continuous for each δ P r0,8q,
• tδpxq ď tσpxq whenever x P Rn„t0u and 0 ď δ ď σ ă 8,
• limδÓ0 tδpxq “ t0pxq for x P Rn„t0u.
Employing the Dini Theorem (cf. [Rud76, 7.13]), we see that tδ converge uniformly to t0
as δ Ó 0 on compact subsets of Rn„t0u. Therefore, there exists δ0 P p0, εq such that
BdryQ Ď tx P Rn : 1 ă tδpxq ă 1` 2´10n´1{2εu for δ P p0, δ0s .(29)
Set ι “ mintδ0, 2´10ε{Γ5.4u. Choose an open convex set V Ď Rn with C8 smooth
boundary and such that Q ` Bp0, ι{4q Ď V Ď Q ` Bp0, ιq. Such V is easily constructed,
e.g., by taking first the set V˜ “ Q ` Bp0, ι{2q, representing Bdry V˜ locally as (rotated)
graph of some convex function, and then mollifying this function. Employ 5.4 with 2´10ε
in place of ε to obtain the map l P C8pRn,Rnq. Apply 6.5 with 2´10ι, V in place of ε, V to
construct the map q P C8pRn„t0u,Rnq.
Fix a symmetric non-negative mollifier φ P C8pR,Rq whose support equals r´1, 1s
and set φρpsq “ ρ´1φps{ρq for s P R and ρ ą 0. Let e1, . . . , en be the standard basis of Rn.
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For i “ 1, 2, . . . , n set ρi “ min
 
1
2 , 1 ´ |a ‚ ei|
(
and let f¯a,i : R Ñ R be the continuous
piece-wise affine map satisfying
f¯a,iptq “ t if t ě 1´ 58ρi or t ď ´1` 58ρi ,
f¯a,iptq “ t´ a ‚ ei if |t´ a ‚ ei| ď 18ρi ,
f¯a,i is affine on r´1` 58ρi, a ‚ ei ´ 18ρis and on ra ‚ ei ` 18ρi, 1´ 58ρis .
Next, define fa,i “ f¯a,i ˚ φρi{8 P C8pR,Rq. We obtain
• if a ‚ ei “ 0, then fa,iptq “ t for t P R;
• if |a ‚ ei| ą 0, then
fa,ipa ‚ eiq “ 0 , fa,iptq “ t for t P R with |t| ě 1´ 12ρi ,
1
2p2´ ρiq ă f
1
a,iptq ă 2ρ and |fiptq| ě
1
2 |t´ a ‚ ei| for t P R .
Define the map fa : Rn Ñ Rn by fapxq “ řni“1 fa,ipx ‚ eiqei. Then
fapaq “ 0 , |fapxq| ě 12 |x´ a| , fa is a diffeomorphism of class C8 ,
fapxq “ x for x P Rn with 2 distpx,Rn„Qq ď distpa,Rn„Qq ,
and 1
2p2´ distpa,Rn„Qqq ď }Dfapxq} ď
2
distpa,Rn„Qq for x P Q .(30)
Define ϕa,ε “ l ˝ q ˝ fa. Clearly ϕa,ε : Rn„tau Ñ Rn is of class C8.
Proof of (a): If x P Rn satisfies distpx,Qq ě ε, then x P Rn„V , so qpfapxqq “ qpxq “ x
and ϕa,εpxq “ lpxq “ x.
Proof of (b): Let x P Rn„Q. Then fapxq “ x. If x P Rn„V , then qpxq “ x and
|ϕa,εpxq´x| “ |lpxq´x| ď 2´10ε by 5.4(f). Let p, t define the central projection onto Bdry V
as in 6.2. If x P V „Q, then by 6.5(e) and (29) we have
|qpxq ´ x| ď |ppxq ´ x| “ ptpxq ´ 1q|x| ď 2´10n´1{2ε2?n ď 2´9ε .
Hence, |ϕa,εpxq ´ x| ď |lpqpxqq ´ qpxq| ` |qpxq ´ x| ď ε by 5.4(f).
Proof of (c): If x P Q„tau, then fapxq P Q„t0u and distpfapxq,Rn„V q ě ι{4, so
qpfapxqq P Bdry V by 6.5(b). Consequently distpqpfapxqq, Qq ď ι ď 2´10ε{Γ5.4, which implies
ϕa,εpxq “ lpqpfapxqqq P Bdry V by 5.4(b).
Proof of (d): For κ P t´1, 0, 1un let Fκ, Cκ, Tκ, and cκ be defined as in 5.1. Fix a κ P
t´1, 0, 1un with κ ‰ p0, . . . , 0q. Let x P Fκ and note that fapxq “ x. Recall ŤtCλ : λ P
t´1, 0, 1un„tp0, . . . , 0quu “ Rn„ IntQ, so there exists λ P t´1, 0, 1un such that qpxq P Cλ.
Since qpxq “ tx for some t ą 1, it follows from the definition of Cλ and Cκ that λj “ κj
whenever κj ‰ 0, which implies that Fλ Ď ClosFκ. Since lrFλs Ď Fλ we get ϕa,εpxq “
lpqpxqq P ClospFκq. Similarly, if x P Cκ, then fapxq “ x and there exists λ P t´1, 0, 1un such
that qpxq P Cλ and qpxq “ tx for some t ě 1; hence, Cλ Ď ClosCκ and ϕa,εpxq “ lpqpxqq P
ClospCκq because lrCλs Ď Cλ.
For y P pcκ ` Tκq„V we have qpfapyqq “ qpyq “ y and then ϕa,εpyq “ lpyq P cκ ` Tκ
by 5.4(b). If y P pcκ ` Tκq X V , then qpfapyqq “ qpyq “ ty for some t ě 1, by 6.5(d), and, as
before, qpyq P Cλ for some λ P t´1, 0, 1un such that λj “ κj whenever κj ‰ 0. In this case
distpy,Qq ď ε{Γ5.4 and we can apply 5.4(b) to see that lpqpyqq P Fλ Ď ClosFκ Ď cκ ` Tκ.
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Assume now λ P t´2,´1, 1, 2un„t´2, 2un and x P Rλ. If x R V , then ϕa,εpxq “ lpxq P Rλ
by 5.4(b). Thus, assume x P RλXV . Let κ P t´1, 0, 1un be such that κi “ λi if |λi| “ 1 and
κi “ 0 if |λi| “ 2 for i “ 1, 2, . . . , n. We already know that lpqpxqq P ClosFκ so it suffices to
show that pqpxq ‚ ejqλj ě 0 whenever |λj | “ 2 for some j P t1, . . . , nu but this is clear since
qpxq “ tx for some t ą 0.
If a P Tκ, then farTκ„taus Ď Tκ„t0u. For x P Tκ„t0u we have qpxq “ tx for some
t P r1,8q, so qrTκ„t0us Ď Tκ. Finally, lrTκ„t0us Ď Tκ; hence, ϕa,εrTκ„t0us Ď Tκ. If
x P Tκ„Q, then fapxq “ x so ϕa,εrTκ„Qs Ď Tκ as before.
Proof of (e): Set ∆ “ inf νpyq ‚ y|y| : y P Bdry V (´1. Note that ∆ can be bounded by a
constant depending only on n and, in particular, independently of ε. Employ 6.5(f) to get
for z P V „t0u
(31) }Dqpzq} ď 5∆ supt|y| : y P Bdry V u|z| ď
10∆
|z| .
Hence, combining 5.4(e), (30), and (31), for x P Q„tau
}Dϕa,εpxq} ď }Dlpq ˝ fapxqq} ¨ }Dqpfapxqq} ¨ }Dfapxq}
ď 10Γ5.4∆|fapxq|distpa,Rn„Qq ď
20Γ5.4∆
|x´ a| distpa,Rn„Qq .
Proof of (f): If z P Rn„V , then }Dqpzq} “ 1 and |z| ą 1. If z P V and distpz,BdryQq ď 14 ,
then |z| ě 34 , so }Dqpzq} ď 15∆. Altogether, for x P Rn satisfying
distpx,BdryQq ď min 12 distpa,Rn„Qq, 14(
we have fapxq “ x and, by 5.4(e),
}Dϕa,εpxq} ď 15∆Γ5.4 .
Proof of (g): Let x P Rn satisfy distpx,BdryQq ď mint12 distpa,Rn„Qq, 14u. Let y P Rn
be such that distpy,Qq “ ε and |x´ y| ď distpx,BdryQq ` ε. Then, }Dϕa,εptx` p1´ tqyq} ď
15∆Γ5.4 for each t P r0, 1s and ϕa,εpyq “ y, so
|ϕa,εpxq ´ x| ď |ϕa,εpxq ´ ϕa,εpyq| ` |y ´ x| ď p15∆Γ5.4 ` 1qpdistpx,BdryQq ` εq .
Proof of (h): Let x P Rn, δ P R, 0 ă δ ă mint12 distpa,Rn„Qq, 14u, and distpx,BdryQq ď
δ; then fapxq “ x.
In case x P Rn„Q, if κ P t´1, 0, 1un is such that x P Cκ, then distpx,Qq “ distpx, Fκq
and ϕa,εpxq P ClosCκ. Since ClosCκ X pClosFκ `Bp0, δqq Ď BdryQ`Bp0, δq is convex and
contains both x and ϕa,εpxq, we see that convtx, ϕa,εpxqu Ď BdryQ`Bp0, δq.
Assume now x P Q. Observe that there exists κ P t´1, 0, 1un such that ϕa,εpxq P
ClosFκ and distpx,BdryQq “ distpx, Fκq – this is because q acts on x as central projection
with centre at the origin. As before, we see that x and ϕa,εpxq both lie in the convex set
ClosCκ X pClosFκ `Bp0, δqq so convtx, ϕa,εpxqu Ď BdryQ`Bp0, δq.
Proof of (i): Set Y “ pl ˝ qq´1rXs, P “ p´1{2, 1{2qn, R “ p´3{4, 3{4qn. Observe that
Ea “ ϕ´1a,εrXs “ f´1a rY s and recall that fa is a diffeomorphism for each a P IntQ. It follows
from the construction that for any compact set K P IntQ
lim
δÑ0 sup
 |f´1a pxq ´ f´1b pxq| : x P Rn, a, b P K, |a´ b| ă δ( “ 0 ;
thus, lim
bÑa dH pf
´1
a rY s, f´1b rY sq “ 0 .
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For a P IntQ letBa be the topological boundary ofEaXTκ relative to Tκ. Let a P PXTκ.
It follows from (28) and the construction thatŞ
δą0
Ť
bPBpa,δqXTκppEa„Ebq Y pEb X Eaqq X Tκ Ď RX Tκ XBa .
Without loss of generality we may assume Tκ “ spante1, . . . , eku. Recall the construction
of the maps l and q to see that Y is a convex conical cap over l´1rXs with vertex at the
origin. Let B be the topological boundary of Y X Tκ relative to Tκ. Define affine lines
La,i “ ta` tei : t P Ru for a P Rn and i P t1, 2, . . . , nu. Since B is the boundary of a convex
set and has empty interior in Tκ we see that there exists i P t1, 2, . . . , ku such that BXLa,i
contains at most two points for each a P Tκ and we may decompose B into two disjoint
sets B “ B1YB2 so that for each a P Tκ if a` t1ei P B1XLi,a and a` t2ei P B2XLi,a, then
t1 ă t2. Define B1,a “ f´1a rB1s and B2,a “ f´1a rB2s for a P Tκ. Then Ba equals the disjoint
sum of B1,a and B2,a for each a P IntQ X Tκ because fa is a diffeomorphism. Clearly, it
suffices to show that if j P t1, 2u, then forH k almost all a P P X Tκ we have
µ
`
RX Tκ XBj,a
˘ “ 0 .
Fix j “ t1, 2u. Observe that if a P P XTκ and t P p´3{4, 3{4q, then the map ga,t : La,iXP Ñ
R given by ga,tpbq “ f´1b,i ptq is strictly increasing. In consequence, if b, c P La,i X P and
b ‰ c, then RXTκXBj,bXBj,c “ ∅. Since µ is Radon, there exists at most countably many
b P La,i X P for which µ
`
RX Tκ XBj,b
˘ ą 0. In particular, we obtain for each a P P X Tκ
H 1
` 
b P La,i X P : µ
`
RX Tκ XBj,b
˘ ą 0(˘ “ 0 .
Since H k Tκ coincides with the Lebesgue measure L k on Tκ and L k is the product
of k copies of the one dimensional Lebesgue measure (cf. [Fed69, 2.6.5]), we may use the
Fubini Theorem [Fed69, 2.6.2(3)] to conclude the proof.
The next lemma is a counterpart of [Fed69, 4.2.7]. Given arbitrary Radon measures
µ1, . . . , µl, and numbers m1, . . . , ml, and a k-plane Tκ with maxtm1, . . . ,mlu ă k ď n
we prove that there are enough good points a P r´1{2, 1{2sn X Tκ for which the integral´
Q }Dϕa,ε}mi dµi is controlled by µipQq. Later we shall apply this lemma to measures µ
defined as the restriction ofH m to some m dimensional set Σ Ď Rn with density.
7.10 Lemma. Suppose
k,N PP , k ď n , κ P t´1, 0, 1un is such thatH 0ptj : κj “ 0uq “ k ,
Q and Tκ are as in 5.1 , ε P
`
0, 14
˘
, A “ Tκ X
“´12 , 12‰n ,
m1, . . . ,ml P p0, kq , µ1, . . . , µl are Radon measures over Rn .
For a P IntQ let ϕa,ε : Rn„tau Ñ Rn be the map constructed in 7.9 and set
Γpk,mq “ Γ7.9 kαpkq
k ´mk
pk´mq{2 for m P p0, kq ,
E “
"
a P A :
ˆ
Q
}Dϕa,ε}mi dµi ď lΓpk,miqµipQq for i P t1, 2, . . . , lu
*
.
Then L kpEq ą 0.
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Proof. Employing 7.9(e) we have for ε P p0, 1{4q, m P p0, kq, x P Q, and y P A satisfying
|x´ y| “ distpx,Aq
ˆ
A
}Dϕa,εpxq}m dL kpaq ď Γ7.9
ˆ
A
|x´ a|´m dL kpaq ď Γ7.9
ˆ
A
|y ´ a|´m dL kpaq
ď Γ7.9
ˆ
TκXBp0,
?
kq
|y|´m dL kpyq “ Γ7.9 kαpkq
k ´mk
pk´mq{2 “ Γpk,mq .
Thus, for i P t1, 2, . . . , lu, using the Fubini Theorem [Fed69, 2.6.2], we obtain
ˆ
A
ˆ
Q
}Dϕa,εpxq}mi dµpi pxq dL kpaq ď Γpk,miqµipQq .
Now, we argue by contradiction. If L kpEq was zero, then we would have
1 “ L kpAq ă
lÿ
i“1
1
lΓpk,miqµipQq
ˆ
A
ˆ
Q
}Dϕa,εpxq}mi dµipxqdL kpaq ď
lÿ
i“1
1
l
“ 1 .
Now, given a cube K P K˚ (of arbitrary dimension and size) and sets Σ1, . . . , Σl we
combine 7.10 and 7.9 to construct a deformation of Rn which maps Σi XK into BdrycpKq
for each i “ 1, 2, . . . , l and preserves all the super-cubes of K (i.e. those which contain
K) as well as all the cubes from K˚ which do not touch IntcpKq and have side length
at least 12 lpKq. Of course we also control the derivative.
7.11 Lemma. Suppose
l PP , K P K˚ , k “ dimpKq , m1, . . . ,ml P
 
1, 2, . . . , k
(
,
ν1, . . . , νl are Radon measures over Rn , Σ “ Ťtspt νi : i “ 1, 2, . . . , lu ,
either maxtm1, . . . ,mlu ď k ´ 1 andH kpΣXKq “ 0
or m1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ml “ k and ΣXK ‰ K .
Then for each ε0 P
`
0, 14 lpKq
˘
there exist ε P p0, ε0s, a neighbourhood U of Σ in Rn, and
a map ϕ P C8pRn,Rnq such that
(a) ϕ P DpK `Up0, εqq,
(b) ϕpxq “ x for x P Rn satisfying distpx,Kq ě ε,
(c) ϕrU s XK “ ϕrU XKs Ď BdrycpKq,
(d) ϕrBdrycpKq `Bp0, εqs Ď BdrycpKq `Bp0, εq,
(e) |ϕpxq ´ x| ď ε for x P Rn satisfying T6px´ cpKqq R T6rKs, where T “ TanpK, cpKqq,
(f) if L P K˚ satisfies either lpLq ě lpKq or lpLq ě 12 lpKq and L X IntcpKq “ ∅, then
ϕrLs Ď L.
(g) }Dϕpxq} ď Γ for x P Rn with distpx,BdrycpKqq ď ε,
(h) if maxtm1, . . . ,mlu ď k ´ 1, then there exists Γ “ Γpk, lq P p1,8q such that
ˆ
K
}Dϕ}mi dνi ď ΓνipKq for i “ 1, 2, . . . , l .
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Proof. Let ε0 P p0, lpKq{4q. If maxtm1, . . . ,mlu ď k´ 1, then set ε “ ε0. Ifm1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ml “
k, then choose arbitrary a0 P IntcpKq„Σ and set
ε “ min ε0, 2´8 distpa0,BdrycpKqq( .
Translating Σ and K by ´cpKq we can assume cpKq “ 0. Set
T “ TanpK, cpKqq , ι “ ε{?2 , r “ µ2{lpKq ˝ τ´cpKq ,
µi “
`
r#νi
˘
T for i “ 1, . . . , l .
Note that rrKs “ r´1, 1sn X T . For a P K let ϕrpaq,2ι{lpKq be the map defined by employ-
ing 7.9 with rpaq, 2ι{lpKq in place of a, ε and set
ψa “ r´1 ˝ ϕrpaq,2ι{lpKq ˝ r .
To choose an appropriate a P K, we consider two cases.
• If maxtm1, . . . ,mlu ď k ´ 1, then we proceed as follows. Define E Ď K to be the set
of all those a P K for which rpaq P r´1{2, 1{2sn and
(32)
ˆ
r´1,1sn
}Dϕrpaq,2ι{lpKq}mi dµi ď lΓ7.10pk,miqµipr´1, 1snq for i “ 1, . . . , l .
Apply 7.10 with 2ι{lpKq in place of ε to conclude that L kpEq ą 0. Since we have
H kpΣXKq “ 0, we may choose a P E„Σ.
• If m1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ml “ k, then we set a “ a0.
Since ΣXK is compact we have
d “ 12 min
 
ι,distpa,Σq( ą 0 .
Let α P C8pR,Rq be such that αptq “ 1 for t ě 7{8, αptq “ 0 for t ď 1{4, and 0 ă α1ptq ă 2
for t P p0, 1q. Recall that we assumed cpKq “ 0; in particular K Ď T . Set
ψpxq “
"
x for x P Bpa, d{4q
αp|x´ a|{dqψapxq `
`
1´ αp|x´ a|{dq˘x for x P Rn„Bpa, d{4q
ϕpxq “ TK6 x` ψpT6xq `
`
T6x´ ψpT6xq
˘
αp|TK6 x|{ιq for x P Rn .
Clearly ϕ is of class C8. Since K `Up0, εq is convex, we see that (a) is satisfied. Set
Q “ r´1, 1sn and R “ r´1rQs and U “ Σ`Up0, 2´3dq .
Proof of (b): If x P Rn satisfies distpx,Kq ě ε, then either distpx, T q ě ε{?2 ě ι and
then ϕpxq “ x, or distpT6x,Kq ě ε{
?
2 ě ι and then ψapxq “ x, by 7.9(a), and ϕpxq “ x.
Proof of (c): If x P U XK, then ϕpxq “ ψapxq. Observe that ψapT „tauq Ď T by 7.9(d)
because a P T . Combining this with ψarR„taus Ď BdryR, which holds due to 7.9(c),
we see that ϕrU X Ks Ď BdrycpKq. Moreover, by 7.9(d) and the definition of ϕ we have
ϕrRn„Ks Ď Rn„K, so ϕrU s XK “ ϕrU XKs.
Proof of (d): Let x P BdrycpKq`Bp0, εq. Observe that TK6 x “ TK6 ϕpxq because ψapT6xq P
T due to 7.9(d). Moreover, BdryRXpT`Bp0, εqq Ď BdrycpKq`TK, so for any z P BdrycpKq`
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Bp0, εq we have distpz,BdrycpKqq2 “ distpT6z,BdryRq2 ` distpz, T q2. Noting |TK6 x| ď ε and
using 7.9(d)(h) we can write
distpϕpxq,BdrycpKqq2 “ distpT6ϕpxq,BdryRq2 ` distpϕpxq, T q2
“ dist`p1´ tqψpT6xq ` tT6x,BdrycpKq˘2 ` |TK6 x|2
ď distpT6x,BdrycpKqq2 ` |TK6 x|2 “ distpx,BdrycpKqq2 ,
where t “ αp|TK6 x|{ιq. Thus, ϕpxq P BdrycpKq `Bp0, εq.
Proof of (e): Let x P Rn be such that T6x R K. If distpx,Kq ě ε, then ϕpxq “ x and
there is nothing to prove. Assume distpx,Kq ď ε. By 7.9(b) we know |ψpT6xq ´ T6x| ď ι so
for any t P r0, 1s we have |ptT6x`p1´ tqψpT6xqq´T6x| ď ι. Setting t “ αp|TK6 x|{ιq we obtain
|ϕpxq ´ x| “ |T6ϕpxq ´ T6x| ď |ptT6x` p1´ tqψpT6xqq ´ T6x| ď ι ď ε .
Proof of (f): Let L P K˚ be such that lpLq ě 12 lpKq and LX IntcpKq “ ∅. Observe that if
lpLq ą 12 lpKq, then L is a sum of some cubes from K˚ which do not intersect IntcpKq and
have side length 12 lpKq; thus, it is enough to prove the claim in case lpLq “ 12 lpKq – we
shall assume this holds. Since ϕpxq “ x for x P Rn with distpx,Kq ě ε and ε ď 14 lpKq we
will also assume that LXK ‰ ∅. For κ P t´1, 0, 1un and λ P t´2,´1, 1, 2un let cκ, Tκ, Rλ,
be as in 5.1. If dimpT6rLsq “ dimpKq, then T6rLs “ T XrrRλs for some λ P t´2,´1, 1, 2un. If
dimpT6rLsq ă dimpKq, then T6rLs Ď BdrycpKq and L is contained in some face of R. In this
case let κ P t´1, 0, 1un be such that L Ď rrFκs and Fκ Ď Fσ whenever L Ď rrFσs for some
σ P t´1, 0, 1un. If it happens that dimpFκq ą dimpLq, then L must lie inside Tσ for some
σ P t´1, 0, 1un. Altogether, there exist λ P t´2,´1, 1, 2un„t´2, 2un and κ, σ P t´1, 0, 1un
such that
T6rLs “ r´1rRλ X Tσ X pcκ ` Tκq X T s .
Hence, ψrT6rLss Ď T6rLs by 7.9(d). Since L is convex, we obtain ϕrT6rLss Ď T6rLs. Finally,
note that L “ T6rLs ` TK6 rLs and ϕrLs “ ϕrT6rLss ` TK6 rLs, which proves the claim in case
LX IntcpKq “ ∅.
If IntcpKqXL ‰ ∅ but lpLq ě lpKq, thenK Ď T6rLs. Clearly ϕrKs Ď K and T6rLs„K is
contained in a sum of cubes with side length at least 12 lpKqwhich do not intersect IntcpKq.
Hence, ϕrT6rLss Ď T6rLs and the claim follows as before.
Proof of (g): Assume x P Rn satisfies distpx,BdrycpKqq ď ε, then distpT6x,BdrycpKqq ď
ε. Since d ď ι{2 ď 2´7 distpa,BdrycpKqqwe see that |T6x´a| ě p1´2´8qdistpa,BdrycpKqq ě
d so ψpT6xq “ ψapT6xq. Recalling α1ptq ď 2, αptq ď 1 for t P R, ι “ ε{
?
2, and 7.9(f)(g) we get
}Dϕpxq} ď }TK6 } ` }DψapT6xq ˝ T } ` }T6 ´DψapT6xq ˝ T } ` 2{ι|T6x´ ψapT6xq|
ď 2` 10Γ7.9 .
Proof of (h): Let us assume maxtm1, . . . ,mlu ď k ´ 1; hence, rpaq P
“´12 , 12‰n X T . Note
that for i P t1, . . . , lu and x P T „Bpa, dq
}Dϕpxq} “ }TK6 `Dψapxq ˝ T6} ď 1` }Dϕrpaq,2ι{lpKqprpxqq}(33)
Using (33) and the definition of Σ, U , and µi we getˆ
K
}Dϕ}mi dνi ď 2mi´1
ˆ
r´1,1sn
}Dϕrpaq,2ι{lpKq}mi dµi ` 2mi´1νipKq(34)
and µipr´1, 1snq “ νipKq for i “ 1, . . . , l .(35)
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Combining (32) with (34) and (35) yields (h).
Next, we shall prove our main deformation theorem 7.13. Given a finite subset A of
an admissible family F of top dimensional cubes from K and some sets Σ1, . . . , Σl, we
deform all these sets onto the m dimensional skeleton of A using a smooth deformation
of Rn. Furthermore, we provide estimates on the measure of the deformed sets (i.e. the
images of Σi for i “ 1, 2, . . . , l) and, in case Σi are rectifiable, also on the measure of the
whole deformation (i.e. the images of r0, 1s ˆ Σi for i “ 1, 2, . . . , l). The basic idea of the
proof is simple: we order all the cubes of the cubical complex CXpFq which touch the
interior of some cube from A lexicographically with respect to side length and dimension
and then apply 7.11 iteratively to each cube. If the dimensions of Σ1, . . . , Σl all equal m,
then we additionally ensure that all them-dimensional faces ofA are either fully covered
or not covered at all. During this last step we cannot control the derivative so we actually
provide two deformations: one with good estimates (called “g”) and one without estimates
(called “f”) but performing the last step of cleaning the cubes which are not fully covered.
To be able to estimate the measure of the image of Σi even if Σi is not rectifiable,
we need the following simple lemma.
7.12 Lemma. Let S Ď Rn be such that H mpS XKq ă 8 for every compact set K Ď Rn,
g P C 1pRn,RN q for some N PP, and f P L1pH m grSs,Rq be non-negative. Then
ˆ
f dH m grSs ď
ˆ
f ˝ g}Dg}m dH m S .
Proof. Since S can be decomposed into a countable sum of compact sets we can assume S
is compact. Furthermore, using standard methods of Lebesgue integration [Fed69, 2.3.3,
2.4.8] we can assume f “ 1A for someH m grSs measurable set A Ď RN . Let ε ą 0. For
each x P S choose rx ą 0 so that
}Dgpxq}m ´ ε ď Lippg|Bpx,rxqqm ď }Dgpxq}m ` ε .
This is possible since Dg is continuous. From the family tUpx, rxq : x P Su choose a finite
covering B “ tB1, . . . , BKu of S. For j “ 1, 2, . . . ,K define Sj Ď S, and xj P Rn, and rj P R
so that
Bj “ Upxj , rjq and Sj “ S XBj „ŤtBi : i “ 1, 2, . . . , j ´ 1u .
We obtain
ˆ
grSs
f dH m “H mpAX grSsq “H m`ŤtgrSj X g´1rAss : j “ 1, 2, . . . ,Ku˘
ď
Kÿ
j“1
`}Dgpxjq}m ` ε˘H mpSj X g´1rAsq “ ˆ
S
vε dH
m ,
where
vε “
Kÿ
j“1
`}Dgpxjq}m ` ε˘1SjXg´1rAs “ f ˝ g Kÿ
j“1
`}Dgpxjq}m ` ε˘1Sj .
We obtain the claim by letting ε Ñ 0 and using the dominated convergence theorem;
see [Fed69, 2.4.9].
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7.13 Theorem. Suppose
F Ď K is admissible , A Ď F is finite , Σ1, . . . ,Σl Ď Rn , m,m1, . . . ,ml PP,
ε0 “ 2´4 mintlpRq : R P Au , δ “ maxtlpRq : R P Au , Gε0 “
ŤA`Up0, ε0q ,
n´ 1 ě m “ m1 ě . . . ě ml ě 1 , Σ “ ŤtΣi : i “ 1, . . . , lu , H m`1pClos ΣXGε0q “ 0 ,
Σi isH mi measurable andH mipΣi XGε0q ă 8 for i “ 1, . . . , l .
Then for each ε P p0, ε0q, setting Gε “ ŤA `Up0, εq and G0 “ IntŤA, there exist defor-
mations f, g P C8pRˆRn,Rn) and a neighbourhood U of ΣXGε in Rn satisfying:
(a) fpt, xq “ x if either t “ 0 and x P Rn or t P R and x P Rn„Gε.
(b) There exist N,N0 P P, N0 ď N , ϕ1, . . . , ϕN P DpGεq, and K1, . . . ,KN P CXpFq such
that for each j “ 1, . . . , N setting ψ0 “ idRn and ψj “ ϕj ˝ ψj´1 we have 
x P Rn : ϕjpxq ‰ x
( Ď Kj `Up0, εq and ϕjrψj´1rU s XKjs Ď BdrycpKjq .
Moreover, there exists s P C8pR,Rq such that sp0q “ 0, and sp1q “ 1, and 0 ď s1ptq ď 2
for t P R, and Dksp0q “ 0 “ Dksp1q for k PP, and
fpt, ¨q “ sptN ´ jqψj`1 ` p1´ sptN ´ jqqψj “ gptN{N0, xq
whenever j P t0, . . . , N ´ 1u and t P R satisfy j ď tN ď j ` 1.
(c) fpt, ¨q P DpGεq for each t P I.
(d) If K P CXpFq, then fpt, ¨qrKs Ď K for t P I. In particular
fpt, ¨qrŤAs Ď ŤA and fpt, ¨qrRn„ŤAs Ď Rn„G0 for t P I .
(e) gp1, ¨qrU s XG0 Ď Ť K P CXpFq : K XG0 ‰ ∅ , dimpKq “ m(.
(f) If m1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ml, then for each K P CXpFq XKm satisfying K XG0 ‰ ∅ there holds
either IntcpKq X fp1, ¨qrΣXŤAs “ ∅ or K X fp1, ¨qrΣXŤAs “ K .
(g) There exists Γ “ Γpn,mq P p0,8q such that for each t P I and i P t1, . . . , lu and Q P F ,
setting rQ “ ŤtR P F : RXQ ‰ ∅u,
}Dfpt, ¨qpxq} ă Γ for x P Gε„G0 ,(36) ˆ
ΣiXQ
}Dgpt, ¨q}mi dH mi ă ΓH mi`Σi X p rQ`Up0, εqq˘ ,(37)
H mipgpt, ¨qrΣi XGεsq 7.12ď
ˆ
ΣiXGε
}Dgpt, ¨q}mi dH mi ă ΓH mipΣi XGεq ,(38)
H mipfp1, ¨qrΣis XQq ă ΓH mi
`
Σi X p rQ`Up0, εqq˘ ,(39)
H mipfp1, ¨qrΣi XGεsq ă ΓH mipΣi XGεq ;(40)
moreover, if Σi is pH mi ,miq rectifiable, then
(41) H mi`1pgrI ˆ pΣi XGεqsq ďH mi`1pf rI ˆ pΣi XGεqsq ă ΓδH mipΣi XGεq .
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Proof. Fix ε P p0, ε0q. Without loss of generality we assume that Σi Ď Gε for i “ 1, 2, . . . , l.
Define
C “  K P CXpFq : K XG0 ‰ ∅ , dimpKq ě m` 1( .
Let ∆ “ ∆pn,mq PP be so big that
∆ ě max H 0ptK P CXpFq : K X L ‰ ∅uq : L P CXpFq( .
Let tK1, . . . ,KN0u “ C be an enumeration of C chosen so that for 1 ď i ď j ď N0
either dimpKiq “ dimpKjq and lpKiq ě lpKjq or dimpKiq ě dimpKjq .
For each j “ 0, 1, . . . , N0 we shall define inductively maps ϕj , ψj , ζQ,j , ηQ,j , measures
νQ,j,i, and open sets Uj Ď Rn, where i P t1, 2, . . . , lu and Q P F . First we set
ψ0 “ ϕ0 “ ηQ,0 “ ζQ,j “ idRn , νQ,0,i “H mi Σi , U0 “ Rn .
Assume that ϕj´1, ψj´1, ηQ,j´1, Uj´1, νj´1,1, . . . , νj´1,l are defined for some j “ 1, 2, . . . , N0.
We set
νQ,j,i “ pηQ,j´1q#
`}DηQ,j´1}miH mi Σi˘ for i “ 1, 2, . . . , l and Q P F .
Observe, that all the measures νQ,i,j for i P t1, 2, . . . , lu and Q P F are Radon because
ηQ,j´1 is smooth and proper and H mi Σi is finite. Let ϕj and Uj be the map and the
neighbourhood of Σ constructed by employing 7.11 with
Kj , ε{∆ ,H 0ptQ P F : QXKj ‰ ∅uq ,
 pmi, νQ,i,jq : i P t1, 2, . . . , lu , Q P F , QXKj ‰ ∅(
in place of K , ε0 , l ,
 pmi, νiq : i P t1, 2, . . . , lu( .
If QXKj ‰ ∅, we set ζQ,j “ ϕj , and if QXKj “ ∅, we set ζQ,j “ idRn . Next, we define
ψj “ ϕj ˝ ψj´i , ηQ,j “ ζQ,j ˝ ηQ,j´1 for Q P F .
If m1 ą ml, then we set N “ N0. If m “ m1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ml, then we still have to take care
of the cubes of dimension m which are not fully covered. In this case we define
C1 “
#
K P CXpFq : K XG0 ‰ ∅ , dimpKq “ m,
K X ψN0rΣs ‰ K , IntcpKq X ψN0rΣs ‰ ∅
+
.
We enumerate C1 “ tKN0`1, . . . ,KNu so that for N0 ă i ď j ď N we have lpKiq ě lpKjq.
For j “ N0`1, . . . , N we define inductively ϕj , ψj , Uj similarly as before by employing 7.11
with Kj , ε{∆, l, H m ψj´1rΣ1s, . . . , H m ψj´1rΣls, m, . . . , m in place of K, ε0, l, ν1, . . . ,
νl, m1, . . . , ml and we set ψj “ ϕj ˝ ψj´i.
Let fpt, ¨q for t P I be defined as in (b). For t ą 1 we set fpt, ¨q “ fp1, ¨q and for
t ă 0 we set fpt, ¨q “ fp0, ¨q. Then we define gpt, ¨q “ fptN0{N, ¨q for all t P R and we set
U “ Ş Uj : j “ 1, 2, . . . , N(. Clearly (a) and (b) are satisfied.
Proof of (c): First observe that ϕj P DpKj `Up0, ε{∆qq for each j “ 1, 2, . . . , N due
to 7.11(a). Since Kj `Bp0, ε{∆q Ď Gε we see that ψj P DpGεq.
Fix t P I and choose j PP such that j ď tN ď j ` 1. We have
fpt, ¨q “ `sptN ´ jqϕj`1 ` p1´ sptN ´ jqqidRn˘ ˝ ψj .
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Since ϕj`1 P DpKj `Up0, ε{∆qq and Kj`1 `Up0, ε{∆q is convex we see that
sptN ´ jqϕj`1 ` p1´ sptN ´ jqqidRn P DpKj`1 `Up0, ε{∆qq ;
hence, fpt, ¨q P DpGεq.
Proof of (d): Since F is admissible for j P t1, 2, . . . , Nu and L P CXpFq exactly one of
the following options holds
• LXKj “ ∅ and then ϕjrLs “ L by 7.11(b);
• LXKj ‰ ∅ and lpLq ě 12 lpKjq and LX IntcpKjq “ ∅ and ϕjrLs Ď L by 7.11(f);
• LXKj ‰ ∅ and LX IntcpKjq ‰ ∅ and dimpLq ą dimpKjq and lpLq ě lpKjq, because
Kj P CXpFq, and ϕjrLs Ď L by 7.7 and 7.11(f).
In consequence, if L P CXpFq, then ψjrLs Ď L for j P t1, . . . , Nu and, since L is convex,
we obtain fpt, ¨qrLs Ď L for t P I. In particular
(42) ϕjrLs Ď L for j P t1, 2, . . . , Nu and L P CXpFq .
Proof of (e): For j P t1, . . . , Nu set
αpjq “ min i : dimpKiq “ dimpKjq( and βpjq “ max i : dimpKiq “ dimpKjq( .
For j “ 1, . . . , N set
Cj “
 
L P K˚ : Di PP αpjq ď i ď j and L is a face of Ki
(
.
We shall prove by induction the following claim:
(43)
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ for each j “ 1, 2, . . . , N0 if k “ dimpKjq, thenψjrU s XG0 Ď Ť`Cj XKk´1˘YŤ`pCβpjq„ Cjq XKk˘ .
If j “ 1, then k “ n and ψ1 “ ϕ1 and claim (43) follows from 7.11(c)(f).
Assume j P t2, 3, . . . , N0u and k “ dimpKjq. By inductive hypothesis, if j ą αpjq, then
ψj´1rU s X F “ Ť´`Cj´1 XKk´1˘Y `pCβpjq„ Cj´1q XKk˘¯X F X ψj´1rU s
Ď Ť`Cj´1 XKk´1˘Y `ψj´1rU s XKj˘Y `Ť`pCβpjq„ Cjq XKk˘X F ˘
and if j “ αpjq, then j ´ 1 “ βpj ´ 1q and
ψj´1rU s X F “ Ť`Cβpj´1q XKk˘X F X ψj´1rU s “ Ť`Cβpjq XKk˘X F X ψj´1rU s
Ď `ψj´1rU s XKj˘Y `Ť`pCβpjq„ Cjq XKk˘X F ˘ .
Claim (43) follows now by the following observations:
• if j ą αpjq and Q P Cj´1 XKk´1, then QX IntcpKjq “ ∅ so ϕjrQs Ď Q by (42);
• if αpkq ď j ď βpjq, we have ϕjrψj´1rU sXKjs Ď BdrycpKjq Ď
Ť`CjXKk´1˘ by 7.11(c);
• if αpkq ď j ď βpjq and Q P pCβpjq„ Cjq XKk, then ϕjrQs Ď Q by (42).
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Proof of (f): This follows by (e) and the construction.
Proof of (g): To prove (36) take x P Gε„G0 and note that are at most ∆ maps amongst
ϕ1, . . . , ϕN which move the point x so, recalling 7.11(g), we get
(44) }Dfpt, ¨qpxq} ď }Dψj`1pxq} ` }Dψjpxq} ď 2Γ∆7.11 whenever j ď Nt ď j ` 1 .
To prove (37) choose a cube Q P F and i P t1, 2, . . . , lu. Set
rQε “ rQ`Up0, εq “ ŤtR P F : RXQ ‰ ∅u `Up0, εq .
Observe that for j P t1, 2, . . . , N0u we have
η´1Q,jr rQεs “ rQε and ζ´1Q,jr rQεs “ rQε .
Therefore, we may write
(45)
ˆ
rQεXΣi }DηQ,j}
mi dH mi ď
ˆ
η´1Q,jr rQεs }pDζQ,jq ˝ ηQ,j´1}
mi}DηQ,j´1}mi dH mi Σi
“
ˆ
ζ´1Q,jr rQεs }DζQ,j}
mi dνQ,j “
ˆ
rQε }DζQ,j}
mi dνQ,j .
If ζQ,j “ idRn , then we obtain
(46)
ˆ
rQε }DζQ,j}
mi dνQ,j “ νQ,jp rQεq “ ˆ rQεXΣi }DηQ,j´1}mi dH mi .
If ζQ,j “ ϕk for some k P t1, 2, . . . , N0u, then Kk Ď rQε and if Kk is a face of some cube
R P K˚ with dimR ą dimKk, then spt νQ,j X IntcpRq “ ∅; thus, employing 7.11(b)(g)(h),
we get
(47)
ˆ
rQε }DζQ,j}
mi dνQ,j “
ˆ
rQεXKk }Dϕk}
mi dνQ,j `
ˆ
rQε„Kk }Dϕk}
mi dνQ,j
ď Γ7.11νQ,jp rQεq “ Γ7.11 ˆ rQεXΣi }DηQ,j´1}mi dH mi .
Now, the second case (when ζQ.j “ ϕk for some k P t1, 2, . . . , N0u) can happen at most ∆
times so combining (47), (46), and (45)
ˆ
rQεXΣi }DηQ,j}
mi dH mi ď Γ∆7.11H mipΣi X rQεq .
We may now finish the proof of (37) by writing
ˆ
ΣiXQ
}Dgpt, ¨q}mi dH mi ď 2mi´1
ˆ
ΣiXQ
}Dψj`1pxq}mi ` }Dψjpxq}mi dH mi
“ 2mi´1
ˆ
ΣiXQ
}DηQ,j`1pxq}mi ` }DηQ,jpxq}mi dH mi ď 2miΓ∆7.11H mipΣi X rQεq ,
whenever j P t1, 2, . . . , N0u and t P R are such that j ď N0t ď j ` 1.
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To prove (38) we write
ˆ
ΣiXGε
}Dgpt, ¨q}mi dH mi ď
ÿ
QPA
ˆ
ΣiXQ
}Dgpt, ¨q}mi dH mi`
ˆ
ΣiXGε„G0
}Dgpt, ¨q}mi dH mi
ď 2miΓ∆7.11
ÿ
QPA
H mipΣi X rQεq ` 2miΓ∆mi7.11 H mipΣi XGε„G0q
ď 2mi∆2Γ∆mi7.11 H mipΣi XGεq .
To prove (39) and (40) note that for Q P F , by construction (in particular by (f)),
H mipfp1, ¨qrΣi XQs XG0q ďH mipgp1, ¨qrΣi XQs XG0q
and, recalling (d) and (44),
H mipfp1, ¨qrΣi XQs„G0q ď 2miΓ∆mi7.11 H mipΣi XQ„G0q .
Assume now that Σi is pH mi ,miq rectifiable. Then IˆΣi is pH mi`1,mi`1q rectifiable
by [Fed69, 3.2.23] and we may use the area formula [Fed69, 3.2.20] to prove (41). Define
Aj “ Gε XŤ tR P F : RXKj`1 ‰ ∅u .
Let τ “ p1, 0q P R ˆRn be the “time direction” and set gtpxq “ gpt, xq for pt, xq P R ˆRn.
Observe that for pt, xq P I ˆ Σ and j PP such that j ď tN0 ď j ` 1 we have`
H mi`1 pI ˆ Σiq,mi ` 1
˘
ap Jmi`1gpt, xq ď |Dgpt, xqτ | ¨ }Dgtpxq}mi
ď 2N0|ϕj`1pψjpxqq ´ ψjpxq| ¨ }Dgtpxq}mi ;
hence, using [Fed69, 3.2.20, 3.2.23] , (b), (d), 7.11(b)(e)
(48) H mi`1
`
grI ˆ pΣi XGεqs
˘ ď ˆ 1
0
ˆ
ΣiXGε
|Dgpt, xqτ | ¨ }Dgtpxq}mi dH mipxq dL 1ptq
ď
N0´1ÿ
j“0
ˆ pj`1q{N0
j{N0
ˆ
ΣiXGε
2N0|ϕj`1pψjpxqq ´ ψjpxq| ¨ }Dgtpxq}mi dH mipxqdL 1ptq
ď 2miN0?nδ
N0´1ÿ
j“0
ˆ pj`1q{N0
j{N0
dL 1ptq
ˆ
ΣiXAj
}Dψj`1pxq}mi ` }Dψjpxq}mi dH mipxq
ď 2mi?nδ2∆2Γ∆mi7.11 H mipΣi XGεq .
If m “ m1 ą ml, then N “ N0 and f “ g and there is nothing more to prove. Otherwise,
we havem “ m1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ml and grI ˆpΣiXGεqs “ f rI 1ˆpΣiXGεqs, where I 1 “ r0, N0{N s.
Hence, we need to estimateH m`1pf rpI „ I 1q ˆ pΣi XGεqsq. Observe, that
f rpI „ I 1q ˆ pΣi XG0qs Ď ŤCXpFq XKm ,
soH m`1pf rpI „ I 1q ˆ pΣi XG0qsq “ 0. On the other hand }Dftpxq} ď Γ7.11 for x P Gε„G0
and t P I „ I 1 soH m`1pf rpI „ I 1q ˆ pΣi XGε„G0qsq can be estimated as in (48).
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We finish this section with a small lemma that allows to apply 4.3 to the mapping
constructed in 7.13.
7.14 Lemma. If f P C 1pRn,Rnq and U Ď Rn and dimH pf rU sq ď m, then dim im Dfpxq ď
m for x P U .
Proof. Assume there exists a point x P U such that dim im Dfpxq “ k ą m. Define L “
im Dfpxq P Gpn, kq and set g “ L6 ˝ f . Observe that
H kpgrBpx, rqsq ďH kpf rBpx, rqsq for r ą 0 .
Moreover, since fpyq “ fpxq`Dfpxqpy´xq` op|x´ y|q we see that for small enough r ą 0
we have
fpxq `DfpxqrBp0, r{2qs Ď grBpx, rqs .
Hence, for some r ą 0 we obtain H kpf rBpx, rqsq ą 0 which contradicts dimH pf rU sq ď
m.
8 Slicing varifolds by continuously differentiable functions
We recall the theory developed by Almgren in [Alm76, I.3] and [Alm65, §7].
In this sections we shall always assume U Ď Rn is open, m,n, ν P Z are such that
0 ď ν ď m ă n, V P VmpUq, f P C 1pU,Rνq is proper, and pi : Rn ˆGpn,mq Ñ Rn is the
projection onto the first factor.
8.1 Definition. Whenever β P K pU ˆGpn,m´ νqq and ϕ P K pRνq we set
pV, fqpβq “
ˆ
tpx,SqPUˆGpn,mq:}ŹνDfpxq˝S6}ą0u βpx, S X ker Dfpxqq}
Ź
νDfpxq ˝ S6}dV px, Sq ,
µβpϕq “ pV, fqpβ ¨ pϕ ˝ f ˝ piqq .
It was shown in [Alm76, I.3(2)] that pV, fq P Vm´νpUq and µβ is a Radon measure for
each β P K pU ˆGpn,m´ νqq.
8.2 Definition. The slice of V with respect to f at t P Rν is the varifold xV, f, ty P Vm´νpUq,
satisfying
xV, f, typβq “ lim
rÓ0
µβpBpt, rqq
L νpBpt, rqq , whenever β P K pU ˆGpn,m´ νqq .
8.3 Remark. By [Alm76, I.3(2)], there exists xV, f, ty P Vm´νpUq and, since f is proper,
spt }xV, f, ty} is compact for L ν almost all t P Rν . Next, we view tV P Vm´νpUq :
spt }V } is compactu as a subset of the vectorspace (cf. [Fed69, 2.5.19]) 
W P K pU ˆGpn,m´ νqq˚ : sptW is compact( , with the norm
~W~ “ sup W pβq : β P K pU ˆGpn,m´ νqq, sup im |β| ď 1, Lipβ ď 1( .
Then tW P K pU ˆGpn,m ´ νqq˚ : sptW is compactu becomes a separable normed vec-
torspace such that the norm topology coincides with the weak topology.
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8.4 Definition (cf. [Alm76, I.3(3)]). The Lebesgue set of the slicing operator xV, f, ¨y is the
set of those t P Rν for which
lim
rÓ0 r
´ν
ˆ
Bpt,rq
~xV, f, sy ´ xV, f, ty~dL νpsq “ 0 .
8.5 Remark. Note that L ν almost all t P Rν are Lebesgue points of xV, f, ¨y; see [Alm76,
I.3(3)] for the proof.
8.6 Remark. Recalling [Alm76, I.3(4)] we see that if S Ď U is pH m,mq rectifiable and
H m measurable and bounded, then
xvmpSq, f, ty “ vm´νpS X f´1ttuq P RVm´νpUq for L ν almost all t P Rν .
Next, we define the product of a varifold with a cube as in [Alm76, I.3(5)]. Products
of more general varifolds were described also in [KM17, §3].
8.7 Definition. If l P Z, and l ě 1, and I “ tt P R : 0 ď t ď 1u, and jl : Rl Ñ Rl ˆRn and
jn : R
n Ñ Rl ˆRn are injections, then
pvlpI lq ˆ V qpαq “
ˆ
Il
ˆ
αppt, xq, jlrRls ` jnrT sqdV px, T qdL lptq ,
for α P K pRl ˆ U ˆGpl ` n, l `mqq.
8.8 Definition. For t P R and δ P p0, 1q and ρ : Rn Ñ R we define the functions
it : R
n Ñ RˆRn , sδ : R Ñ R , Kρ,t,δ : U Ñ Rˆ U ,
by requiring that sδ is of class C8 and
sδpτq “ τ for δ ď τ ď 1´ δ , sδpτq “ 0 for τ ď 0 , sδpτq “ 1 for τ ě 1 ,
0 ď s1δpτq ď 1` δ for τ P R , itpxq “ pt, xq for x P Rn ,
Kρ,t,δpxq “
`
sδppt´ ρpxqq{δq, x
˘
for x P Rn .
8.9 Lemma. Let V P VmpUq and ρ P C 1pU,Rq be a propermap, and ι P p0,8q, and t P R be
a Lebesgue point of xV, ρ, ¨y such that V tpx, Sq P RnˆGpn,mq : t´ι ď ρpxq ď tu P RVmpUq
and
(49) lim
δÓ0 }V }ptx P U : t´ δ ď ρpxq ă tuq “ 0 .
Set V0 “ V tpx, Sq P U ˆGpn,mq : ρpxq ě tu and V1 “ V tpx, Sq P U ˆGpn,mq : ρpxq ă tu.
Then
lim
δÓ0 Kρ,t,δ#V “ i0 #V0 ` i1 #V1 ` v1pIq ˆ xV, ρ, ty P VmpRˆ Uq .
Proof. Since ρ and t are fixed we abbreviate Kδ “ Kρ,t,δ. For δ P p0, 1q define
V1,δ “ V tpx, Sq P U ˆGpn,mq : ρpxq ă t´ δu ,
V2,δ “ V tpx, Sq P U ˆGpn,mq : t´ δ ď ρpxq ă tu .
Clearly
Kδ#V “ i0 #V0 ` i1 #V1,δ `Kδ#V2,δ
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and limδÓ0 i1 #V1,δ “ i1 #V1 so it suffices to prove that limδÓ0Kδ#V2,δ “ v1pIq ˆ xV, ρ, ty.
To this end it is enough to show that limδÓ0 ~Kδ#V2,δ ´ v1pIq ˆ xV, ρ, ty~ “ 0.
Let ji : R Ñ Rˆ U and jn : U Ñ Rˆ U be injections and let pi : U ˆGpn,m´ 1q Ñ U
be the projection onto the first factor. For }V } almost all x we define T , Rδ, P , JK,δ, and
Jρ by requiring
T pxq “ Tanmp}V }, xq P Gpn,mq , Rδpxq “ DKδpxqrT pxqs P Gpn` 1,mq ,
P pxq “ j1rRs ` jnrT pxq X ker Dρpxqs P Gpn` 1,mq ,
JK,δpxq “ p}V },mq ap JmKδpxq P R , Jρpxq “ p}V },mq ap J1ρpxq P R .
Whenever x P dmnT and Q P Gpn,m´ 1q and τ P r0, 1s we also set
γτ px,Qq “
`pτ, xq, j1rRs ` jnrQs˘ P pRˆ Uq ˆGpn` 1,mq ,
ψτ,δpxq “
`psδpτq, xq, Rδpxq˘ P pRˆ Uq ˆGpn` 1,mq ,
Wδ “ Kδ#V2,δ ´ v1pIq ˆ xV, ρ, ty P K pRˆ U ˆGpn` 1,mqq˚ .
Let ε P p0, 1{2q. If ~xV, ρ, ty~ ą 0, then assume additionally that ε ď 2´5~xV, ρ, ty~´1. Find
δ0 P p0, 1q such that for all δ P p0, δ0q
δ ă min 2´5ε`~xV, ρ, ty~ ` 2´4ε˘´1, ε2{2, ι( ,(50)
1
δ
ˆ t
t´δ
~xV, ρ, τy ´ xV, ρ, ty~dL 1pτq ď 2´4ε ,(51)
}V }ptx P U : t´ δ ď ρpxq ă tuq ď p1` ε´4q´12´4ε .(52)
Such δ0 ą 0 exists because t is a Lebesgue point of xV, ρ, ¨y and we assumed (49). It follows
from (51), applied to rt´ δ2, ts and rt´ δ ` δ2, ts and rt´ δ, ts, and from (50) that
(53)
ˆ
tτPI:τăδ or τą1´δu
}xV, ρ, t´ δτy}pUqdL 1pτq ď 2p~xV, ρ, ty~ ` 2´4εqδ ď 2´4ε .
For any α P K pRˆU ˆGpn` 1,mqq such that sup im |α| ď 1 and Lipα ď 1, employing
the co-area formula [Fed69, 3.2.22], we get
(54) |Wδpαq| “
ˇˇˇˇˆ 1
0
xV, ρ, t´ δτypα ˝ ψδ,τ ˝ pi ¨ pδJK,δ{Jρq ˝ piq ´ xV, ρ, typα ˝ γτ q dL 1pτq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇˇˆ 1
0
xV, ρ, t´ δτypα ˝ ψδ,τ ˝ pi ¨ pδJK,δ{Jρq ˝ pi ´ α ˝ γτ q dL 1pτq
ˇˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇˇˆ 1
0
`xV, ρ, t´ δτy ´ xV, ρ, ty˘pα ˝ γτ q dL 1pτqˇˇˇˇ “ B1pα, δq `B2pα, δq .
Since Lip γτ “ 1 for τ P r0, 1s, we have by (51)
(55) B2pα, δq ď
ˆ 1
0
~xV, ρ, t´ δτy ´ xV, ρ, ty~dL 1pτq ď 2´4ε .
To estimate B1pα, δq we set
X “  px, Sq P dmnT ˆGpn,m´ 1q : S “ T pxq X ker Dρpxq P Gpn,m´ 1q( ,
A1pδq “
 px, Sq P X : Jρpxq ď ε´2δ and δJK,δpxq ě Jρpxq( ,
A2pδq “
 px, Sq P X : Jρpxq ą ε´2δ and δJK,δpxq ě Jρpxq( ,
A3pδq “
 px, Sq P X : δJK,δpxq ă Jρpxq( .
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Clearly
ř3
i“1xV, ρ, sy Aipδq “ xV, ρ, sy for s P rt ´ δ, ts. We estimate first the third part.
Straightforward computations (cf. [Alm76, I.3(1)]) show that if px, Sq P X and τ P r0, 1s
and δ P p0, 1q and ρpxq “ t´ δτ , then, setting v “ T pxq6pgrad ρpxqq P SK X T ,
Rδpxq “ span
 
j1p1qs1δpτq|v|{δ ` jnpv{|v|q
(` jnrT pxq X ker Dρpxqs , Jρpxq “ |v| ,
δJK,δpxq “
`
δ2 ` s1δpτq2Jρpxq2
˘1{2
, }Rδpxq6 ´ P pxq6} “ JK,δpxq´1 ,(56)
γτ px, Sq “ ppτ, xq, P pxqq .(57)
Hence, recalling 8.8 we see that pt´ ρpxqq{δ P r0, δq Y p1´ δ, 1s whenever px, Sq P A3pδq so
(58)
ˇˇˇˇˆ 1
0
pxV, ρ, t´ δτy A3pδqqpα ˝ ψδ,τ ˝ pi ¨ pδJK,δ{Jρq ˝ pi ´ α ˝ γτ qdL 1pτq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 2
ˆ
tτPI:τăδ or τą1´δu
}xV, ρ, t´ δτy}pUqdL 1pτq ď 2´3ε by (53) .
For px, Sq P A1pδq we have JK,δpxq ď p1 ` ε´4δ2q1{2 ď 1 ` ε´4 and δJK,δpxq{Jρpxq ě 1 so,
using the co-area formula [Fed69, 3.2.22] and sup im |α| ď 1, we obtain
(59)
ˇˇˇˇˆ 1
0
pxV, ρ, t´ δτy A1pδqqpα ˝ ψδ,τ ˝ pi ¨ pδJK,δ{Jρq ˝ pi ´ α ˝ γτ qdL 1pτq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 2 sup im |α|p1` ε´4q}V }ptx P U : t´ δ ď ρpxq ă tuq ď 2´3ε by (52) .
To deal with A2pδq first observe that δJK,δpxq{Jρpxq ě 1 and Jρpxq ą δε´2 and ε ď 1{2
imply
s1δpτq2 ě 1´ δ2{Jρpxq2 ě 1´ ε4 ě 1{2 ,
where τ “ pt´ ρpxqq{δ. Therefore, by (57) and (56) and (50),
M “ supt|ψδ,τ pxq ´ γτ px, Sq| : px, Sq P A2pδq, δτ “ t´ ρpxqu
“ δ ` supt}Rδpxq6 ´ P pxq6} : px, Sq P A2pδq, δτ “ t´ ρpxqu
ď ε2{2` δ{`δ2 ` 1{2δ2{ε4˘1{2 ď 2ε2 .
If px, Sq P A2pδq, then δ ď ε2Jρpxq so δJK,δpxq{Jρpxq ď 1` ε4 and, using Lipα ď 1,
(60)
ˇˇˇˇˆ 1
0
pxV, ρ, t´ δτy A2pδqqpα ˝ ψδ,τ ˝ pi ¨ pδJK,δ{Jρq ˝ pi ´ α ˝ γτ qdL 1pτq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď `ε4 `M˘ ˆ 1
0
}xV, ρ, t´ δτy}pUqdL 1pτq ď 4ε2
ˆ 1
0
}xV, ρ, t´ δτy}pUqdL 1pτq .
Recall that ε ă 1{2 and if ~xV, ρ, ty~ ą 0, we assumed ε ď 2´5~xV, ρ, ty~´1. Thus, us-
ing (51)
(61) 4ε2
ˆ 1
0
}xV, ρ, t´ δτy}pUq dL 1pτq ď εp4ε~xV, ρ, ty~ ` 2´2ε2q ď 2´2ε .
Finally, combining (54), (55), (58), (59), (60), (61) we see that |Wδpαq| ď ε for δ P p0, δ0q.
Since δ0 was chosen independently of α we have ~Wδ~ ď ε for δ P p0, δ0q.
8.10 Corollary. Assume a, b P R are such that V tpx, Sq P RnˆGpn,mq : a ď ρpxq ď bu P
RVmpUq. Then for L 1 almost all t P pa, bq
lim
δÓ0 Kρ,t,δ#V “ i0 #V0 ` i1 #V1 ` v1pIq ˆ xV, ρ, ty P VmpRˆ Uq .
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9 Density ratio bounds
The main result 9.3 of this section gives lower and upper bounds on the density ratios
of }V } for any V whichminimises a boundedC 0 integrand F (not necessarily elliptic). Our
proof follows the ideas presented in [Alm68, 2.9(b2)(b3), 3.2(a)(b), 3.4(2) last paragraphs
on pp. 347 and 348] as well as in [Fle66, 7.8, 8.2].
Let a P U Ď Rn be fixed, ρpxq “ |x´a|, andMprq “ }V }Upa, rq for r ą 0. The key point
is to prove the differential inequalities (78) and (80). Assume M 1pr0q exists and is finite
for some r0 ą 0 – this holds for L 1 almost all r0 P p0,8q. Recall that V is a limit of some
sequence of the form tvmpSi X Uq : i PPu, where Si belong to a good class. Our strategy
is to first choose a compact set S Ď Rn such that vmpS X Uq is weakly close to V , then
construct an admissible deformation D (using the deformation theorem 7.13) of S such
that theH mpDrSsq can be estimated in terms ofM 1pr0q, and finally use minimality of V
to derive estimates onMpr0q.
More precisely we proceed as follows. We choose a compact set S Ď Rn so that the
4d-neighbourhood of S X ρ´1tr0u hasH m measure controlled roughly by dM 1pr0q, where
d ą 0 is a small number. This is possible because the mass function V ÞÑ }V }pRnq
is continuous on the space of varifolds supported in a fixed compact set. Then, we use
the deformation theorem 7.13 to “project” the part of S lying inside 2d-neighbourhood
of ρ´1tr0u onto some m dimensional cubical complex and we denote the deformed set R.
After this step the part of R lying in a 2d-neighbourhood of ρ´1tr0u is pH m,mq rectifiable
(as a finite sum of m dimensional cubes) and, moreover, its measure is still controlled
by dM 1pr0q due to the first part of 7.13(g) which holds for non-rectifiable sets. Next, we
use the co-area formula (valid on rectifiable sets) together with the Chebyshev inequality
and 8.5 to find some r1 ą 0 in the d-neighbourhood of r0 so that theH m´1 measure of the
slice RX ρ´1tr1u is controlled byM 1pr0q and r1 is a Lebesgue point of the slicing operator
xvmpRq, ρ, ¨y and RX ρ´1tr1u is pH m´1,m´ 1q rectifiable.
To prove 9.2(a) we cover the slice RX ρ´1tr1u with cubes of equal size ε ą 0 and apply
the deformation theorem 7.13 again to obtain a map g2 : IˆRn Ñ Rn. We choose ε so big
that thewhole sliceRXρ´1tr1u does not fill, after the deformation, a singlem-dimensional
cube, which amounts to setting ε «M 1pr0q1{pm´1q. This ensures that g2p1, ¨qrRX ρ´1tr1us
lies in somem´2 dimensional cubical complex. Since r1 is a Lebesgue point of xvmpRq, ρ, ¨y
we may perform a blow-up of the slice using 8.9. Then we make use of the smoothness
of g2 to argue that the push-forward g2# is continuous on the space of varifolds so that
we can compose g2 with the blow-up map Kδ and pass to the limit. Next, we estimate
theH m measure of the blow-up limit only by one term, namely theH m measure of the
image of the whole deformation of the slice, i.e.,H mpg2rIˆRXρ´1tr1usq. The other terms
drop out because g2 deformed our slice into an m´ 2 dimensional set. Since RX ρ´1tr1u
is pH m´1,m´ 1q rectifiable we can use the second part of 7.13(g) to estimateH mpg2rI ˆ
RX ρ´1tr1usq by εM 1pr0q «M 1pr0qm{pm´1q. Finally, we make use of continuity of the mass
to choose one deformation from the blow-up sequence (without passing to the limit) for
which the desired estimate still holds.
To prove 9.2(a) we proceed similarly but this time we choose ε « ι ą 0 arbitrarily, we
deform the part of R lying in the ball Upa, r1q rather then just the slice RX ρ´1tr1u, and
we get two terms in the final estimate. The first term corresponds to ιM 1pr0q analogously
as before and the second one can be estimated brutally by the H m measure of the sum
of all m dimensional cubes from Km touching the ball Bpa, r0 ` d` 6ι?nq. Later, we use
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scaling to show that this second term depends only on ι and, in 9.3, we choose a specific ι
depending only on n, m, and F .
We begin with a technical lemma. The estimates in 9.1(a)(b) contain an additional
term which includes the parameter d and which shall be later absorbed by other terms.
The parameter b below shall be set toM 1pr0q in most cases.
9.1 Lemma. Let S Ď Rn, and a P Rn, and b, d P p0,8q, and r0 P p0,8q. Set ρpxq “ |x´ a|.
AssumeH mpClosS XBpa, r0 ` 4dqq ă 8 and
H mpS XUpa, r0 ` 4dq„Upa, r0 ´ 4dqq ă 9bd .
(a) There exists a deformation D P C8pRn,Rnq such that
D P DpUpa, r0 ` 4d` 40?npΓ27.13bq1{pm´1qqq ,(62)
H mpDrS XUpa, r0 ` 4dqsq ď 9Γ7.13bd` 50Γ2m{pm´1q7.13 bm{pm´1q .
(b) Suppose ι P p0,8q and N P Z satisfy 2´N´1 ă ι ď 2´N . There exists a deformation
F P C8pRn,Rnq such that setting
(63) ∆pρ, ι, r0, dq “ 2´NmH 0
` 
K P KmpNq : K XUpa, r0 ` d` 6ι?nq ‰ ∅
(˘
there holds
F P DpUpa, r0 ` 4d` 8ι?nqq
H mpF rS XUpa, r0 ` 4dqsq ď 9Γ7.13bd` 10Γ2m{pm´1q7.13 ιb`∆pρ, ι, r0, dq .(64)
Proof. For brevity defineApdq “ Upa, r0`dq„Upa, r0´dq for d P p0,8q. Set ε1 “ p5nq´1{2d
and find N1 P Z such that 2´N1´1 ă ε1 ď 2´N1 . Define
A1 “
 
Q P KnpN1q : QXAp2dq ‰ ∅
(
.
Note that A1 is finite. Apply 7.13 with 2, m, m S, S XAp2dq, 2´N1´4, KnpN1q, A1 in place
of l, m1, m2, Σ1, Σ2, ε, F , A to obtain the map g1 : I ˆRn Ñ Rn called “f” there. Observe
that ŤA1 `Bp0, 2´N1´4q Ď Ap4dq and S XAp2dq Ď Ap2dq Ď IntpŤA1q .
In particular, it follows from 7.13(a) that
(65) g1pt, xq “ x whenever ρpxq ě r0 ` 4d and t P I .
Define R “ g1p1, ¨qrSs and note that R X IntpŤA1q is a finite sum of m dimensional
cubes; in particular it is pH m,mq rectifiable. Observe also that if x P RXApdq, then there
exists an n dimensional cube K P A1 such that x P K and there exists y P S such that
g1pyq “ x and y P K due to 7.13(d). Hence, |gpyq ´ y| ď 2ε1?n ă d and, since Lip ρ ď 1, we
get y P Ap2dq. Therefore,
(66) RXApdq Ď grS XAp2dqs and H mpRXApdqq ă 9Γ7.13bd ,
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by 7.13(g) and (9.1). Since R X Apdq Ď IntpŤA1q is pH m,mq rectifiable we may employ
the co-area formula [Fed69, 3.2.22] together with Lip ρ ď 1 to obtain
9Γ7.13bd ąH mpRXApdqq ě
ˆ r0`d
r0´d
H m´1pRX ρ´1ttuq dL 1ptq .
Thus, the Chebyshev inequality gives
L 1ptt P pr0 ´ d, r0 ` dq :H m´1pRX ρ´1ttuq ě 5Γ7.13buq ď 9102d .
Now we see that there exists r1 P pr0 ´ d, r0 ` dq such that
(67) H m´1pRX ρ´1tr1uq ă 5Γ7.13b
and r1 is a Lebesgue point of the slicing operator xvmpRq, ρ, ¨y (see 8.4) and xvmpRq, ρ, r1y P
RVm´1pRnq (see 8.6). For δ P p0, r1 ´ r0 ` dq let Kδ “ Kρ,r1,δ : Rn Ñ I ˆRn be defined as
in 8.8. SinceRXApdq Ď IntpŤA1q is a finite sum ofm dimensional cubes we can apply 8.9
to see that
(68) lim
δÓ0 Kδ#vmpRq “ i0 #vmpR„Upa, r1qq ` i1 #vmpRXUpa, r1qq
` v1pr0, 1sq ˆ xvmpRq, ρ, r1y P VmpRˆRnq ,
where i0 and i1 are defined as in 8.8.
Proof of (a): For brevity, if K P K, let us define pK to be the n dimensional cube with
the same centre as K and side length three times as long as K. Choose ε2 P p0,8q and
N2 P Z so that
(69) εm´12 “ Γ7.13H m´1pRX ρ´1tr1uq ă 5Γ27.13b and 2´N2´1 ă ε2 ď 2´N2 .
Define
B “ RX ρ´1tr1u and A2 “
 
K P KnpN2q : pK X ρ´1tr1u ‰ ∅( .
Apply 7.13 with 1, m ´ 1, B, 2´N2´4, KnpN2q, A2 in place of l, m1, Σ1, ε, F , A to obtain
the map g2 : I ˆRn Ñ Rn called “f” there. We define h : I ˆRn Ñ Rn by setting
hpt, xq “ g2p2t, xq for t P r0, 1{2s and x P Rn ,
hpt, xq “ s1{100p2´ 2tqg2p1, xq for t P p1{2, 1s and x P Rn ,
where s1{100 is the function defined in 8.8. Due to our choice of ε2 we know, from 7.13(g),
thatH m´1pg2rBsq ăH m´1pKq for any pm´ 1q dimensional cube K P Km´1pN2q. We see
also that g2rBs Ď IntpŤA2q because g2rBs Ď ŤtK P KnpN2q : K X B ‰ ∅u by 7.13(d).
Hence, by 7.13(f),
g2rRX ρ´1tr1us “ g2rB XŤA2s Ď ŤKm´2pN2q ,
and we obtain
hp0, ¨q#vmpR„Upa, r1qq “ vmpR„Upa, r1qq ,(70)
hp1, ¨q#vmpRXUpa, r1qq “ 0 ,(71)
h#vmpI ˆRX ρ´1tr1uq “ g2 #vmpI ˆRX ρ´1tr1uq .(72)
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Since h is of class C8 the push-forward h# is continuous on VmpR ˆRnq so using (68)
together with (70), (71), (72)
lim
δÓ0 ph ˝Kδq#vmpRXUpa, r0 ` 4dqq “ vmpRXUpa, r0 ` 4dq„Upa, r1qq
` g2 #vmpI ˆRX ρ´1tr1uq .
Since ρ is proper we can find a continuous function γ : RˆRn Ñ R with compact support
such that I ˆUpa, r0 ` 4dq Ď Int γ´1t1u and use it as a test function for the weak conver-
gence. Thus, recalling that xvmpRq, ρ, r1y P RVm´1pRnq and employing 7.13(g), (67), (66)
we obtain
(73) lim
δÓ0 H
mpph ˝KδqrRXUpa, r0 ` 4dqsq
ďH mpRXUpa, r0 ` 4dq„Upa, r1qq ` 2ε2Γ7.13H m´1pRX ρ´1tr1uq
ă 9Γ7.13bd` 10ε2Γ27.13b .
For δ P p0, r1 ´ r0 ` dq define Dδ “ h ˝ Kδ ˝ g1p1, ¨q. Using (65), (69), (73) we can find
δ0 P p0, r1 ´ r0 ` dq such that for all δ P p0, δ0s
H mpDδrS XUpa, r0 ` 4dqsq ď 9Γ7.13bd` 50Γ2m{pm´1q7.13 bm{pm´1q .
Observe that ŤA2 `Bp0, 2´N2´4q Ď A`d` 8?np5Γ27.13bq1{pm´1q˘ ;
hence, Dδ P DpconvAp4d` 40?npΓ27.13bq1{pm´1qqq for δ P p0, δ0q so setting D “ Dδ0 finishes
the proof of (a).
Proof of (b): Recall that if K P K, then pK denotes the n dimensional cube with the
same centre as K and side length three times as long as K. Let ι P p0,8q and N P Z
satisfy 2´N´1 ă ι ď 2´N . Set
C “ RXUpa, r1q and A3 “
 
K P KnpNq : pK XUpa, r1q ‰ ∅( .
Apply 7.13 with 2, m, m ´ 1, C, B, 2´N´4, KnpNq, A3 in place of l, m1, m2, Σ1, Σ2, ε,
F , A to obtain the map g3 : I ˆ Rn Ñ Rn called “g” there. Since C Ď Ť K P KnpNq :
KXUpa, r1q ‰ ∅
(
we see that g3p1, ¨qrCs Ď IntpŤA3q, by 7.13(d), and conclude from 7.13(e)
that
(74) H mpg3p1, ¨qrCsq ďH mpŤKmpNq XŤA3q ď ∆pρ, ι, r0, dq .
Therefore, using (68) and 7.13(g), (66), (67), (74) we get
lim
δÓ0 H
mppg3 ˝KδqrRXUpa, r0 ` 4dqsq
ďH mpRXUpa, r0 ` 4dq„Upa, r1qq `H mpg3rI ˆBsq `H mpg3p1, ¨qrCsq
ď 9Γ7.13bd` 10ιΓ27.13b`∆pρ, ι, r0, dq .
Hence, there exists δ0 P p0, r1´r0`dq such that F “ g3˝Kδ0 ˝g1p1, ¨q satisfies the estimate
claimed in (b). Moreover, we see thatŤA3 `Bp0, 2´N´4q Ď Upa, r0 ` d` 8ι?nq ;
hence, F P DpUpa, r0 ` 4d` 8ι?nqq.
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Now, we can prove the pivotal differential inequalities (78) and (80). There is one
technical difficulty that needs to be taken care of. To be able to employminimality of V we
need our deformations to be admissible in an open set U Ď Rn. In particular, in the proof
of (78) we need to perform a deformation onto cubes of side length roughlyM 1pr0q1{pm´1q
which might be arbitrarily big. This turns out not to be a problem since big values of the
derivative M 1 cannot spoil the lower bound on M . More precisely, we will later use the
upper bound onM proven in 9.3(a) to overcome this difficulty. For the time being we just
assume in 9.2(a) that some upper bound onM holds.
9.2 Lemma. Assume
U Ď Rn is open , a P U , C is a good class in U , tSi : i PPu Ď C ,
ρpxq “ |x´ a| , r0, ι P p0,8q , V “ lim
iÑ8vmpSi X Uq P VmpUq ,
F is a C 0 integrand , ΦF pV q “ lim
iÑ8ΦF pSi X Uq “ inf
 
ΦF pT X Uq : T P C
(
,(75)
Mptq “ }V }Upa, tq for t P R , M 1pr0q exists and is finite ,
α “ inf F rBpa,distpa,Rn„Uqqs ą 0 , β “ supF rBpa,distpa,Rn„Uqqs ă 8 ,
Γ “ Γpn,m,F, U, aq “ 240Γ2m{pm´1q7.13 β{α .(76)
(a) IfMpr0q ď γrm0 orM 1pr0q ď pγ{Γq1´1{mrm´10 for some γ P p0,8q,
(77) κ “ κpn,m,Γ, γq “ 1` pγ{Γq1{m`4Γpm`1q{pm´1q7.13 ` 40?nΓ2{pm´1q7.13 ˘ ,
and Bpa, κr0q Ď U , then
(78) Mpr0q ď ΓM 1pr0qm{pm´1q .
(b) There exists γ “ γpn,m, ιq P p1,8q such that setting
(79) κ “ κpn,m, ιq “ 1` ι`4Γpm`1q{pm´1q7.13 ` 8?n˘
if Bpa, κr0q Ď U , then
(80) Mpr0q
rm0
ď γ ` ΓιM
1pr0q
rm´10
.
Proof. Define Apdq “ tx P Rn : r0 ´ d ď ρpxq ă r0 ` du for d P p0,8q. Choose b, d P p0,8q
so that
M 1pr0q ď b , rr0 ´ 4d, r0 ` 4ds Ď p0,8q ,
}V }pAp4dqq “Mpr0 ` 4dq ´Mpr0 ´ 4dq ă 9bd , }V }pBdryAp4dqq “ 0 .(81)
d ă Γpm`1q{pm´1q7.13 min
 
b1{pm´1q, ιr0
(
.(82)
It follows from (81) that limiÑ8 }vmpSiq}pAp4dqq “ }V }pAp4dqq; hence, recalling (75), we see
that there exists S P tSi : i PPu such that
0 ď ΦF pS X Uq ´ ΦF pV q ă 14αMpr0q , H mpS XAp4dqq ă 9bd ,(83)
Mpr0q ă 2}vmpSq}ptx P Rn : ρpxq ă r0uq .(84)
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Proof of (a): If Mpr0q ď γrm0 and M 1pr0q ą pγ{Γq1´1{mrm´10 , then (78) follows triv-
ially. Thus, we may and shall assume that M 1pr0q ă pγ{Γq1´1{mrm´10 . Suppose also
b ď pγ{Γq1´1{mrm´10 and define κ by (77).
Now, recalling (62) and (82), we apply 9.1(a) together with (82) to obtain the deforma-
tion D P DpUpa, κr0qq such that
H mpDrtx P S : ρpxq ă r0 ` 4dusq ď 59Γ2m{pm´1q7.13 bm{pm´1q .
Since D P DpUq we have ΦF pV q ď ΦF pDrSs X Uq. Using (84) and (83), and noting that
Dpxq “ x whenever ρpxq ě r0 ` 4d we see that
(85) 14αMpr0q ď αH mptx P S : ρpxq ă r0 ` 4duq ´ 14αMpr0q
ď ΦF ptx P S : ρpxq ă r0 ` 4duq ` pΦF pV q ´ ΦF pS X Uqq
“ ΦF pV q ´ ΦF pDrtx P S X U : ρpxq ě r0 ` 4dusq
ď ΦF pDrtx P S : ρpxq ă r0 ` 4dusq ď 59βΓ2m{pm´1q7.13 bm{pm´1q .
Recalling (76), the definition of Γ, we see that
Mpr0q ď Γbm{pm´1q .
ClearlyM is non-decreasing soM 1pr0q ě 0. IfM 1pr0q ą 0, then the proof of (a) is finished
by setting b “M 1pr0q. IfM 1pr0q “ 0, then we may choose b ą 0 arbitrarily small to obtain
Mpr0q “ 0 ď ΓM 1pr0q “ 0.
Proof of (b): From (a) we already know that if M 1pr0q “ 0, then Mprq “ 0 so we may
assumeM 1pr0q ą 0 and set b “M 1pr0q. Define
S “ µ1{r0 ˝ τ´arSs , Mpsq “ }pµ1{r0 ˝ τ´aq#V }pUp0, sqq “ r´m0 Mpsr0q for s P p0,8q ,
ρpxq “ ρ ˝ τ apxq “ |x| for x P Rn , b “M 1p1q “ M
1pr0q
rm´10
, d “ d
r0
ă Γpm`1q{pm´1q7.13 ι .
Apply 9.1(b) with S, d, ρ, b, ι in place of S, d, ρ, b, ι to obtain the deformationF P DpUp0, κqq,
where κ “ κpn,m, ιq is defined by (79). Combining (82) and (64) we see that
H mpF rS XUp0, 1` 4dqsq ď 19Γ2m{pm´1q7.13 ιM 1p1q `∆pιq ,
where ∆pιq “ ∆pρ, ι, 1, dq is defined by (63). Set L “ τ a ˝ µr0 ˝ F ˝ µ1{r0 ˝ τ´a. Since
Bpa, κr0q Ď U we have L P DpUq so ΦF pV q ď ΦF pLrSsq and we can compute as in (85)
α
4β
Mpr0q ďH mpLrS XUpa, r0p1` 4dqqsq
“ rm0 H mpF rS XUp0, 1` 4dqsq ď rm0
`
19Γ
2m{pm´1q
7.13 ιM
1p1q `∆pιq˘
“ 19Γ2m{pm´1q7.13 ιr0M 1pr0q ` rm0 ∆pιq .
Hence, we may set γ “ 4β{α∆pιq.
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9.3 Theorem. Assume
U Ď Rn is open , C is a good class in U , tSi : i PPu Ď C ,
V “ lim
iÑ8vmpSi X Uq P VmpUq , F is a bounded C
0 integrand ,
ΦF pV q “ lim
iÑ8ΦF pSi X Uq “ inf
 
ΦF pT X Uq : T P C
( ă 8 ,
∆ “ sup Γ9.2pn,m,F, U, xq : x P spt }V }( , ι “ p2m∆q´1 ,
κ “ κpn,m,F, V, Uq “ κ9.2pbqpn,m, ιq , a P spt }V } Ď U , r0 “ distpa,Rn„Uq{κ .
Then ∆, ι P p0,8q and the following statements hold.
(a) There exists Γ “ Γpn,m,F, V, Uq P p0,8q such that for all r P p0, r0q
r´m}V }Upa, rq ď max Γ, r´m0 }V }Upa, r0q( .
(b) Define λ “ λpn,m,F, V, U, aq “ maxtκ, κ9.2paqpn,m,Γ9.2pn,m,F, U, aq, γqu, where
γ “ γpn,m,F, V, U, aq “ max Γ9.3paqpn,m,F, V, Uq, r´m0 }V }Upa, r0q( .
For all r P p0, distpa,Rn„Uq{λq we have
r´m}V }Upa, rq ě m´mΓ9.2pn,m,F, U, aq1´m .
Proof. Since F is bounded, it attains its supremum and infimum. Thus, recalling the
definition of Γ9.2pn,m,F, U, ¨q we see that 0 ă ∆ ă 8.
Proof of (a): Let a P spt }V } and r P p0, r0q, where r0 “ distpa,Rn„Uq{κ. Set Mpsq “
}V }Upa, sq for s P p0,8q. Define γ “ γ9.2pbqpn,m, ιq and Γ “ 2γ{αpmq. For each s P p0, r0q
for whichM 1psq exists and is finite we may apply 9.2(b) to see that
(86) s´mMpsq ď γ `∆ιs´pm´1qM 1psq .
Now we proceed as in [Fle66, 8.2]. Choose η ą Γ and assume there exists r1 P p0, r0q
satisfying Mpr1q ą ηαpmqrm1 . Let r2 P rr1, r0s be the largest number in rr1, r0s such that
Mpsq ě ηαpmqsm for s P rr1, r2s. Since M is non-decreasing we see immediately that
r2 ą r1. Using (86) and the definitions of ι and Γ, we obtain for L 1 almost all s P rr1, r2s
Mpsq ď smγ `∆ιsM 1psq ă 12Mpsq ` 12msM 1psq .
Hence, mMpsq ă sM 1psq for L 1 almost all s P rr1, r2s which implies that`
s´mMpsq˘1 ą 0 for L 1 almost all s P rr1, r2s .
Using [Fed69, 2.9.19] for each s1, s2 P rr1, r2s with s1 ă s2 we obtain
0 ă
ˆ s2
s1
`
t´mMptq˘1 dL 1ptq ď s´m2 Mps2q ´ s´m1 Mps1q ,
which shows that s´mMpsq is increasing for s P rr1, r2s; thus, r2 “ r0. Since η ą Γ could
be arbitrary the claim is proven.
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Proof of (b): For each s P p0, distpa,Rn„Uq{λq for which M 1psq exists and is finite we
may apply 9.2(a) to see that
pM1{mq1psq ě m´1Γp1´mq{m9.2 .
Employing [Fed69, 2.9.19] we find out that M 1psq exists and is finite for L 1 almost all
s P p0, r0q and that`}V }Upa, rq˘1{m “Mprq1{m ě ˆ r
0
pM1{mq1psq dL 1psq ě m´1Γp1´mq{m9.2 r .
9.4 Corollary. Let F , V , and U be as in 9.3 and δ ą 0. There exist Γ “ Γpn,m,F, V, U, δq ą
1 and κ “ κpn,m,F, V, U, δq ą 1 such that for all x P spt }V } Ď U and r P p0,8q satisfying
r ă distpx,Rn„Uq{κ and distpx,Rn„Uq ą δ there holds
Γ´1rm ď }V }Bpx, rq ď Γrm .
In particular, for all x P spt }V } X E we have
0 ă Θm˚ p}V }, xq ď Θ˚mp}V }, xq ă 8 .
Using [Fed69, 2.10.19(1)(3), 2.1.3(5)] andBorel regularity of theHausdorffmeasure [Fed69,
2.10.2(1)] we further deduce that there exists C “ Cpn,m,F, V, U, δq ą 1 such that for any
Borel set A Ď tx P U : distpx,Rn„Uq ą δu we have
C´1H mpAX spt }V }q ď }V }pAq ď CH mpAX spt }V }q .
10 Rectifiability of the support of the limit varifold
In 10.1 we prove that the support of a ΦF minimising varifold V must be pH m,mq rectifi-
able inside any compact set K Ď U . Using the density ratio bounds 9.4 we also conclude,
in 10.3, that the approximate tangent cones of }V } coincide with the classical tangent
cones of spt }V } for all points x P spt }V } Ď U . In consequence, the cones Tanpspt }V }, xq
are in fact m-planes forH m almost all x P spt }V }.
In the proof of 10.1 we follow the guidelines presented in [Alm68, 2.9(b4), p. 341].
We use only boundedness of F and make no use of ellipticity of F . The proof is done
by contradiction. We assume that spt }V } is not countably pH m,mq rectifiable and we
look at a density point x0 P U of the unrectifiable part of spt }V }. We choose a scale
ρ1 ą 0 so that the H m measure of the rectifiable part of spt }V } XBpx0, ρ1q is negligible
in comparison to theH m measure of the unrectifiable part. Then we use the deformation
theorem 7.13 to produce a smooth map φ : Rn Ñ Rn which deforms spt }V } X Bpx0, ρ1q
onto an m-dimensional skeleton of some cubical complex. Next, we apply a perturbation
argument 4.3 to obtain a map g which almost kills theH m measure of the unrectifiable
part of spt }V } keeping theH m measure of the rectifiable part negligible.
At this point we know that H mpgrspt }V } X Bpx0, ρ1qsq is significantly smaller than
H mpspt }V } XBpx0, ρ1qq and we want to contradict minimality of V but we do not know
whether vmpspt }V }q “ V , i.e., whether ΦF pV q “ ΦF pspt }V }q. Thus, we look at grSis,
where Si P C is an appropriate minimising sequence (we need to assume it converges in
the Hausdorff metric to some compact set S Ď Rn such that H mpS X U „ spt }V }q “ 0;
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see 11.2). To compare the measures of grspt }V }XBpx0, ρ1qs and grSiXBpx0, ρ1qswe make
use of a simple observation: these two sets both lie in the m-dimensional skeleton of a
fixed cubical complex and are close in Hausdorff metric so theirH m measures must also
be close; see (102).
10.1 Theorem. Assume
U Ď Rn is open , C is a good class in U , tSi : i PPu Ď C , S P C ,
V “ lim
iÑ8vmpSi X Uq P VmpUq , F is a bounded C
0 integrand ,
lim
iÑ8 dH ,KpSi X U, S X Uq “ 0 for any compact set K Ď U ,
H mpS X U „ spt }V }q “ 0 , ΦF pV q “ lim
iÑ8ΦF pSi X Uq “ inftΦF pRX Uq : R P Cu ă 8 .
Then H mpspt }V } X Kq ă 8 for any compact set K Ď U and spt }V } is a countably
pH m,mq rectifiable subset of U .
Proof. For δ ą 0 set Uδ “ tx P U : distpx,Rn„Uq ą δu. Note that for each δ ą 0, by 9.4,
there exists some number Cpδq ą 1 such that
Cpδq´1H m pspt }V } X Uδq ď }V } Uδ ď CpδqH m pspt }V } X Uδq ;
hence, 8 ą ΦF pV q ě inf imF }V }pUδq ě Cpδq´1 inf imFH mpspt }V } X Uδq .
This proves the first part of 10.1. We shall prove the second part by contradiction.
Assume that spt }V } is not countably pH m,mq rectifiable. Then there exists δ ą 0
such that E “ spt }V } X Uδ is not countably pH m,mq rectifiable. We decompose E into a
disjoint sum E “ ErYEu, where Er is pH m,mq rectifiable, and Eu is purely pH m,mq un-
rectifiable, and H mpEuq ą 0. Employing [Fed69, 2.10.19(2)(4)] we choose x0 P Eu such
that
(87) ΘmpH m Er, x0q “ 0 and Θ˚mpH m Eu, x0q “ b ą 0 .
Since F is bounded, there exist 0 ă C1 ă C2 ă 8 such that
(88) C1 ď F px, T q ď C2 for px, T q P Rn ˆGpn,mq .
From 9.4 we see that there exist numbers 0 ă C3 ă C4 ă 8 (depending on δ) such that
(89) C3H mpAq ď }V }pAq ď C4H mpAq for any Borel set A Ă spt }V } X Uδ .
Next, we fix a small number ε ą 0 such that
(90)
C2
`
εp1` εq ` εp4mΓ7.13 ` εqpC4 ` 2q
˘
p1´ εq2C1C3 ă 1 .
SinceH mpEq ă 8, we see thatH m E is a Radon measure; hence,
(91) H mpE X Bdry Bpx0, ρqq ą 0 for at most countably many ρ ą 0 .
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Employing (87) and (91) we choose 0 ă ρ1 ă ρ3 ă ρ2 such that
ρ3 “ pρ1 ` ρ2q{2 , ρ1 ě p1´ εq1{mρ2 , Bpx0, ρ2q Ď Uδ ,(92)
H mpE X Bdry Bpx0, ρiqq “ 0 for i “ 1, 2 ,(93)
p1´ εqbρm1 ďH mpEu XBpx0, ρ1qq ď p1` εqbρm1(94)
H mpEr XBpx0, ρ1qq ď εbρm1 , H m
`
E XBpx0, ρ2q„Upx0, ρ1q
˘ ď εbρm2 .(95)
Choose k PP such that 2´k ď pρ2 ´ ρ1q{16 ă 2´k`1. DefinerQ “ Ť R P Knpkq : RXQ ‰ ∅( for Q P Knpkq ,
A “  Q P Knpkq : rQXBpx0, ρ3q ‰ ∅( ,
Σ1 “ Er XBpx0, ρ1q , Σ2 “ S , Σ3 “ E XBpx0, ρ2q„Upx0, ρ1q .
Then
Bpx0, ρ3q Ď Ť Q P A : Q Ď IntŤA( Ď ŤA Ď Upx0, ρ2q .
Next, apply 7.13 with Knpkq, A, Σ1, Σ2, Σ3, 3, m, m, m, 2´k`8 in place of F , A, Σ1, Σ2, Σ3,
l, m1, m2, m3, ε to obtain the map f : RˆRn Ñ Rn of class C8 called “g” there. Define
An “ ŤA , Am “ ŤtQ P Kmpkq : Q Ď Anu , φ “ fp1, ¨q .
Recalling 7.13(a)(e)(g) we see that there exists an open setW Ď Rn such that
S ĎW , φrW XBpx0, ρ3qs Ď Am ,(96)
fpt, xq “ x for x P Rn„Upx0, ρ2q ,ˆ
Σi
}Dφpxq}m dH m ă Γ7.13H mpΣiq for i P t1, 2, 3u .
For each ι P p0, 1q recall 7.14 and apply 4.3 with Upx0, ρ3q, Eu XBpx0, ρ1q, φ, ι in place of
U , K, f , ε to get a diffeomorphism ϕι of Rn. Since φ is of class C8, recalling 4.5, we can
find ι ą 0 such that, setting
(97) ϕ “ ϕι , g “ φ ˝ ϕ , τ “ 14 min
 
ε, inft|x´ y| : x P S, y P Rn„W u( ,
we obtain
ϕpxq “ x for x P Rn„Upx0, ρ3q , Lippϕ´ idRnq ď τ ,(98)
|ϕpxq ´ x| ď τ and }Dgpxq}m ď 4m}Dfpxq}m ` τ for x P Rn ,(99)
H m
`
grEu XBpx0, ρ1qs
˘ ď τH m`Eu XBpx0, ρ1q˘.(100)
Thus, employing (100), (99), (94), (95) we get
(101) H m
`
grE XBpx0, ρ2qs
˘ ď τH mpEu XBpx0, ρ1qq ` ˆ
Σ1YΣ3
}Dg}m dH m
ď τp1` εqbρm1 ` 4m
ˆ
Σ1YΣ3
}Df}m dH m ` τH mpΣ1 Y Σ3q
ď τp1` εqbρm1 ` p4mΓ7.13 ` τqH mpΣ1 Y Σ3q ď τp1` εqbρm1 ` 2εp4mΓ7.13 ` τqbρm2 .
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Observe thatϕrSs ĎW by (97), (99). Recalling (98), (96), we see that grSXBpx0, ρ3qs Ď Am
so for each ι ą 0 we can find an open set Vι Ď Rn such that
(102) grS XBpx0, ρ3qs Ď Vι and H mpVι XAmq ďH mpgrS XBpx0, ρ3qsq ` ι .
For ι ą 0 set Wι “ W X g´1rVιs and note that Wι is open and S X Bpx0, ρ3q Ď Wι. Since
dH ,KpSi X U, S X Uq Ñ 0 as iÑ8 for all compact sets K Ď U we see that for i PP large
enough Si XBpx0, ρ3q ĎWι; thus,
lim sup
iÑ8
H mpgrSi XBpx0, ρ3qsq ďH mpVι XAmq ďH mpgrS XBpx0, ρ3qsq ` ι .
But ι ą 0 can be chosen arbitrarily small, so
(103) lim sup
iÑ8
H mpgrSi XBpx0, ρ3qsq ďH mpgrS XBpx0, ρ3qsq .
Moreover, recalling that vmpSi X Uq Ñ V as i Ñ 8 and using (93) together with [All72,
2.6(2)(d)], (89), (99), and 7.13(g) we obtain
(104) lim sup
iÑ8
H mpgrSi XBpx0, ρ2q„Upx0, ρ1qsq
ď lim
iÑ8
ˆ
Bpx0,ρ2q„Upx0,ρ1q
}Dg}m dpH m Siq “
ˆ
Bpx0,ρ2q„Upx0,ρ1q
}Dg}m d}V }
ď C4
ˆ
Σ3
}Dg}m dH m ď 4mΓ7.13C4H mpΣ3q ` C4τH mpΣ3q .
Combining (103) and (104) we get
lim sup
iÑ8
H mpgrSi XBpx0, ρ2qsq ďH mpgrS XBpx0, ρ3qsq ` p4mΓ7.13 ` τqC4H mpΣ3q .
Note that H mpS X Bpx0, ρ2qq “ H mpE X Bpx0, ρ2qq. In consequence, using (88), (101),
(95), (94), (92), and finally (88), (89), (90), we get
(105) lim sup
iÑ8
ΦF pgrSi XBpx0, ρ2qsq
ď C2H mpgrE XBpx0, ρ2qsq ` p4mΓ7.13 ` τqC2C4H mpΣ3q
ď γp1´ εqC1C3bρm1 ď γC1C3H mpS XBpx0, ρ2qq ď γΦF pV Bpx0, ρ2q ˆGpn,mqq ,
where
(106) γ “ C2
`
τp1` εq ` εp4mΓ7.13 ` τqpC4 ` 2q
˘
p1´ εq2C1C3 ă 1 .
Recall that gpxq “ x for x P Rn„Upx0, ρ2q and grBpx0, ρ2qs Ď Bpx0, ρ2q and vmpSi XUq Ñ
V as iÑ8. Hence, using (105), (106), and (93) together with (89), we obtain
(107) lim sup
iÑ8
ΦF pgrSis X Uq “ lim
iÑ8ΦF pSi X U „Bpx0, ρ2qq ` lim supiÑ8 ΦF pgrSi XBpx0, ρ2qsq
ă ΦF
`
V pU „Bpx0, ρ2qq ˆGpn,mq
˘` ΦF `V Bpx0, ρ2q ˆGpn,mq˘ “ ΦF pV q .
Clearly g P DpUq so grSis P C for each i PP but (107) yields
ΦF pgrSis X Uq ă ΦF pV q for large enough i PP ,
which contradicts ΦF pV q “ inftΦF pRX Uq : R P Cu.
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10.2 Lemma. Let µ be aRadonmeasure overRn and a P Rn. Assume there existC P p0,8q
and r0 P p0,8q such that for all x P Bpa, r0q and r P p0, r0q
µpBpx, rqq ě Crm .
Then Tanmpµ, aq “ Tanpsptµ, aq, i.e, the approximate tangent cone of µ at a equals the
classical tangent cone of the support of µ at a.
Proof. Following [Fed69, 3.2.16] if a P Rn, and ε P p0, 1q, and v P Rn, then we define the
cone
(108) Epa, v, εq “  x P Rn : Dr ą 0 |rpx´ aq ´ v| ă ε( .
Notice that if |v| ă ε, then Epa, v, εq “ Rn and if 0 ă ε ď |v|, then we may set
r “ px´ aq|x´ a|2 ‚ v in (108) .
Let S “ sptµ. By definition (see [Fed69, 3.2.16, 3.1.21]) we have
v P Tanmpµ, aq ðñ @ε ą 0 Θ˚mpµ Epa, v, εq, aq ą 0
and v P TanpS, aq ðñ @ε ą 0 S XEpa, v, εq XUpa, εq ‰ ∅ .(109)
Clearly Tanmpµ, aq Ď TanpS, aq so we only need to show the reverse inclusion. Let v P
TanpS, aq and ε P p0, 1q be such that ε ď |v|. From (109) we see that there exists a sequence
txk P Rn : k PPu such that
xk P S XEpa, v, 1{kq XUpa, 1{kq .
Let us set rk “ |xk´a| for k PP. Observe that whenever 1{k ă mintr0, εu{2, and rk ă ε{2,
and z P Bpxk, rkε{2q, then setting s “ pxk ´ aq ‚ v|xk ´ a|´2 we obtain
|spz ´ aq ´ v| ď |spxk ´ aq ´ v| ` |spz ´ xkq| ă ε ;
hence, Bpxk, rkε{2q Ď Epa, v, εq XUpa, 2rkq .
Therefore,
Θ˚mpµ Epa, v, εq, aq ě lim
kÑ8p2rkq
´mµpEpa, v, εq XBpa, 2rkqq
ě lim
kÑ8p2rkq
´mµpBpxk, rkε{2qq ě C2´mpε{2qm ą 0 .
Since 0 ă ε ď |v| could be chosen arbitrarily, we see that v P Tanmpµ, aq.
10.3 Remark. Let U and V be as in 10.1 and set E “ spt }V } Ď U . Then for each a P E
one can find 0 ă r0 ă distpa,Rn„Uq such that }V } Bpa, r0q satisfies the conditions
of 10.2 at a; thus, for all points a P E we have Tanmp}V }, aq “ TanpE, aq. In particular,
Tanpspt }V }, xq P Gpn,mq forH m almost all x P spt }V } Ď U ; see [Fed69, 3.2.19].
10.4 Lemma. Let G Ď Rn be open and bounded, S Ď Rn be closed withH mpS XGq ă 8
and such that H mpS X BdryGq “ 0, and let ε ą 0. Decompose S XG into a disjoint sum
S XG “ Su Y Sr, where Su is purely pH m,mq unrectifiable and Sr is pH m,mq rectifiable.
There exists a number Γ “ Γpn,mq ě 1 and a C8 smooth map g P DpGq such that
H mpgrSusq ď εH mpSuq and H mpgrSrsq ď ΓH mpSrq .
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Proof. Let F “ WFpGq be the Whitney family associated to G. If H mpSuq ą 0, set
M “H mpSuq and ifH mpSuq “ 0, setM “ 1. Choose N PP so that
H mptx P S : distpx,Rn„Gq ă 2´Nuq ă 2´100εM .
Define
A “ tQ P F : lpQq ě 2´N´10 , rQX S ‰ ∅u ,
where rQ “ ŤtR P F : RXQ ‰ ∅u for Q P F . In particular, we obtain
S XG„ IntŤA Ď tx P S : distpx,Rn„Gq ă 2´Nu
and H mpS XG„ IntŤAq ă 2´100εM .(110)
Apply the deformation theorem 7.13 with F , A, Sr, 1, m, 2´N´30 in place of F , A, Σ1, l,
m, ε to obtain the map f P DpGq of class C8 called “g” there. Let ω be the modulus of
continuity of }Df} as defined in (20) and find ε¯ ą 0 such that ωpε¯q ď 1 and ε¯ ă 2´100ε.
Next, recall 7.14 to apply the perturbation lemma 4.3 with
Su , f ,W “ IntŤ Q P A : Q Ď IntŤA( , ε¯ in place of K , f , U , ε
and obtain the map ρ called “ρε” there. Set g “ f ˝ ρ and A “ ŤA ` Bp0, 2´N´30q and
Γ “ 22m´1pΓ7.13 ` 1q. To estimateH mpgrSrsq we employ 7.12 and 4.5
H mpgrSrsq ďH mpSr „Aq `
ˆ
SrXA
}Dg}m dH m
ďH mpSr „Aq ` 22m´1
ˆ
SrXA
}Df}m dH m ` 22m´1H mpSr XAq
ďH mpSr „Aq ` 22m´1pΓ7.13 ` 1qH mpSr XAq ď ΓH mpSrq .
To estimateH mpgrSusq we employ 4.3 and (110)
H mpgrSusq ďH mpSu„W q ` ε¯H mpSu XW q
ď 2´100εH mpSuq ` 2´100εH mpSu XW q ď εH mpSuq
11 Unit density of the limit varifold
In this section we finish the proof of 3.20.
We first prove a general “hair-combing” lemma 11.1, which allows to choose a sequence
of sets tSi : i P Pu such that vmpSi X Uq Ñ V P VmpUq and, additionally, Si converge
locally in Hausdorff metric to some set S such that H mpS X U „ spt }V }q “ 0. This is
achieved by using first the deformation theorem 7.13 inside Whitney type cubes covering
U „ spt }V } and then applying the Blaschke Selection Theorem. Since the deformed sets
lie in a fixed grid of cubes we know that the “hair” does not accumulate in the limit.
After that, we basically follow the guidelines presented in [Alm68, 3.2(d), p. 348 para-
graph starting with “We now verify that. . . ”, p. 349 l. 10–12] to prove that VarTanpV, xq “
tvmpTanpspt }V }, xqqu for each x P spt }V } Ď U such that Tanpspt }V }, xq P Gpn,mq is
an m-plane and Θmp}V }, xq exits and is finite. That means, we take a sequence of radii
rj converging to 0 and look at the blow-up limit pµ1{rj q#V . At each scale we use a smooth
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deformation to project the part of V inside Bpx, rjq onto x`Tanpspt }V }, xq. Then we use
ellipticity of F and minimality of V to compare V with the deformed V and conclude that
Θmp}V }, xq “ 1. Of course we cannot actually work with V itself but we need to always
look at the minimising sequence, because spt }V } might not be a member of the good
class C. After proving that Θmp}V }, xq “ 1 we still need to show that T “ Tanpspt }V }, xq
for V almost all px, T q P U ˆ Gpn,mq. To this end we employ the area formula and
awell known relation between the tilt-excess and themeasure-excess (see 11.4). Since the
measure-excess vanishes in the limit, so does the tilt-excess and the theorem is proven.
Since in the definition of ellipticity 3.16(b) we use more general maps then admissible
deformations defined in 3.1 we need to prove that in our case one can replace the former
with the latter. We do that in 11.5.
Also because we admit unrectifiable competitors and we used ΨF instead of ΦF in 3.16
but, in the end, we want to minimise ΦF so we need to show that theH m measure of the
unrectifiable part of any minimising sequence vanishes in the limit. This is done in 11.7.
We emphasis that the proof of 11.8(b) is the only place in the whole paper where we
make use of ellipticity of F .
11.1 Lemma. Let U Ď Rn be open. Assume tSi Ď Rn : i PPu is a sequence of closed sets
such that H mpSi X Uq ă 8 for i P P and there exists a limit V “ limiÑ8 vmpSi X Uq P
VmpUq.
Then there exist a closed set X Ď Rn, and gi P DpUq, and a subsequence tS1i : i PPu of
tSi : i PPu such that, setting E “ spt }V } Y pRn„Uq and Xi “ girS1is for i PP, we obtain
lim
iÑ8 dH ,KpXi X U,X X Uq “ 0 for each compact set K Ď U ,
lim
iÑ8 sup
 
r P R :H mptx P Xi XK : distpx,Eq ě ruq ą 0
( “ 0 for K Ď Rn compact ,
lim
iÑ8vmpXi X Uq “ V , H
mpX X U „ spt }V }q “ 0 .
Furthermore, if E is bounded and Si is compact for each i PP and suptH mpSi X Uq :
i PPu ă 8, then
suptdiamXi : i PPu ă 8 .
Proof. Let F “ tQj : j P Pu “ WFpU „ spt }V }q be the Whitney family defined in 7.5.
For brevity of the notation, if Q P F , we define
NpQ, 0q “ tQu , NpQ, iq “  R P F : RXŤNpQ, i´ 1q ‰ ∅( for i “ 1, 2, . . . ,
and we set rQ “ ŤNpQ, 1q. Since vmpSi X Uq Ñ V in VmpUq as i Ñ 8, using [All72,
2.6.2(c)], we see that
lim sup
iÑ8
H mpSi XŤNpQj , 3qq ď }V }pŤNpQj , 3qq “ 0 for each j PP .
Set S0i “ Si for i P P and define inductively Sji for j P P by requiring that tSji : i P Pu
be a subsequence of tSj´1i : i PPu satisfying
(111) H mpSji X
Ť
NpQj , 3qq ă lpQjq
m
2m`iΓ7.13
for i PP .
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For j P P define Pj “ Sjj and Aj Ď F to consist of all the cubes Q P F with Q Ď Bp0, 2jq
and satisfying
either Pj X rQ ‰ ∅ andH mpPj XŤNpQ, 3qq ă lpQqm
2m`jΓ7.13
and lpQq ě 1
2j
or Pj X rQ ‰ ∅ and lpQq ě 1 .
Clearly Aj are finite. For each j PP apply 7.13 with F , Aj , Pj , m, 1, 2´j´8 in place of F ,
A, Σ1, m1, l, ε to obtain the map f¯j P C8pRˆRn,Rnq called “f” there. Set
fj “ f¯jp1, ¨q P DpUq and Wj “ fjrPjs .
We shall prove that limjÑ8 vmpWj X Uq “ V in VmpUq.
Let ϕ P K pU ˆGpn,mqq and for j PP let ζj P C8pRn, r0, 1sq be such that
ζjpxq “ 1 if distpx,ŤAjq ď 2´j´4 , ζjpxq “ 0 if distpx,ŤAjq ě 2´j´2 .
This choice ensures
sptp1Rn ´ ζjq Ď
 
x P Rn : distpx,ŤAjq ą 2´j´6( Ď tx P Rn : fjpxq “ xu ,
spt ζj Ď Ť rQ : Q P Aj( Ď U .
We set ζ¯jpx, T q “ ζjpxq for px, T q P Rn ˆGpn,mq and then
vmpWj X Uqpϕq “ vmpWj X Uqpϕζ¯jq ` vmpPj X Uqpϕp1RnˆGpn,mq ´ ζ¯jqq
“ vmpPj X Uqpϕq ` vmpWj X Uqpϕζ¯jq ´ vmpPj X Uqpϕζ¯jq .
Since tPj : j PPu is a subsequence of tSj : j PPu and vmpSj XUq Ñ V in VmpUq as j Ñ
8, we only need to show that limjÑ8 vmpWjXUqpϕζ¯jq “ 0 and limjÑ8 vmpPjXUqpϕζ¯jq “ 0.
Set
G “  Q P F : rQX sptϕ ‰ ∅ , lpQq ă 1( and J “  Q P F : rQX sptϕ ‰ ∅ , lpQq ě 1( ,
then G and J are finite and do not depend on j PP. Moreover, sptϕX spt ζj Ď Ťt rQ : Q P
Aj X Gu YŤt rQ : Q P J u, and distpŤt rQ : Q P J u, spt }V }q ą 0; hence,
(112) lim
jÑ8vmpPj X Uqpϕζ¯jq ď limjÑ8 sup im |ϕ|H
mpsptϕX spt ζj X Pjq
ď sup im |ϕ| lim
jÑ8
ˆ ÿ
QPGXAj
H mpPj X rQq ` ÿ
QPJ
H mpPj X rQq˙
ď sup im |ϕ|
ˆ
lim
jÑ8H
0pGqΓ´17.132´j `
ÿ
QPJ
lim
jÑ8H
mpPj X rQq˙ “ 0 .
To deal with vmpWj X Uqpϕζ¯jq we first note that whenever Q P F , then, recalling 7.13(g),
(113) H mpfjrPjs X rQq ď ÿ
RPNpQ,1q
H mpfjrPjs XRq
ď
ÿ
RPNpQ,1q
Γ7.13H
m
`
Pj X p rR`Up0, 2´j´8qq˘ ď ∆2Γ7.13H mpPj XŤNpQ, 3qq ,
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where ∆ “ 4n ě suptH 0pNpT, 1qq : T P Fu. Now, we can estimate as in (112) using (113)
lim
jÑ8vmpWj XUqpϕζ¯jq ď sup im |ϕ| limjÑ8
ˆ ÿ
QPGXAj
H mpfjrPjsX rQq` ÿ
QPJ
H mpfjrPjsX rQq˙
ď sup im |ϕ|
ˆ
lim
jÑ8H
0pGq∆22´j `∆2Γ7.13
ÿ
QPJ
lim
jÑ8H
mpPj XŤNpQ, 3qq˙ “ 0 .
This finishes the proof that limjÑ8 vmpWj X Uq “ V .
Let tKi Ď U : i PPu be a sequence of compacts sets such that ŤtKi Ď U : i PPu “ U
and Ki Ď Ki`1 for j PP. We setW 0j “Wj for j PP. For i PP we define tW ij : j PPu to
be a subsequence of tW i´1j : j PPu such that the sequence tW ij XKi : j PPu converges
in the Hausdorff metric to some compact set Fi – this can be done employing the Blaschke
Selection Theorem; see [Pri40]. Finally, we set Ri “W ii for i PP and R “
ŤtFi : i PPu.
We see that for any compact set K Ď U we have dH ,KpRi X U,RX Uq Ñ 0 as iÑ8.
Now, we need to show thatH mpR X U „ spt }V |q “ 0. It will be enough to prove that
H mpR XQq “ 0 for each Q P F . Recall that R XQ is the limit, in the Hausdorff metric,
of some subsequence of tfjrPjs XQ : j PPu. We claim that for big enough j PP the set
fjrPjsXQ lies in them´1-dimensional skeleton of F , i.e., fjrPjsXQ Ď ŤKm´1XCXpFq,
which implies that R XQ Ď ŤKm´1 XCXpFq and H mpR XQq “ 0. To prove our claim
let j0, j1, j2 P Z be such that Q “ Qj0 and lpQq “ 2´j1 and Q Ď Bp0, 2j2q, and assume
j ą maxtj0, j1, j2u.
In case rQ X Pj “ ∅ we have fjrPjs X Q “ ∅, by 7.13(d), and there is nothing to
prove. Thus, we assume that rQ X Pj ‰ ∅ which implies that Q P Aj due to (111) and
j ą maxtj0, j1, j2u. For R P NpQ, 1q such that RX Pj ‰ ∅ we estimate using 7.13(g)
(114) H mpfjrPjs XRq ď Γ7.13H m
`
Pj X p rR`Up0, 2´j´8qq˘
ď Γ7.13H m
`
Pj XŤNpQ, 3q˘ ă 2´mlpQqm ď lpRqm .
If R X Pj ‰ ∅ and R P NpQ, 1q, then it follows that R Ď IntŤAj ; hence, combining (114)
with 7.13(f), we see that fjrPjs XR Ď ŤKm´1 XCXpFq. Next, observe that
(115) fjrPjs XQ Ď ŤtfjrRs : R P NpQ, 1q, RX Pj ‰ ∅u Ď ŤKm´1 XCXpFq .
Let K Ď Rn be compact. Observe that for each k P P, there are only finitely many
cubes in F which touch K and have side length at least 2´k. If j0 P P is the maximal
index of such cube and j1 P P is such that Qj0 Ď Bp0, 2j1q, then for j ą maxtj0, j1, ku
the estimate (114) holds for any R P NpQ, 1q whenever Q P F satisfies lpQq ě 2´k and
QXK ‰ ∅. In consequence, as in (115),
fjrPjs XŤ Q P F : lpQq ě 2´k , QXK ‰ ∅( Ď ŤCXpFq XKm´1 .
Recalling that F “ WFpU „ spt }V }q was the Whitney family associated to Rn„E, we
see that there exists trj P p0,8q : j PPu such that rj Ó 0 as j Ñ8 and
H mptx P fjrPjs XK : distpx,Eq ě rjuq “ 0 for j PP .
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Observe that for each i PP there exists jpiq PP such that Ri “ fjpiqrPjpiqs, so setting
S1i “ Pjpiq for i P P we obtain a subsequence of tSi : i P Pu. Hence, we may finish the
proof of the first part of 11.1 by setting X “ R and gi “ fjpiq and Xi “ Ri for i PP.
Assume now that E is bounded and Si is compact for i P P and suptH mpSi X Uq :
i P Pu ă 8. In this case we need to further modify the sets Ri to ensure that all the
resulting sets Xi are bounded. To this end we shall simply project the sets Rj onto
the cube r´M1,M1sn. Since our definition of admissible mappings allows only for de-
formations inside convex sets we need to perform the projection in several steps. Using
the fact that outside r´M1,M1sn the sets Rj lie in the m ´ 1 dimensional skeleton of
F we will deduce that the projected sets Xj give rise to the same varifolds as Rj , i.e.,
vmpRj X Uq “ vmpXj X Uq.
Suppose there existsM0 ą 1 such that
E “ spt }V } Y pRn„Uq Ď r´M0,M0sn and suptH mpSi X Uq : i PPu ăM0 .
Then suptH mpRi X Uq : i PPu ăM0 and we can findM1 ą 210M0 such thatŤtQ P F : lpQqm ď Γ7.13M0u Ď r´2´10M1, 2´10M1sn .
Let e1, . . . , en be the standard basis of Rn. For i P t´n, . . . ,´1, 1, . . . , nu and j PP we
define
• Li “ tx P Rn : x ‚ e|i| “ i|i|M1u,
• Hi “ tx P Rn : x ‚ e|i| i|i| ěM1u,
• pi to be the affine orthogonal projection onto the affine plane Li,
• Yj,i Ď Hi to be a a large cube containing r´M1,M1sn X Li and such that
Rj XHi Ď Yj,i ,
• ϕi,j P C8pRnq to be a cut-off function such that 0 ď ϕi.jpxq ď 1 for x P Rn and
Yj,i Ď ϕ´1j,i t1u and sptϕj,i Ď Rn„r´2´1M1, 2´1M1sn is compact and convex ,
• hj,i “ piϕj,i ` p1Rn ´ ϕj,iqidRn P DpUq,
• hj “ hj,´n ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ hj,´1 ˝ hj,1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ hj,n P DpUq.
We set Xi “ hirRis and gi “ hi ˝ fjpiq for i P P. Clearly Xj Ď r´M1,M1sn for each j P P
so, employing the Blaschke Selection Theorem, we can assume that Xj converges in the
Hausdorff metric to some compact set X. Observe that if i, j P P and Ri “ fjrPjs and
Q P F is such that Q X Pj ‰ ∅ and Q X Rn„r´2´1M1, 2´1M1sn ‰ ∅, then lpQqm ą
Γ7.13M0 ą 1 and Q P Aj and Γ7.13H mpPj XŤNpQ, 3qq ď Γ7.13M0 ă lpQqm; hence, fjrPjs X
Q Ď CXpFq XKm´1, by 7.13(f), and H mpfjrPjs X Qq “ 0 so H mphirRis X Qq “ 0. Since
Xi X r´2´1M1, 2´1M1sn “ Ri X r´2´1M1, 2´1M1sn for i P P, we see that vmpRi X Uq “
vmpXi X Uq for i PP and vmpXi X Uq Ñ V P VmpUq as iÑ8.
11.2 Corollary. Assume
U Ď Rn is open , F is a bounded C 0 integrand ,
C is a good class in U , µ “ inftΦF pRX Uq : R P Cu P p0,8q .
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Then there exist tSi : i PPu Ď C, S P C, V P VmpUq, and E Ď Rn such that
E “ spt }V } Y pRn„Uq , H mpS X U „ spt }V }q “ 0 ,
lim
iÑ8 dH ,KpSi X U, S X Uq “ 0 for K Ď U compact ,
lim
iÑ8 sup
 
r P R :H mptx P Si XK : distpx,Eq ě ruq ą 0
( “ 0 for K Ď Rn compact ,
suptH mpSi X Uq : i PPu ă 8 , lim
iÑ8vmpSi X Uq “ V , limiÑ8ΦF pSi X Uq “ µ .
Furthermore, if B “ Rn„U is compact and there exists a minimising sequence con-
sisting of compact elements of C, then
spt }V } is bounded and suptdiamSi : i PPu ă 8 ,
Proof. Let tRi : i PPu be any minimising sequence in C, i.e.,
ΦF pRi X Uq Ñ inftΦF pRX Uq : R P Cu “ µ as iÑ8 .
Observe that since F is bounded and µ is finite we haveH mpRiXUq ă 2pinf imF q´1µ for
all but finitely many i P P – we shall assume it holds for all i P P. In consequence, we
can choose a subsequence tR1i : i P Pu of tRi : i P Pu such that vmpR1i X Uq converges
as i Ñ 8 to some V P VmpUq. If B “ Rn„U is compact, then we use 9.4 too see that
spt }V } must be bounded; hence, E is bounded. Next, we apply 11.1 to tR1i : i P Pu to
obtain a subsequence tPi : i PPu of tR1i : i PPu and maps tgi P DpUq : i PPu and S P C.
Finally, we set Si “ girPis.
11.3 Remark. Let us summarise what we know so far.
Under the assumptions of 11.2 we obtain a minimising sequence tSi : i PPu Ď C, and
V P VmpUq, and S P C satisfying
lim
iÑ8ΦF pSi X Uq “ µ and V “ limiÑ8vmpSi X Uq and H
mpS X U „ spt }V }q “ 0
and lim
iÑ8 dH ,KpS X U, Si X Uq “ 0 for K Ď U compact .
Next, employing 10.1 we see that spt }V } is countably pH m,mq rectifiable and has lo-
cally finite H m measure. In particular, ΘmpH m spt }V }, xq “ 1 for H m almost all
x P spt }V } Ď U by [Fed69, 3.2.19] so, using 9.4 and [Fed69, 2.8.18, 2.9.5], also the den-
sity Θmp}V }, xq exists and is finite for }V } almost all x P U . Recalling 10.3 we see that for
H m almost all x P spt }V } the classical tangent cone Tanpspt }V }, xq is anm-dimensional
subspace of Rn.
In the next lemmawe relate the L2 tilt-excess to themeasure-excess; see (146). Similar
upper bound was also proven in [Men10, 3.13].
11.4 Lemma. Let P,Q P Gpn,mq. Then
1
2}P6 ´Q6}2 ď 1´ }
Ź
mP6 ˝Q6} ď 22m`3}P6 ´Q6}2 .
Proof. Employ [All72, 8.9(3)] to find u P Q such that |u| “ 1 and }P6 ´ Q6} “ |PK6 u|. Let
u1, . . . , um be an orthonormal basis of Q such that u1 “ u. We have
}ŹmP6 ˝Q6} “ |P6u1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ P6um| ď |P6u1| “ `1´ }P6 ´Q6}2˘1{2 .
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In consequence, since p1´ xq1{2 ď 1´ 12x for x P r0, 1s, we obtain
1´ }ŹmP6 ˝Q6} ě 1´ `1´ }P6 ´Q6}2˘1{2 ě 12}P6 ´Q6}2 .
Next, we shall derive the upper estimate. Let q P O˚pn,mq be such that im q˚ “ Q.
Since P6 ˝ Q6 “ Q6 ´ PK6 ˝ Q6 and q˚ ˝ q “ Q6 and pPK6 q˚ “ PK6 we obtain, using [Fed69,
1.7.6. 1.7.9, 1.4.5],
}ŹmP6 ˝Q6}2 “ |ŹmP6 ˝Q6|2 “ ˇˇŹm`q˚ ´ PK6 ˝ q˚˘ ˝ qˇˇ2 “ ˇˇŹm`q˚ ´ PK6 ˝ q˚˘ˇˇ2
“ trace`Źm`q˚ ´ PK6 ˝ q˚˘˚ ˝ `q˚ ´ PK6 ˝ q˚˘˘ “ det`idRm ´ q ˝ PK6 ˝ q˚˘
“
mÿ
j“0
p´1qj trace`Źjq ˝ PK6 ˝ q˚˘ “ mÿ
j“0
p´1qj trace`Źj`PK6 ˝ q˚˘˚ ˝ `PK6 ˝ q˚˘˘
“
mÿ
j“0
p´1qj ˇˇŹj`PK6 ˝ q˚˘ˇˇ2 “ 1´ ˇˇPK6 ˝Q6 ˇˇ2 ` E ,
where E “ řmj“2p´1qj ˇˇŹj`PK6 ˝ q˚˘ˇˇ2. Note that 1´ x ď p1´ xq1{2 for x P r0, 1s; hence,
(116) 1´ }ŹmP6 ˝Q6} “ 1´ `1´ ˇˇPK6 ˝Q6 ˇˇ2 ` E˘1{2 ď ˇˇPK6 ˝Q6 ˇˇ2 ´ E .
Employing [Fed69, 1.7.6, 1.7.9, 1.3.2] together with [All72, 8.9(3)] we get
ˇˇŹ
j
`
PK6 ˝ q˚
˘ˇˇ2 ď ˆm
j
˙
}P6 ´Q6}2j for j “ 0, 1, . . . ,m .(117)
If }P6 ´Q6}2 ď 2´pm`2q, then
(118) |E| ď
mÿ
j“2
ˆ
m
j
˙
}P6 ´Q6}2j ď 2m
mÿ
j“2
}P6 ´Q6}2j
ď 2m }P6 ´Q6}
4 ´ }P6 ´Q6}2m
1´ }P6 ´Q6}2 ď
1
2}P6 ´Q6}2 .
If 2´pm`2q ă }P6 ´Q6}2 “ }PK6 ˝Q6}2 ď 1, then
(119) |E| ď
mÿ
j“2
ˆ
m
j
˙
}P6 ´Q6}2j ď 2m ď 22m`2}P6 ´Q6}2 .
Combining (116), (117), (118), and (119) we obtain
1´ }ŹmP6 ˝Q6} ď 2m`3}P6 ´Q6}2 .
The following lemma relates Lipschitz maps from the definition of an elliptic inte-
grand 3.16 to admissible maps defined in 3.1. Given S and D as in 3.16 and a Lipschitz
deformation which maps S onto the relative boundary of D the lemma provides condi-
tions on the set S under which one can construct an admissible map deforming S onto
the relative boundary of D.
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11.5 Lemma. Assume
T P Gpn,mq , S Ď Bp0, 1q is closed , S X Bdry Bp0, 1q Ď T X Bdry Bp0, 1q “ R ,
δ “ 12 sup
#
ρ P r0, 1s : S X pR`Bp0, ρqq Ď T ,pS `Bp0, ρqq X pRn„Up0, 1qq„pR`Bp0, ρqq “ ∅
+
ą 0 .
Suppose there exists a map f : Rn Ñ Rn satisfying
Lip f ă 8 , fpxq “ x for x P R , f rSs Ď R .
Then there exist Γ “ ΓpLip f, δq P p0,8q and a map g : Rn Ñ Rn such that
Lip g ă Γ , grSs Ď R , grBp0, 1qs Ď Bp0, 1q , gpxq “ x for x P Rn„Up0, 1q .
Moreover for each ε ą 0 there exists h P DpUp0, 1` εqq such that
Liph ď Γ and hrSs Ď R .
Proof. Define a map g¯ : Rn„Up0, 1q Y S Ñ Rn by setting
g¯pxq “ x for x P Rn„Up0, 1q and g¯pxq “ fpxq for x P S .
We shall check that Lip g¯ ă 8. Since S„pR `Bp0, δqq does not touch Bdry Bp0, 1q we see
that g¯ is Lipschitz continuous on each of the sets
S , Rn„Up0, 1q , pRn„Up0, 1qq Y S„pR`Bp0, δqq .
Note, however, that the Lipschitz constant of g¯ on the last set depends on δ. Now, it
suffices to estimate |g¯pxq ´ g¯pyq| for x P S X pR `Bp0, δqq Ď T and y P Rn„Up0, 1q. Note
that x{|x| P R, so fpx{|x|q “ x{|x| andˇˇ
g¯pxq ´ g¯pyqˇˇ ď ˇˇfpxq ´ fpx{|x|qˇˇ` ˇˇx{|x| ´ yˇˇ ď Lip f ˇˇx´ x{|x|ˇˇ` ˇˇx´ yˇˇ` ˇˇx{|x| ´ xˇˇ .
Clearly |x´ x{|x|| ď 2|x´ y|, so Lip g¯ ă 8.
Next, we extend g¯ to a Lipschitz map g˜ : Rn Ñ Rn using a standard procedure;
see [EG92, 3.1.1]. Let L “ Lip g˜ P r1,8q. Since g˜pxq “ x for x P Bdry Bp0, 1q we know
g˜rBp0, 1qs Ď Bp0, 2L` 1q. Define the map l : Rn Ñ Rn by setting
lpxq “
$’’’’&’’’’%
x for x P pRn„Bp0, 1qq YBp0, 1{p7Lqq ,
x
|x| for x P Bp0, 1q„Bp0, 1{p4Lqq ,
σp|x|q x|x| ` p1´ σp|x|qqx for x P Bp0, 1{p4Lqq„Bp0, 1{p7Lqq ,
where σptq “ p28Lt´ 4q{3. Finally set
gpxq “
#
l ˝ µ1{p3Lq ˝ g˜pxq for x P Bp0, 1q ,
x for x P Rn„Bp0, 1q .
To prove the second part of the lemma assume ε P p0, 2´7q. Choose ι P p0, 2´12εq so
small that grBpx, ιqs Ď Upgpxq, 2´12εq for all x P S. Let ϕ : Rn Ñ R be amollifier such that
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sptϕ P Up0, ιq and ϕpxq “ ϕ¯p|x|q for some smooth function ϕ¯ : R Ñ r0,8q. Let h¯ “ ϕ ˚ g.
Clearly h¯ P DpUp0, 1` ιqq and h¯rSs Ď R`Bp0, 2´12εq. To map S onto R we shall compose
h¯ with the following map
kpxq “ λpdistpx,Rqq T6x|T6x| ` p1´ λpdistpx,Rqqqx ,
where λ : R Ñ R is a C8 smooth map such that
λptq “ 1 for t ă 2´10ε , λptq “ 0 for t ą 2´7ε , and ´ 28{ε ď λ1ptq ď 0 .
Noting that |pT6xq{|T6x|´x| “ distpx,Rq we see that Lip k does not depend on ε. Therefore
we may set h “ k ˝ h¯.
11.6 Remark. Note that if S was allowed to approach Bdry Bp0, 1q tangentially, i.e., if we
did not assume S X pR `Bp0, δqq Ď T , then the auxiliary map g¯ constructed in the proof
above might have not been Lipschitz continuous.
In the next lemma we basically prove that theH m measure of the unrectifiable part
of elements of any minimising sequence must vanish in the limit.
11.7 Lemma. Assume
U Ď Rn is open , F is a bounded C 0 integrand , C is a good class in U ,
tSi : i PPu Ď C , V “ lim
iÑ8vmpSi X Uq , µ “ ΦF pV q “ inftΦF pRX Uq : R P Cu P p0,8q .
Denoting the purely pH m,mq unrectifiable part of Si X U by S¯i we have
lim
rÓ0 limiÑ8
H mpS¯i XBpx, rqq
αpmqrm “ 0 for }V } almost all x ,(120)
lim
iÑ8H
mpS¯iq “ 0 ; hence, lim
iÑ8ΦF pSi X Uq “ limiÑ8ΨF pSi X Uq .(121)
Proof. Let x0 P U be such that Θmp}V }, x0q P p0,8q - from 11.3 we know that }V } almost
all x0 satisfy this condition. Without loss of generality we shall assume x0 “ 0. Sup-
pose (120) is not true at x0. Then there exists a subsequence tRi : i PPu of tSi : i PPu,
a sequence of radii trj : j P Pu with rj Ó 0 as j Ñ 8, and δ P p0,8q such that denoting
Rj,i “ µ1{rj rRis XBp0, 1q we get
(122) @j PP Di0pjq @i ě i0 δ ăH mpR¯j,iq ă 2δ ,
where R¯j,i denotes the purely pH m,mq unrectifiable part of Rj,i. Set Rˆj,i “ Rj,i„ R¯j,i.
Using [Fed69, 2.9.11, 2.8.18] we may and shall assume that
lim
tÓ0
H mpR¯j,i XBpx, tqq
H mpRj,i XBpx, tqq “ 1 for all x P R¯j,i .
Set ξ1 “ inf imF and ξ2 “ sup imF and letβpnq be the optimal constant from theBesicovitch-
Federer covering theorem [Fed69, 2.8.14]. Choose ι P p0, 2´144q so that
(123) 2ιαpmqΘmp}V }, 0qξ2Γ10.4βpnq ă 2´144ξ1δ .
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Define
B¯j,i “
$’&’%Bpx, tq :
t P p0, ιq , x P R¯j,i , H mpRj,i X Bdry Bpx, tqq “ 0 ,
H mpRˆj,i XBpx, tqq ď ιH mpRj,i XBpx, tqq ,
H mpR¯j,i XBpx, tqq ě p1´ ιqH mpRj,i XBpx, tqq
,/./- .
For each i, j PP with i ě i0pjq employ the Besicovitch-Federer covering theorem [Fed69,
2.8.14] to obtain at most countable subfamily Bj,i of B¯j,i such that
R¯j,i Ď ŤBj,i XBp0, 1q and 1ŤBj,i ď ÿ
BPBj,i
1B ď βpnq1ŤBj,i .
Define Ej,i “ ŤBj,i XBp0, 1q and observe that
H mpRˆj,i X Ej,iq ď ι
ÿ
BPBj,i
H mpRj,i XB XBp0, 1qq ď ιβpnqH mpRj,i X Ej,iq .
Employ 10.4 with ι in place of ε to obtain the map fj,i P DpIntEj,iq of class C8 such that
H mpfj,irEj,i X R¯j,isq ď ιH mpEj,i X R¯j,iq “ ιH mpR¯j,iq ď 2ιδ
and H mpfj,irEj,i X Rˆj,isq ď Γ10.4H mpEj,i X Rˆj,iq ď ιΓ10.4βpnqH mpRj,i XBp0, 1qq .
Observe that we have
lim
jÑ8 limiÑ8H
mpRj,i XBp0, 1qq “ αpmqΘmp}V }, 0q P p0,8q ;
hence, we choose j, i1 PP such that ii ě i0pjq and
H mpRj,i XBp0, 1qq ă 2αpmqΘmp}V }, 0q for all i ě i1 .
In consequence, recalling (123) and assuming (122) we obtain for all j PP
lim sup
iÑ8
ΦF pµrj rfj,irRj,iss X Uq “ lim sup
iÑ8
ΦFj pfj,irRj,is X µ1{rj rU sq
ď lim sup
iÑ8
`
ΦF pSi X Uq ´ ΦFj pR¯j,i X Ej,iq ` ΦFj pfj,irRˆj,i X Ej,isq ` ΦFj pfj,irR¯j,i X Ej,isq
˘
ď lim sup
iÑ8
`
ΦF pSi X Uq ` rmj
`´ξ1δ ` 2ιαpmqΘmp}V }, 0qξ2Γ10.4βpnq ` 2ιδ˘˘
ă lim
iÑ8ΦF pSi X Uq “ µ .
This contradicts the definition of µ so (122) cannot hold and (120) is proven.
We will now show the second claim of the lemma. Assume (121) is not true. Then
there exists a subsequence tQi : i PPu of tSi : i PPu and ϑ P p0,8q such that
(124) ϑ ăH mpQ¯iq ă 2ϑ for all i PP ,
where Q¯i denotes the purely pH m,mq unrectifiable part of Qi X U . Let tνi : i P Pu
be a convergent subsequence of tH m Q¯i : i P Pu. Observe that (124) implies that
ν “ limiÑ8 νi is a finite non-zero Radon measure over U . Recalling (120) we see that
Θmpν, xq “ 0 for }V } almost all x .
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Moreover, ν is absolutely continuous with respect to }V } which, employing 9.4, is abso-
lutely continuous with respect to σ “ H m spt }V }. Thus, recalling (1) and 11.3, and
using [Fed69, 2.9.7, 2.8.18, 2.9.5], we deduce that
0 ă νpUq “
ˆ
U
Dpν, σ, xq dσpxq “
ˆ
U
Θmpν, xq dσpxq “ 0 .
Hence, ν could not be non-zero and (121) is proven.
11.8 Theorem. Assume U , F , C, tSi : i PPu Ď C, V , µ are as in 11.2 and
x0 P spt }V } Ď U , T “ Tanpspt }V }, x0q P Gpn,mq , Θmp}V }, x0q P p0,8q .
Then
(a) Θmp}V }, x0q ě 1.
Moreover, if F is elliptic, then
(b) Θmp}V }, x0q “ 1;
(c) VarTanpV, x0q “ tvmpT qu.
Proof. Proof of (a). Define E “ spt }V } and B “ Rn„U . Without loss of generality, we
assume x0 “ 0. Employing 11.2 we shall also assume that tSi : i P Pu satisfies all the
conclusions of 11.2. In particular, for some S P C and all compacts sets K Ď U
lim
iÑ8 dH ,KpSi X U, S X Uq “ 0 ,
lim
iÑ8 sup
 
r P R :H mptx P Si XK : distpx,E YBq ě ruq ą 0
( “ 0 .(125)
Define
δprq “ sup
"
distpx, T q
|x| : x P E XUpx, 2rq„t0u
*
for r P p0,8q .
Recall [All72, 3.4(1)] and Θmp}V }, x0q P p0,8q to see that VarTanpV, 0q is compact and
nonempty so we can choose C P VarTanpV, 0q and trj P R : j P Pu such that rj Ó 0 as
j Ñ8, and δpr1q ă 1, and Up0, 3r1q Ď U , and
C “ lim
jÑ8pµ1{rj q#V , and }V }pBdry Bp0, rjqq “ 0 for j PP .
Set δj “ δprjq and εj “ 10δ1{2j . For j PP let fj , gj , hj P C8pR,Rq be such that
fjptq “ 1 for t ď p1´ εjqrj , fjptq “ 0 for t ě p1´ εj{2qrj ,
0 ď fjptq ď 1 and |f 1jptq| ď 4{pεjrjq for t P R ,
gjptq “ 0 for t ď p1´ 3εjqrj or t ě p1´ εj{2qrj ,
gjptq “ 1 for p1´ 2εjqrj ď t ď p1´ εjqrj ,
0 ď gjptq ď 1 and |g1jptq| ď 4{pεjrjq for t P R ,
hjptq “ 1 for t ď 2δjrj , hjptq “ 0 for t ě 3δjrj ,
0 ď hjptq ď 1 and |h1jptq| ď 2{pδjrjq .
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We define pj P C8pRn,Rnq and qj P C8pRn,Rnq so that
pjpxq “ T6pxq `
`
1´ fjp|T6pxq|qhjp|TK6 pxq|q
˘
TK6 pxq
and qjpxq “ T6pxq `
`
1´ gjp|T6pxq|qhjp|TK6 pxq|q
˘
TK6 pxq for x P Rn .
We set Bj “ Up0, 2rjq X
`
T `Bp0, 2δjrjq
˘
. Then
(126) Lip
`
pj |Bj
˘ ď 6` 8δj
εj
ď 6` δ1{2j and Lip
`
qj |Bj
˘ ď 6` 8δj
εj
ď 6` δ1{2j .
Using (125) and possibly passing to a subsequence of tSi : i PPuwe shall further assume
that for i, j PP with i ě j there holds
(127) H m
`
Si XUp0, 3rj{2q„
`
T `Bp0, 2δjrjq
˘˘ “ 0 .
For j PP the map pj is clearly admissible so for i PP we have pjrSis P C and
(128) ΦF
`
pjrSis X U
˘ ě µ and lim inf
iÑ8
`
ΦF
`
pjrSis X U
˘´ ΦF pSi X Uq˘ ě 0 .
DefineAj “ Bp0, rjq„Up0, p1´3εjqrjq for j PP and ξ1 “ inf imF ą 0 and ξ2 “ sup imF ă
8. For i, j PP with i ě j, recalling (126), we have
qjrSis “
`
Si„Bp0, rjq
˘Y `qjrSi XAjs˘Y `Si XUp0, p1´ 3εjqrjq˘ ;
thus, ΦF
`
qjrSis X U
˘ “ ΦF pSi X Uq ` ΦF `qjrSi XAjs˘´ ΦF pSi XAjq
ď ΦF pSi X Uq ` κjH mpSi XAjq .
where κj “ ξ2
`
6` δ1{2j
˘m ´ ξ1 and κ8 “ 6mξ2 ´ ξ1. In consequence
lim sup
iÑ8
`
ΦF
`
qjrSis X U
˘´ ΦF pSi X Uq˘ ď κj lim sup
iÑ8
H mpSi XAjq .
Since vmpSi X Uq Ñ V P VmpUq as iÑ8 and Aj is compact, we have
lim sup
iÑ8
H mpSi XAjq ď }V }pAjq ;
thus, lim sup
iÑ8
`
ΦF
`
qjrSis X U
˘´ ΦF pSi X Uq˘ ď κj}V }pAjq .(129)
Since p1´ εj{2qrj ` 3δjrj ă rj , we get
qj |Rn„Up0,rjq “ pj |Rn„Up0,rjq “ idRn„Up0,rjq
and qjrUp0, rjqs Ď Up0, rjq , pjrUp0, rjqs Ď Up0, rjq ,
so we obtain for i, j PP with i ě j
qjrSis X pRn„Up0, rjqq “ Si X pRn„Up0, rjqq “ pjrSis X pRn„Up0, rjqq
and qjrSis XUp0, rjq “ qjrSi XUp0, rjqs , pjrSis XUp0, rjq “ pjrSi XUp0, rjqs .
Hence, recalling (128) and (129), we see that for j PP
(130) lim sup
iÑ8
`
ΦF
`
qjrSi XUp0, rjqs
˘´ ΦF `pjrSi XUp0, rjqs˘˘ ď κj}V }pAjq .
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For i, j PP define, recalling 3.7,
rpj “ µ1{rj ˝ pj ˝ µrj , rqj “ µ1{rj ˝ qj ˝ µrj , Sj,i “ µ1{rj rSis ,rAj “ Bp0, 1q„Up0, 1´ 3εjq , Wj,i “ µ1{rj ˝ qjrSis , Zj,i “ µ1{rj ˝ pjrSis ,
Fj “ µ#rjF , i.e., Fjpx, T q “ rmj F prjx, T q for px, T q P Rn ˆGpn,mq .
Then
µ1{rj
“
pjrSis XUp0, rjq
‰ “ Zj,i XUp0, 1q , µ1{rj“qjrSis XUp0, rjq‰ “Wj,i XUp0, 1q ,
ΦFj pXq “ ΦF
`pµrj q#X˘ for X P VmpRnq .
Since vmpµ1{rj rSisq “ pµ1{rj q#vmpSiq by 3.14, we get for j PP using (130)
lim sup
iÑ8
r´mj
`
ΦFj pWj,i XUp0, 1qq ´ ΦFj pZj,i XUp0, 1qq
˘ ď r´mj κj}V }pAjq
“ κj
››pµ1{rj q#V ››p rAjq ;
hence, recalling Θmp}V }, x0q P p0,8q and [All72, 3.4(2)],
lim sup
jÑ8
lim sup
iÑ8
r´mj
`
ΦFj pWj,i XUp0, 1qq ´ ΦFj pZj,i XUp0, 1qq
˘
ď κ8}C}pBdry Up0, 1qq “ 0 .
Employing (127) we obtain for i, j PP with i ě j
H m
`
Sj,i XUp0, 3{2q„pT `Bp0, 2δjqq
˘ “ 0 .
For i, j PP define
(131) ρj “ 1´ 3εj{2 and Yj,i “ Bp0, ρjq X sptpH m Wj,iq .
Since Wj,i is closed we have Yj,i Ď Wj,i X Bp0, ρjq and H mpBp0, ρjq X Wj,i„Yj,iq “ 0.
Roughly speaking, Yj,i equalsWj,iXBp0, ρjq with removed “hair”. We will now check that
for i, j P P big enough with i ě j, one cannot deform Yj,i onto Rj “ T X Bdry Bp0, ρjq by
any Lipschitz continuous map Rn Ñ Rn which fixes Rj . Assume, by contradiction, that
there exists such a retraction φ¯j . Observe that whenever γ P p0, εj{2q
r´mj H
mpqjrSis XBp0, rjpρj ` γqq ´Up0, rjρjqq
ď r´mj H mpT XBp0, rjpρj ` γqq ´Up0, rjρjqq “ αpmqppρj ` γqm ´ ρmj q γÓ0ÝÝÑ 0 .
For each i, j PP we choose γj,i P p0, εj{2q such that
(132) ξ2Γ11.5pLip φ¯j , εj{2qmH mpqjrSis XBp0, rjpρj ` γj,iqq ´Up0, rjρjqq
ă ΦF pqjrSis XUp0, rjρjq„Up0, p1´ 3εjqrjqq .
Recalling (127) and that εj{2 “ 5δ1{2j we see that
Yj,i X Bdry Bp0, ρjq Ď Rj , Yj,i X pRj `Bp0, εj{2qq Ď T ,
and pYj,i `Bp0, εj{4qq X pRn„Up0, ρjqq„pRj `Bp0, εj{4qq “ ∅ .
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Hence, by lemma 11.5, there exists φj P DpUp0, ρj ` γj,iqq such that φjrYj,is Ď Rj and
Lipφj ď Γ11.5pLip φ¯j , εj{2q. Clearly µrj ˝ φjrWj,is P C so using (132) we get
(133) µ ď ΦF pµrj ˝ φjrWj,is X Uq “ ΦF pµrj rWj,is X Uq
´ ΦF pµrj rWj,i XUp0, ρj ` γj,iqsq ` ΦF pµrj ˝ φjrWj,i XUp0, ρj ` γj,iq„Up0, ρjqsq
ď ΦF pqjrSis X Uq ´ ΦF pqjrSis XUp0, p1´ 3εjqrjqq
“ ΦF pSi X Uq ´
`
ΦF pSi XUp0, p1´ 3εjqrjqq ´
`
ΦF pqjrSis X Uq ´ ΦF pSi X Uq
˘˘
.
We choose j0 PP so big that for j ě j0 we have
(134) r´mj ξ1}V }Up0, p1´ 3εjqrjq ´ r´mj 2κj}V }pAjq ą 2´4ξ1αpmqΘmp}V }, 0q ,
which is possible because
lim
jÑ8 r
´m
j κj}V }pAjq “ 0 and limjÑ8 r
´m
j }V }Up0, p1´ 3εjqrjq “ αpmqΘmp}V }, 0q ą 0 .
For each j ě j0 we select i0 “ i0pjq PP such that i0 ě j and for i ě i0
(135)
ΦF pSi X Uq ´ µ ă 2´7rmj ξ1αpmqΘmp}V }, 0q
and ΦF pqjrSis X Uq ´ ΦF pSi X Uq ď 2κj}V }pAjq ,
which is possible because tSi : i P Pu is a minimising sequence and due to (129). Com-
bining (133), (134), and (135) we get for j ě j0 and i ě i0pjq the following contradictory
estimate
µ ď µ` rmj ξ1αpmqΘmp}V }, 0q
`
2´7 ´ 2´4˘ ă µ .
We now know that Wj,i cannot be deformed onto Rj “ T X Bdry Bp0, ρjq by any Lips-
chitz continuous map Rn Ñ Rn fixing Rj . In consequence we get
(136) T6rWj,i XBp0, 1qs XBp0, ρjq “ Zj,i XBp0, ρjq “ rpjrWj,is XBp0, ρjq “ Rj
because otherwise we could deformWj,i onto Rj . In particular,
(137) lim inf
jÑ8 lim infiÑ8 H
mpWj,i XBp0, 1qq ě lim
jÑ8H
mpT XBp0, ρjqq “ αpmq ,
so (a) is now proven.
Proof of (b). DefineXj “ Up0, 1q„Bp0, ρjq and let F 0 be defined as in 3.8. Recall (131)
and (137). Note that whenever A Ď Rn is closed and satisfies H mpA X Kq ă 8 for all
compact K Ď Rn, and j PP, then
ΨF 0j
pAq “ ΨF 0
`
µrj rAs
˘ “ rmj ΨF 0pAq .
Since F is elliptic and µ1{ρj rYj,is satisfies 3.16(b) employing (127) we can find ξ3 ą 0 such
that for i, j PP with j ě j0 and i ě i0pjq
0 ďH mpWj,i XUp0, ρjqq ´H mpT XUp0, ρjqq
ď ξ3r´mj
`
ΨF 0pµrj rWj,i XUp0, ρjqsq ´ΨF 0pµrj rT XUp0, ρjqsq
˘
ď ξ3r´mj
`
ΨF 0j
pWj,i XUp0, 1qq ´ΨF 0j pZj,i XUp0, 1qq
˘` r´mj ξ3ΨF 0j pZj,i XXjq .
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Since rqjpUp0, 1qq Ď Up0, 1q and rqjpxq “ x for x P Up0, 1´ 3εjqY pRn„Up0, 1qq, we see that
Wj,i XUp0, 1q Ě
`
Sj,i XBp0, 1´ 3εjq
˘Y `Wj,i X rAj˘ ;
thus, H m
`
Wj,i XUp0, 1q
˘ ěH m`Sj,i XUp0, 1q˘´H m`Sj,i X rAj˘`H m`Wj,i X rAj˘ .
Hence, we get
(138)
ˇˇ
H m
`
Sj,i XUp0, 1q
˘´H mpT XUp0, 1qqˇˇ
ď ˇˇH m`Wj,i XUp0, 1q˘´H mpT XUp0, 1qqˇˇ`H m`Sj,i X rAj˘`H m`Wj,i X rAj˘
ď `H m`Wj,i XUp0, ρjq˘´H mpT XUp0, ρjqq˘`H m`Sj,i X rAj˘` 2H m`Wj,i X rAj˘
`H mpT XUp0, 1q„Up0, ρjqq
ď ξ3r´mj
`
ΨF 0j
`
Wj,i XUp0, 1q
˘´ΨF 0j pZj,i XUp0, 1qq˘` r´mj ξ3ΨF 0j `Zj,i XXj˘
` 2H m`Wj,i X rAj˘`H m`Sj,i X rAj˘`H mpT XUp0, 1q„Up0, ρjqq .
Recalling (126) and 3.15 we see that
r´mj ξ3ΨF 0j
`
Zj,i XXj
˘ ď ξ3ξ2p6` δ1{2j qmH mpSj,i X rAjq ,(139)
H m
`
Wj,i X rAj˘ ď p6` δ1{2j qmH mpSj,i X rAjq .(140)
We observe that
(141) lim sup
jÑ8
lim sup
iÑ8
H mpSj,i X rAjq ď lim sup
jÑ8
r´mj }V }p rAjq
“ lim sup
jÑ8
››pµ1{rj q#V ››p rAjq ď }C}pBdry Bp0, 1qq “ 0 .
Let us define ω : p0,8q Ñ R by the formula
ωprq “ sup |F p0, T q ´ F px, T q| ` | sup imF 0 ´ sup imF x| : x P Bp0, rq , T P Gpn,mq( .
Then, we may write
(142) r´mj
`
ΨF 0j
`
Wj,i XUp0, 1q
˘´ΨF 0j pZj,i XUp0, 1qq˘
ď r´mj
`
ΨFj
`
Wj,i XUp0, 1q
˘´ΨFj pZj,i XUp0, 1qq˘
` ωprjq
`
H mpWj,i XUp0, 1qq `H mpZj,i XUp0, 1qq
˘
.
Using again (126) we have
(143) lim sup
jÑ8
lim sup
iÑ8
H mpWj,i XUp0, 1qq `H mpZj,i XUp0, 1qq
ď lim sup
jÑ8
lim sup
iÑ8
2p6` δ1{2j qmH mpSj,i XUp0, 1qq ď 12}C}Bp0, 1q ă 8 .
Since F is continuous and Gpn,mq is compact we see that limrÑ0 ωprq “ 0; hence, com-
bining (138) with (139), (140), (141), (142), and (143) we obtain
(144) lim sup
jÑ8
lim sup
iÑ8
ˇˇ
H m
`
Sj,i XUp0, 1q
˘´H mpT XUp0, 1qqˇˇ
ď lim sup
jÑ8
lim sup
iÑ8
ξ3r
´m
j
`
ΨFj
`
Wj,i XUp0, 1q
˘´ΨFj pZj,i XUp0, 1qq˘ .
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For any i, j PP we have
(145) ΨF pµrj rZj,is X Uq “ ΨF pSi X Uq `
`
ΨFj pZj,i XUp0, 1qq ´ΨFj pWj,i XUp0, 1qq
˘
`ΨFj pWj,i X rAjq ´ΨFj pSj,i X rAjq .
Since V “ limiÑ8 vmpSi X Uq is minimising, we obtain
µ “ ΦF pV q ď ΦF pµrj rZj,is X Uq ď ΨF pµrj rZj,is X Uq for each i, j PP ;
hence, transforming (145) we get
r´mj
`
ΨFj pWj,i XUp0, 1qq ´ΨFj pZj,i XUp0, 1qq
˘ ď r´mj `ΨF pSi X Uq ´ ΦF pV q˘
` r´mj ΨFj pWj,i X rAjq ` r´mj ΨFj pSj,i X rAjq .
Estimating as in (139), (140), (141) and using (121) we reach the conclusion
lim sup
jÑ8
lim sup
iÑ8
r´mj
`
ΨFj pWj,i XUp0, 1qq ´ΨFj pZj,i XUp0, 1qq
˘ “ 0 .
Plugging this into (144) we obtain
0 “ lim sup
jÑ8
lim sup
iÑ8
ˇˇ
H m
`
Sj,i XUp0, 1q
˘´H mpT XUp0, 1qqˇˇ
“ lim
jÑ8 r
´m
j }V }Up0, rjq ´αpmq “ αpmq
`
Θmp}V }, 0q ´ 1˘ .
Hence, }C} “ H m T by [All72, 3.4(2)]. To have C “ vmpT q we still need to show that
P “ T for C almost all px, P q.
Proof of (c). Let Sˆj,i denote the pH m,mq rectifiable part of Sj,i X Bp0, 1q. From 11.7
and (b) we know that
lim
jÑ8 limiÑ8H
mpSˆj,iq “ αpmqΘmp}V }, 0q “ αpmq .
Set pj,i “ T6|Sˆj,i . Since pj.ipxq “ rpjpxq for x P Sj,iXBp0, 1q„ rAj and recalling (141) and (136)
we see that
lim
jÑ8 limiÑ8H
mppj,irSˆj,isq “ αpmq .
Clearly Lip pj,i ď 1 so 1´ ap Jmpj,ipxq ě 0 forH m almost all x P Sˆj,i. Employing the area
formula [Fed69, 3.2.20] we have
(146) 0 ď lim
jÑ8 limiÑ8
ˆ
Sˆj,i
1´ ap Jmpj,i dH m
“ lim
jÑ8 limiÑ8H
mpSˆj,iq ´
ˆ
pj,irSˆj,is
H 0pp´1j,i tyuq dH mpyq
ď lim
jÑ8 limiÑ8
`
H mpSˆj,iq ´H mppj,irSˆj,isq
˘ “ 0 .
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Hence, employing 11.4, we get
lim
jÑ8 limiÑ8
ˆ
Bp0,1q
}P6 ´ T6}2 dvmpSˆj,iqpx, P q “ 0 .
Define ϕpx, P q “ 1Bp0,1qpxq}P6 ´ T6}2 for px, P q P Rn ˆGpn,mq. Recalling 11.7 and noting
that }C}pBdry Bp0, 1qq “ 0, we see that
0 “ lim
jÑ8 limiÑ8vmpSj,iqpϕq “ Cpϕq “
ˆ
Bp0,1q
}P6 ´ T6}2 dCpx, P q .
Therefore, P “ T for C almost all px, P q P Bp0, 1q ˆGpn,mq.
Now, since C P VarTanpV, 0q was chosen arbitrarily we obtain for all C P VarTanpV, 0q
(147) Cpψq “
ˆ
T
ψpx, T q dH mpxq whenever ψ P K pUp0, 1q ˆGpn,mqq .
In particular, if C P VarTanpV, 0q and ρ P p0, 1q, then C 1 “ pµρq#C P VarTanpV, 0q also
satisfies (147); hence, for all C P VarTanpV, 0q
Cpψq “
ˆ
T
ψpx, T qdH mpxq whenever ψ P K pRn ˆGpn,mqq .
Now we have all the ingredients to prove our main theorem.
Proof of 3.20. First we recall 11.3 too obtain S and tSi : i P Pu and too see that we may
apply 11.8 at }V } almost all x0. We then get Θmp}V }, xq “ 1 and Tanpspt }V }, xq “ T for
V almost all px, T q P U ˆGpn,mq. We knowH mpS XU „ spt }V }q “ 0, which means that
V “ vmpS X Uq and that S and tSi : i PPu satisfy all the conditions of 3.20.
12 An example of a good class: homological spanning
Let us fix an abelian coefficient group G. We shall work in the category A1 of arbitrary
pairs and their maps as defined in [ES52, I,1]. This means that pX,Aq is an object in A1
if X is a topological space and A Ď X is an arbitrary subset with the relative topology.
Morphisms inA1 between pX,Aq and pY,Bq are continuous functions f : X Ñ Y such that
f rAs Ď B. If pX,Aq, pY,Bq are objects in A1 and f : pX,Aq Ñ pY,Bq is a morphism in A1,
then the symbol HˇkpX,A;Gq shall denote the kth Čech homology group [ES52, IX,3.3] of
the pair pX,Aq with coefficients in G and Hˇkpfq : HˇkpX,A;Gq Ñ HˇkpY,B;Gq the induced
morphism of abelian groups. In case A “ ∅, we write HˇkpX;Gq “ HˇkpX,∅;Gq. For any
sets X Ď Y Ď Rn, we will denote by iX,Y the inclusion map X ãÑ Y .
12.1 Definition. Let B be a closed subset of Rn, L a subgroup of Hˇm´1pB;Gq. We say
that a closed set E Ď Rn spans L if L Ď ker`Hˇm´1piB,BYEq˘. In other words, E spans L if
the composition
L ãÑ Hˇm´1pB;Gq Hˇm´1piB,BYEqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hˇm´1pB Y E;Gq
is zero.
We denote by CˇpB,L,Gq the collection of all closed subsets of Rn which span L.
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We shall prove that CˇpB,L,Gq is a good class in the sense of definition 3.4.
12.2 Lemma. Let B be a closed subset of Rn, L a subgroup of Hˇm´1pB;Gq. Let tEk Ď
Rn : k P Pu be a decreasing sequence of closed sets. If B Ď Ek`1 Ď Ek and L Ď
ker
`
Hˇm´1piB,Ekq
˘
for all k ě 1, then, by settingE “ Şkě1Ek, we haveL Ď ker`Hˇm´1piB,Eq˘.
Proof. Since E “ Şkě1Ek, we have that E “ limÐÝEk, see for example [ES52, Theorem 2.5
on p. 260]. We let
ϕ : Hˇm´1pE;Gq Ñ limÐÝ Hˇm´1pEk;Gq
be the natural isomorphism, and let
pik : limÐÝ Hˇm´1pEk;Gq Ñ Hˇm´1pEk;Gq
be the natural projections. Then
Hˇm´1piE,Ekq “ ϕ ˝ pik.
Since
Hˇm´1piB,Ej q “ Hˇm´1piEk,Ej q ˝ Hˇm´1piB,Eq,
by the universal property of inverse limit, there exist a homomorphism
ψ : Hˇm´1pB;Gq Ñ limÐÝ Hˇm´1pEk;Gq
such that
Hˇm´1piB,Ekq “ pik ˝ ψ.
Then
pik ˝ ψpLq “ Hˇm´1piB,EkqpLq “ 0,
thus ψpLq “ 0. We see that
Hˇm´1piB,Eq “ ϕ´1 ˝ ψ,
thus
Hˇm´1piB,EqpLq “ ϕ´1 ˝ ψpLq “ 0.
12.3 Remark. For any continuous map ϕ : Rn Ñ Rn with ϕ|B “ idB, we have
ϕrSs P CˇpB,L,Gq whenever S P CˇpB,L,Gq .
In particular, CˇpB,L,Gq satisfies condition (c) of definition 3.4.
12.4 Lemma. Let B, L and CˇpB,L,Gq be given as in Definition 12.1. Then CˇpB,L,Gq is a
good class in the sense of 3.4.
Proof. Observe that Rn P CˇpB,L,Gq so CˇpB,L,Gq is non-empty and contains only closed
sets by definition. Recalling 12.3 we only need to check condition (d) of definition 3.4.
If tSk : k P Pu P CˇpB,L,Gq is a sequence such that Si Ñ S locally in Hausdorff
distance for some closed set S, then by putting
Ek “ ClospB YŤiěkSkq “ B Y S YŤiěkSk ,
we have that
L Ď ker Hˇm´1 piB,Ekq .
By Lemma 12.2, we get that L Ď ker Hˇm´1 piB,BYSq.
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12.5 Remark. Replacing Čech homology group with Čech cohomology group, we let L be
a subgroup of Hˇm´1pB;Gq, C a collection of closed sets E such that the composition
Hˇm´1pB Y E;Gq Hˇ
m´1piB,BYEqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hˇm´1pB;Gq Hˇm´1pB;Gq{L
is zero. By continuity of Čech cohomology theory, see for example [ES52, Theorem 3.1 in
p. 261], we get also that C is a good class. Indeed, we have a similar result as Lemma 12.2,
but with Čech cohomology groups instead of Čech homology groups. For the proof we refer
the reader to [Spa87, Proposition (2.7)].
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